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pREiACE

WHY NOT A SEMINAR?

I have taught American literature courses in high.
school for more than eighteen years, but the
broad survey outlines which served me in.,the
1950s-LPuritans to the Presentbegan to narrow'
in the late 1960s. The title remained, but I began
.to. pursue the change, of Form and content in
Ainerican. literature that took place tfter. Theo-,

dore Dreiser's Sister Carrie (1900). I would use
nineteenth-century writers like Poe, Thoreau,
Dickinson, Melyille, and Whitman to suggest the
changes that were to emerge aft'br World, yar I.

My shift from broad survey to more narrowed
focusgained momentum as West High School of
Iowa City became caught up in the curriculum
revolution of the 60s, a revolution that-called.for
shorter courses, even mini-courses: Relevance,
we called it. Slices -Of American literature be-
came courses. Et nic American Novels, The
America Short tory. Sometimes courses com-
bined three, or four authors, reminiscent of
graduate school "bedfellow courses"Twain,
Faulkner, Salinger. Strange bedfellows at times.

As year courses became semester and finally
trimester' courses, I reflected on the problems

.. created tiv fragmenting literture, and I recalled
a tactic I had used in 1062 while teaching for the
°verse, s. Schools 'run by the. U.S. government in
WeSt q ermany, In an American literature survey
course for high-ability juniors and seniors, I had
assigned a position paper on one American
author.. The paper required a single focus based
on the 'reading of at least five of the author's
'Works and one hundred pages of biography
and7or autobiogrty.n had personally followed
a similar in-depth ading praotice for years, and
I hoped to share with students what I had dis-

.covered through understanding a writer's -basic
;themes and stylea sense of how biography
relates to literary material, the joy, of expertise

Which includes a knowledge of major and minor
works and their chronologyiD a delight in quot-
Sble lines, and the privilege of choosing favorite
characters. sum, this process can make a
writer come alive, become a friend (or enemy)?
And the assignment worked. Many of those ,

former students have, in fact, told me ttrt their
first genuine response to 'literature came as a
result of the hi-depth study of James, Cather,
Steinbeck, Hemingway. They also observed that
the position paper had been a' valuable college
pftatatory experience.

So I introduced the scheme at Iowa City Weit.
Or, rather, I'decided to transform an individual
term paper course into a seminar that would
follow the American literature surrey 'course.
The seminathat in-depth approach that en-
tered_American universities back in the 1860s,
seemed an 'appropriate structure since it
bines individual' study with s a group irkter-
action. 'Instead of a single synthesis paper,
however, my fifteen juniors and seniors wroteaseven position papers, Instea of grading all of
the papers for each assignm t, I graded all but
two; these two were evaluated by the group.
Naturally the assignments. were chronological,
though there was an "author profile paper near '
the middle of tke term and a summation paper.
atthe end. Classroom activities included not

, only reading and writing 'and evaluation (we
called the group evaluation of papers "Defense.
Day"), but also the oral reading of short works,
the use of audio-visual materials, brief teacher
"lectures," and bulletin board displays. Eventu-
ally we even contacted authors (see Appendix
A) and hard weekend parties for which we
dressed as literary characters.

The idea flourished. Beginning with an ex-
perimental seminar four years ago on F. Scott
Fitzgerald, I have, gone on to offer seminars on
John Steinbeck, Saroyan, J.D. Salinger,

wI
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II

xii Preface

and Ernest Hemingwayall authors chosen by
students. In fact, students have elected three
times to devote the- seminarsto Hemingway. We
have gone from one...section to two and now
.three. The word seems to be out at West High
that the seminar is fun, challenging, and a
valuable skills course, espegialtl, in writing.

Certainly one of my initial fears was dispelled,
the fear that I would be accused of teaching a
yerY specialized course. The seminar's popularity

. With student's and its acceptance by parents
seem :to indicate that a single-author seminal-
accenting basic writing skills and in-depth ilppre-

, ciation is a valuable contribution to the high
school English program. Why not a seminar!

(2) Hemingway was n-..interesting human
being, a man of poetry nd passion, of, various

.interests that appeal to anrteenagersfishing,
hunting, bullfighting, boxing:, He liked to be-on
the road to egotic places.-4aris, Spin, Cuba,

t_. Africa:. Andshe played knany roles in his lifetime:
rebellious teeriamr, soldier,' disenchanted lover,
expatriate t*orter.;,and 'war correspondent,
husOand (four 'times), son and father, . male
chauvinist, public and private 'man, writer of
wealth and.success.

(3) Learning about Hemingway's world and
reading -his bopks reveal much aboilt America
during the first half of the twentieth ce'ntiary,
Students begin to understand how the, quiet,

\,rural life changed after World War I, how many
/people left their OA Parks' for the East Coast,

- even for Europe. To situdy Hemingway is to
learn about the American family, about World
Wars I and II and the Spanish Civil War, about
writers like Sherwood Anderson,, Ezra Pourid,
James Joyce, Gertrude Stern, F. ScottfFitzgerald,..
William Faulkner, about American and world
geography (Illinois, Michigan, Paris, Pamplona,
Milan, Key West, Cuba, Igaho), about :famous
people from Marlene Dietrich to Fidel Cas,tro.

(4) Hemingway's work can be read on many
levels. First, the prose is concrete,' diresc,t, simple
in construction but often 'poetic; it was built on
practical newspaper experience,'on theory after
Hemingway studied Stein, Anderson,-..foyce, and

'others, and on bard work. HemingWay is a model
of writing discipline, and students are drawn to
his style, sometime's imitating it unconsciously
and sometimes parodying it. Second, the plots
and characters are both simple and complex. .

.They invite re-reading: Nick Adams, the innocent
teenager, evolves into the wounded Jake Barnes,
one of several life-explorers in Hemingway who
search for "grace under pressure" in Italy, Africa,
Cuba. Male , and femaleFrederic Henry. and.
Santiago, Brett, Ashley and Catherine Barkley-
Hemingway's characters live by a code that .

students try to define-.',"Finally, individual stu-
dents relate to individual works, discovering
meaning even in the so-called weak novels like
Across the Riyer and into the Trees; and they
begin to .understand why critics ..find certain
works to be *`major."

(5) Not all questions About Hemingway' can
be answered. At the end gfthe seminar, there is
satisfaction, yet there is also an edge of dissatis-

WHY HEMINGWAY?

Why Hemingway? 'Well, probably not for his
poetry:

Air Line

,---.-
'-' , !

. -

11110 T IbT-10/":

E.H

As you will probably notice the above poem i bl;nk
verse.

But this 1916' poem,* written when Hemingway
was seventeen years old, does say something'.
about him and the, brave n,ew world of the early
twentieth century. Kids like it, too, for it sug-
gests that famous authors-had fun in high school;
had beginnings.

Studying Ernest Hemingway,can be especially
rewarding to high school students for at lea's(
five good reasons.

(1) Hemingway is famous, more so than al- .

most any other author in AmeriCan literature.
He won the Nobel and Pulitzer Prizes, his works
have been filmed,.their titles remain current and
familiar (The Old Man and the Sea, A Fdrewell
to Arms, For Whdm thy. Bell Tolls). Hemingway
has net gone out of style. There seems to be
wo in studying somebody famous; the study
may us something about fame and the stay-
ing power. of writers.

*From Matthew Bruccoli..ed.. Ernest Itemingway's
Apprenticeship: Oak Park, 1910-1917 (Washington,
D.C.: Microcard Editions, 1971), p. 26.

wlo
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faction. Not eve thing is laid to rest. Why did ptibliShed after his deathi.sLich as:Islands in the'Hemingway writ so much about death? Was Ifs Stream?: ",- ' ."suicide a violatio of his own Code? Was e :4itiest Hemingway makes excellent
.
begin,religious? .What think about the b oks fling.:
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ones often- asked to repeat an aulhor,Wha they.
had heard was 'exciting:to Study.: Ernest flern-inf-,
way. Each seminar met for fifty ..days; and each

to ::sev
eSt: were by .t

Wer graded by the grou
ba d on the seven, papers-, on c
discuSsion arid. evaluation and- ongro
ropie.dynamics varied;,. the fifty-Rye

-:.could be charged with volatile irate
Ingked quitt, thOiighfful. d
spirit was cooperative. The seminar was great.
Nil to teach.

Admtttetily, . the fifty class days. were busy.
intich so that the schedule included here has

een. revised to cover ninety class periods or an
eighteen-:weekjisentstier. This exiianded ;format._
al10Wg explore areas that could not be
fulTy covered during a ptrimester follow -up..
,discussions, reference to criticaropinion.,f;ink145S:-.
reading and- )Nriting 'Theno,t0O; thersCh.e4lb
needs...fleXibility" to, allow - for .'normal :interrupt
tiOnsa'gsemblies,- spedial :esonts, snow days.
Some instructors may want to include resource

an eighth paper, conferences. with( vidnal-
nersonS, telephone interviewg. (see APPpik

students, and formal testing. FinallY, Setniniats
are not just for the'ated; though the gifted
enjoy he structure anecoOerit of gutli a course.
More time is' requireC1 to improve the skillS of
skiwer readers, less competent writers:
. Having taught for tWenty.years,
aware of two 'hazards teaching any 'course
work load and"borellem. Let Me begin by saying.,
that, this course is not a case study of Ernest
Heriiingway meant to be taught by -a HemingWay
expert. or 0en'a teacher who taken a gradu
ate seminar on Hejningwai:, The reading assigny
merits pose. no,.rial:butileri since time is built
into thet chedule' for tilliCh of the reading of the
required short story and.three' novea Slade' the

y

This handtibloi(44,0 "ed to be uSed-Ne day is
fOi a' semester',;:and.ineNdeS::k:.:_chedu lesson
plans, material' for reprEidtictiOn

,tnd 'a,servieable Hemingway bibliography.
It is based not'Only' a-theory about how Stn-

- dents improve basic .Writirtr. Is and aCquire
new read rig. habits:, biz O'on four years
expe4enc.e with hjg "school -st-Pder)ts- at st
High 'Sdliobl ity,,--1Owas:ThrOtigh t i2d%
and errOr,..frorn-,Stadent suggestions anti .gape ,

...Y.rlth` the 'discovery of :iliewlmaterials;_ the: hand,..
book evolved:, , .

This .handbook;: the .result- of my
ow*,search, not is much litit Ernest .Hemingway :
or ,1:15, 9thet.:author, but for a vital teaching
method. Lwanted my tudents to enjoy litera-
sture. and to develop the sl.read. s
in a Way that no survey co Id allow;
From personal., experience I. knew that. e

eXPloration...Of. :a single. author
pro 'de an opening :wecige_ to all of literature.
Mier° osni, macrocosm,: if you -SO I' de-,'

.signed, course in whiel iltdeOtli.'analySis was
shared by a group of iSti.ideTits. Eventually. this
course deSign major discdvery:_ I had'
found a vital method not only for the teaching
of literature but also for the teaching of writing.

THE OVERALL( DESIGN OF THECOURSE

A good handbook,showever pr matic, must be
flexible if it is to meet the requ ements of dif-
Terent schools, students,-)eachers. ar
handbook grew out of a trimester elec ive for
fifteen students, some very gifted in reading and
writing, some merely interested in literature and
self-improvement.' The ogily irerequisite for the
seminar' was an American literature,. survey
course. Students in ,the first seminars chose an
author from all of American literature; later

.4 en
LI instruClOr and tyy,c.,-

m a adei,-aexe .

utiOns to
th..tiass=.
;minutes
ction DL

Ways the



Intrparuction

- ..' . .., - .

iii4ri0Ot S,4(:1 ,:eXpeeted,40 be an expert;he or:. . While;the - Content' has its -'app6I- tfd;:te7al, ''' \
-she l'tjOinS::1-he- sinninar in Muck. of:the discs - - vitality of the Seminar desig-ineaMe.r-frotti..,t4';
ProeesS..::As:: :for .:riaclin;g,, and : c'oi-iercti IV" StDdent -'1-::PciSitiOn papers iit`hci,3t e ,Defense

! :

Days,. T fag
pipets tease into :.the schedDle.f-or it was here 44epiered that.4 was

, 4.;

teaching- a'4 ;.:,

r'..tbliti plus the bonus of Defense DaY.'eVajuations:-. -.; vital wilting'--.CODise,, At_Soon-'1154Qairie-i:Obvibtis:*-
of tivepaPersi 5{::t-frel:-qtifi.:te seminar: And :While . -that .stiPirit,iel-e ji'itrti-oilLy-leatnirik::?4,1;out the

:I-*tiot-;t4t'...tekliOii should stress: to .adriiiiiiS-. Writing .0( ..,,gri"st Iierningway, hot",also-;a6ciiit:
',irat-OrS that :.the:ierdinar is .aWri.tio,g:c 04r§e,- One theta Own: %.V.iiiint:::'"TheliintOtactiOn-.0.ftheIspven,4,
':-..,ttia:f : -words liesiiWith- -fiffeek .sttidentS,-:_./..tiays.. :wt-i*n-assignirie/rits-Acie: its imPaet*tho413...no. :-
-,trieci_.tO-:Op0-4Pthe semester schediire-ito ii"lak4,-..--StuiOnt. ever referred to the semitiar, a:Si "writing

.,:::the -(i.sikli feasible for ',larger classes :Thus,.1 A9, --,, ...:e'Ourse." '2-:.--..,-:.'-_,:-A:7'''.-- -':", :- '''.:4 ,.,

not -See'. the -instructional' load' of this, .course td i 7 Each" of 't4e-ettirket&fivertiage,, typed assikm::4
e ,atiy-_'-nOre ".hiirdensoine,thari;-for example ,an -n'ients:wasclefiried as a -"position papery because
trie,ricali' li ferature (survey. cotirse:. a ''.. ,-'_:"',..; ,1 -,-students were asked to

.. , -

,..
- . ..,. -. - .: . . ,-, .,,

.--

60 liei rw analysis. to a
aVe found. ittle.birecbm in,a-e4rse .1hat -Single:rOcus- This'position was to be Orianized,'

explores arattrac.ftve Writer .tirdtgh,a'iariety,of SuiPott.d by concrete detail, .and meChanically:
experiencesF61rowing the logic b1 Sound : Since the readings . were chronolOgical,

., so irriportant:,,inerdggesting the development of Students Were, encouraged' to build their :papers
major themes,' I' first selected: 7a Wort story -UPOnieach'other, te(41Ser. comparison and ,aorf.'..

R.. , ( `Indiati Camp'') that would define the Heming. ,.trast. Writing gdals *ere sequential, ranginstfrOm
way : material. Its brevity allOwed time for-the . concern with, proofreading-and clarity to the
izelaSs oral reading of additionaLstories, for a more coNiplex--siclils -of.- Ac4rnentatioti: add
discussion of what makes a position Paper, and Syrrthesig.. -A Model suldant- papo! :tor each7a
for an introdycli n Aix:Defense Day: 'Perhaps the seven assign-it-lents is inclnded, in the text., -

.\eye more significa 1y:there was time to de, . .Defense. Day.offered a drain is focus for.each
,.-velop. rapport within t seminar: The next two -asSigninent. While the instructor,providedt an

4 assignments dealt with `1 'Orks, The ...Yun audience for all of the position - papers, tw494- .
1,4/so-,Z ises .and A Fdrewe -II rta_.-*firs,s_t14#0 novels' . papers were read and evaluated, by the' thtire :

which:inviited coMParisOn, with' each fothe :and: \split*. In -additio4, Mare was.. an elemeat.: of
...withYthe earlier stoner -.-$*".-ithii,' fotirth-': Paper, 7: : surpOse. sinir stu ents: ',did rictitiknow which., ...-- , .4: , h at

'S riliZIV il f 10.0. :-begun to see fip :alitofjjogpa- ptiical , : 7 papers Would he..c en for ..4 -give ii Defense. ... v i

nature °Of the : writing and were ready to dear Day until-, all. hid :been handed ifi \and eopieS of
.........wit'K.7,171errii4gway .-. the::: man and writer. :This.' the -papers to be.. analyzed were ,made. When

assignment req411<individua,lgtseareh which v Defense Day .arrived, two § tudents shlre4. their ."

allowed studentS to take:even more personal. papers with the class: Wit the instructor acting.
positions thah they had been able to take based Aas a clasitoom.rtianaier; ot evallia,tof, mernbers,
on -in-corm:non -readings.: The fifth. assignment, of the seminar use& th ee- criteria to respond to

z.,
INisee 6r a-reading-of 'choice;, also --encouraged -:: each :paPer: (1) clarityk f position, (2) orrianiza- .1
individuality by offering stude is .,the 'oppor- tion, and. support, and mechanics:. Together
tunity to present works that ers may 'hot f''' students arrived at a coniensu&grade for each .

have read. The Old Man and. the:Sea:AI:1e sixth ' paper.: ,rf * ,"' , ,

- assignment,. again brought the class together ,in .,:
,

'.,, Obviously', Defense 'bay is:a Mime of tension. 0
a common and important final r ading. ',The,: or.,the Student facing a .p eer audience* there are
seventh paper had its own special lights: no the questions: that'. all writers must fa,c.- Wil
re ding but a good deal of retie ion (if Students they :understand, my position? Is my position
chose summation) or Creativity (if students suppOrted by.concrete detail?. Is,,it mechanically l' 4

tried= imitation or parody). Thii,,,,. sequence or''' sound -at least Sound.',ehou4I-f to Satisfy .,. thy

seven writing assignments, reinforced by re-:, ' readers?':,Will I be able totrespcinetb-their-ques-
source materials such as films, provided an tions and ,critiCisrris? What ,Will be the final '7

. , . , ...

antidote to boredom for students and' teacher 'assessment? Since each student appears on two,I
........- kalie.' r: .-. Defense Days; there is the net concern a that'

4
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the second be as .gooey as, if not better than.
the first. - .

But
. Defense Day has its re''wards. Since every-

one'one comes up for Defense Day,everyone bOth
evaluates and is eva"luatMeThys, the spirit of
Defense Day becomes one'Of cooperation. Stu-
dents work together to hel4each, other become
better writers, they learn from each otker as well
as 'from the instructor. Wit. eachDeftinse Day.,A
stud6nts acquire more ex endb".. in discussing
and impleinen`ting the 'criteria of good writings.
The evaluation Of the Defetyse Day PiPeTt and,
of their own papers. which-are returned by the
instructor at the end of the clay, prepares stu-
dent writers for future .writing assignments.
Indeed; one of the major goals of the writing
design becomes obvious: The Next Paper. And
filially, each student has a better understanding
of his or her own writing. The search for Ernest
Hemingway inevitably leads home.

But this handbook is only a beginning. While
it details assignments and suggests a number of
concrete ways to exploit Hemingway material.
it ntial design can be applied to the study
of other authors. I have explored four other
authors in similar seminars. I chose each because
I thought that author would be fun. not because
I was an expert on that literary figure. And it
was fun to teach F. Scott.Fitzgerald (though one
should never begin with This Side of Paradise),
John Steinbeck (though The Grapes of Wrath is
long). William Saroyan (though some of my stu-
dents thought Bill must not be too bright with
his always cosmic optimism) and J. D. Salinger
(though he has resisted biographers and inter

' viewers). Since teachers know their own interests
and audjeaces. I will not go beyond suggesting
these four writers. I do know that I would have
gttat difficulty taking high school students
through the likes cif William Faulkner and Henry
James, I do know that I am presently ctinsider-
ing Richard Wright and Mark Twain I also think
that the design would work well with short story
writers, science fiction writers, playwrights. and
even poets

Wkl I AssiA41\4mt 14 1 S
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when -writing assignments are made or during
defense, Day, the instructor may want to ari-

,Nnounce concrete goals for Writing improvenient.
, The. followins ' veloprrtrnt91 sequence for the

seven positi # ,eful:

. Papk. -

1 directions is impor-
,,, ,41. 1 paper: 3-5 pages,

typed manuscript orni.. .

2. The idea of a single clear position is
essential for the first caper.

Papyr 11: The Sun ,41,sO Rises

1. Emphasize the use of concrete exam-
ples from the book. Ask'students to use
at least one direct quotation from. the
novel to document the position and to
giite "flavor-Jo the material.

2. Stress ,introductions and conclusions.
What the reader reads first and last is
essential .in the psychology of writing.

3. Reiterate the need for careful proof-
reading

Paper 111: 4 Farewell to .- ]rats
1. Stress transitions between sentences and

paragraphs. DOes the paper floy/ logical-
ly? Do connectives help to unify it?
Does the organization serve fo clarify
the sing1 position? Does the introdyc-
tion suggest the body of the paper?
Does the position find its final defini-
tion in the conclusion?

Encourage students ty work on Nen tence
variety. Are the sentences appealing nut
all simple or compound sentences, not
all beginning with the subjct-verb pat
tern ("Catherine telt,- "She said
Urge Ntudent:, to puiLliase d pap,'
copy of Ruget 1.14ati,11, 111,,tut4,t
them on its w,c. WILII d Up),

, IV: P. ,Ill,, of
I F t,

graphi,,a1 jnd III( di
fOr111111.01,,, j), .11.1()I1

Oh. pap,' \ awl
themselves the in .tiuL4 31 Indy 4,(1,1.

,11 I

to ,:Ip11,1
Ilic t

bittliuglapti, and 1,,(.)%

.1.,

lcsize W111.1111., :11\111, C N.1111ple k)t (. lei, YUII ilia ,ko ,N1

I
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xx. Introduction

discuss how to edit a direst quotation,
how to build a 'smooth.-transition from
the text to the direct qpotation,. *hen
to single space direct quotations and
when to incorporate them into the
double-spaced text.

3. It _might ble interesting to discuss teach-
er and stadent "petApeeves" regarding
style. FOr example, some people detest
"a lot" in PaperS, while others believe

that the first-person "I" has no place in
rO7mal writing. ,

Paper V: Student Choice
4 1.

I. A clear plot summary and precise char-
acter description/ are essential for a
successful choice paper because many
Defense Day evaluators will not have
readthe work under consideration.
Encourfige students to relate previous
in-common readings to the work of
their choice. Comparison and -contrast
are useful techniques, especially for
college-bound students.

3 An amusing 'aside: ask 'students if they
are beginning to write like Ernest
Hemingway. Unconscious imitation is
one of the "hazards" ,pf studyingan
author in depth.

Paper VI: The Old Man and the Sea

I . Since tone is so important in this novel,
you may wish to discuss how style
affects the mood of student paiiers. If
a student has a.serious theme about the
poetic nature of a work, like this one.
he or she may use serious and poetic
teLlmiques, such as similes, metaphors.
symbols

_ Sint.e HeilIllIgWay Was abSOI bed by, mat
tern of style. you might suggTy special
writing techniques, e g ( I ) repetition,
SIIL11 as neatly repeating a tide of using
the scull,: beginning for two senten,:es In

a IoW, (2) variation suJ as using a
tibia, short sentence to follow a long
one to ,at, ti the eye to (O.

punLtuute

insist on ....11%,1 1,111,1 .1

minimum numbei J I mechanical ctiu,

Paper VII: Summing up
I. Encourage students to use' ideas from

their previous papers and those of other
1 students: This assignment is a lesson in

Synthesi. '
If1iod intend. to encourage humor or

r;011 issignMent, a xeview
in order.

remind,ed of the oral
of assignment. Ali final

traiiters are read aloud and will not be
available for prior study as in previous
Defense Day situation. Ask students,
therefore, to read their paperg-aloud to
themselves until they are satisfied, n'ot
'only with their, reading, but also with
they. writingespecially word choic
avolecadence.

N..

DEFENSE DAY

Sticces§ful Defense Lays depend on 1.1e clarity
with which the assignment was given. Discussions
of how to narrow an.,idea to la.sititle position

lhoThld prevent papers with a lack of focus. The
student model of a typed three-to-five-page
paper and the caution that papers will be repro-
duced throughout the . seminar should ensure
satisfactory form.

The primary goal of Defense Dal' is to rein-
force in positive wayi the defender, as well as
the entire seminar'. Defense Day is not Destruc-
tion Day. Evaluation and gradinig,jhould be
supportive for future writ and defenders. It
is a day of sharing, learni g, and allaying fears.
It is therefore important that you select good
models, especially for the first defense: papers
with careful typing fir acceptable reproduction,

...papers. of the, specified length. with a clear posi-
tion and good writing You need nut choose the
two best papers (or four. if your class is large
and you tun two consecutive Defense Days), but
your choices should generally be strong papers
Conlin.ting viewpoints it equally well written,
S-all SUIMIldting for the first discussion

Ake, yot, have selected the Defense Day pa
1.,(s. make , Ties foi each stuient in the (,lass
The ,opies with or without the stu.leut's name)
3110111d be distributed duling the (,lass period
betole fifense Day (s,,e Handout I ILatative

'



Schedule) so that students have time to read and
annotate them. Advance distribution also gecerm
ates interest since students often discuss the
papers amon'g' themselv s before Defense Day.
Keep the original pap s; you will note the
results of the Defense D evaluatffin on each
one before rettii-ning it to the author. ,

, Defense Day begins with calm and some
humor. Remind the class that it is difficult to
go, first, to set an ex4mple:'it is also difficult
tb evaluate each other. Remind the preser-
defenders that they have the delight" if
first and subsequent opportunities to evalue

ers. Remind the cl:a;s that. everyone is trying
to learn from each/other, to improve, to enjoy('
studying Atli'. author chosen by the seminar.
t Note: students should bring not on\.ly the. de-
fthise Rapers to class, but also the works under
discussion for possible reference.)

Two papers work well in a normal class period
of approximately fifty rninutes. Asking each
de- fender to read his or her paper aloud gives
everyone a chance to re-read the craper, to hear
hots the author emphasizes the ideas, and to
knake"Ifinal notations. After the oral reading. the
discussion <should focus on threes evaluative
feria clarity of position, adequacy of supportiftg
evidence and, logical development, and mechan-
ics. Discussing and grading a' paper takes a full
twenty-fivy.minuto

Criterion One clwirl 31 pwitiun At ter the
defender has read the paper. ask a seminar
member [of state the position or that paper
S.untinarize what the studealf has said to confirm
that you and the class understand his or her
understanding of the paper's position Now e ill
on another seminartmember to see it he of she
agrees with the inter retation of the first .,tu
dent If disagreemer arises howevcr slight call'
on other members until a consensus position
emerges 01 course. some stodeuls Ina} feel that
no cutlscltsus Is possible of that the pout ul
the paper is unclear

I many return to tn.. at.,1 11

I she agrees Will, (i.e II.te plL.tallun I 1 a rl c.]
01 v` Ili the lass Lonscr.su lc

tender stlu,Ild be .111,wed to Ictle,.l 11 ill of
her pia:taunt Mat poNill,.1 1 01

who found it l.111,1..:1

,,) t. .

detnuti ,11 the pohition ot,:tidt,:t I. A, Ills:

Introduction xxi

,

author organized and supported that position.
The insructor, the defender, and the seminar
should review the basic outline of the paper
(Introduction, Body, Conclusion); the procedure
for"developing a single focus; and the concrete
use of plot, characters, and quotations to sup-
port. generalizations. Basic questions can be
asked: Is the position clear because it is logical?
Is it clear f-cause it' is supported by direct

and cfliotation? Does the paper stay
,r is it sidefracked by irrelevancies or

mphasis of a minor' point? Does the
_ion suggest the position? Does the con

'estate it? Is the title well chosen?
Atter the organization and supporting detail

1------i-asbeen clarified, seminar members should be
encouraged to react again to the position. Even
if they disagree with th position, they should
ask themselves whether or not it is well de-
fended. If the position is ell defended. why do :.

some members ct the inar continue to dis-
agree with it? This discussiOn is often lively,
and students should be reminded thaLduring.
the next class period there will be time to P-tirstae
these positions. as well as to learn what critics
have said about them

Criterion tirt.ee ttic.hutfrc. 4 Finally. Neylllidi
niembers should react to the paper's mechanics.
page by page. Do errors distract the reader from
the paper's content? Do the nrech werl prpb-
lenb stern porn, poor Pi-ootreading o are ,they
obvious errors in spelling, capibalization, usage.
paragraphing? What about style awkward sen-
tences, Imprecise or inadequate word choices
inappropriate tone. insensitivity to nuance'? While
this critical eAarnination. should not become an
exercise in nitpicking sellii11,11 Illc'Inbefs olld
eNpL,'Iiilly HI,: IIINEI'll,t0i should !hake clean that
the clarity ..ft a paper's position is heavily de
pendent on the Ariter's shill with loc. harriLs

While sr,rne LllstnliLturs pICLI to CV,11,,,,l.
student ,,opens themselves tile papths 1110Nell fur
DeteiiNt- 1.),. :hould he Ltadt.d by ill,: group
ktcusc. Day has its Owl, surprises kkitglIts and
lLtislou:, but it .hoold ulNo 11.fle a ,1111)C14ative
,plilt l . %. p41..1k, ,,,itil tL,..hiii.01,.: i. uo iCti,iii 10
tit, :.dent vd,,, oilt:Illali) lil.,1 l.) slat,: iiic
pal.. 1 ', p.,!,11,,,,u 1 flat :dui .il .1, t 11,i the
Iiiiill.Hi.lte 1 i Ohl II it lalit) Nsk ti...1 situ ,,....111

1.., suggest a glad . ,nit II, jo1.1) I. I la 1. . . rue
t. other sir ICIIK asks le; trul t,l" I, ,-i,1 ).1 ail i



xxii, Introduction

cations, reminding them that the discussion has
emphasized clarity pf position, ,over-all organi-
zation, adequacy of supporting evidence..-ani
mechanics. Almot always, a consensus emerges,
though the -seminar may want the instructor to
add his or her grade. If possible, avoid adding
your grade because it tends to weigh too heavily
and may make studentstssuspicious that their
opinions.are secondary..

Obviously, peer grading creates tensions. Class-
room friends (and enemies) find it difficult to be
objective. You may feel i'lnd

sometimes too high'
Day should no,

..,minution of "standarus, - for the total learning
experience of Defense Day is more important
thangany single grade. Arid, as a matter of fact,
my experience with four y.ars of Defense Days
indicates that students are not only generally
fair but usually assign grades that are very close
to my private evaluation. The seminar should
never lose its focus: the next paper, the student
wanting to v:/rite that paper and to Ake it even
better than the last paper.

After the completion of two defense papers
fur four if Defense Day is extended to two
days). return graded papeis to allstudents. They
will need them fof open discussion at the next
class period In additiuu. return the original
papers of the defenders with. your L'oltiments.
a suniniar of the cufflink:tits made by-othe semi
nar during the discussion and the consensus,
grad..

ADM'1 !NU I lit 3INIIN
TO OTHER AUTHORS

111c Itemingwa ). seminal
wading discussion writing. and ite
Lan he tiatisferied to other authols. other ..,:ini-
nars I he pro.ess ,:stahlLified with lilt lust
papci and repcatc;d and 'chit ol, eel 1.111l./II,WOUL
thc theS,... steps

()I lcillollk,t1 piot,Iiiig ht.. al

and Jr t,ko,),1
,,i

,Icluall>. Ilr)..1 111,ltISSI1 n at. flu Isu,Il
Iliaterial Ind I. 1.11 1,2.

liot.),11iF a 1, I I, .

ALL',
I 'II:,

I I I ll,. I

4. Writing, revising, and proofreading the
paper .

.

S. Evaluation: Defense Day and Follow-up
-.

Although the process remains relatively con-
stant. he content 'of the seminar itself may
change/ Vile Ernest Hemingway is an excellent
choic. the seminar can be built around other
literary figures. Selecting an author and the
specific works to be; consider is, of 'course,
important'sinee -students "live" with that
author for eigl

How, the
First.

L.! determined?
ratic-s. Ideally

you Lo have student: _the tits'
days of the course to select an author, but this
-tactic will create; practical problems of time (and
budget!) for ordering or otherwisegs-eoUring
books. Some instructors are willing to assemble
materials through libraries, used book stores,
and student copies,. but many teachers want the
security of books oTdered in advance. Even when
the practical problems of studenf, sSele'ction can
be overcome, the method, has, its hazards.- Stu-
dents usually have not read most of the materials
and May be disappointed in or thwarted by'their
own choice For example., they may blithely
disregaid your waffling that authors likc William
Faulkner Henry lames, of even Saul Bellow
pose p9aticiris length, level of difficulty for
frianyhighschoul students

Second, yod may have a tavolite author and
tc.fl inclined to settle on that writer for the
scininal Such motivation is not lieLessailly smis-
ter for yOlif own background .and prefefences

an go a long war in creating a' successful semi-
nal Ccrtaitil- you may find teenage students
less than ench.anted with you! choice of author.
but this method of sektction is a good risk,
e,p, -Ian) if you 1. ep teenage intenests in mind
And it au.s solve the practical problem uf
ad duck_ hook ,,iders

fluid yuu 111,1). v Intl l IAA) 1,,,

Ot1n.:1 LC 4.11 in liool VI
ILA 01 aI,tllots and ,ly

tak,,,ht at West High' Sk.tiok,1 All
3t.litt)t: 1. ai..1 4 ,ic

okal.1 IIIA/It: al p. ahug t Chan

S /III

ita%., I ,..1(1,1ed 1111 '0"
t,t th,. to , . I. 1, ..1 lu

-11%.11, ,1 ti A , 1,4,11,11
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F. Scott Fitzgerald

Paper): "The Rich Boy' (1926)
Taper II: This Sidaf Parqdise (1?20)
paper III: The Great Cosby (1925)
Paper IN: Profile
Paper V: "Babylon Revisit" (1930)
Paper VI: Student Choice

.13aper VII: Summation

tf

) John Steinbeck
Paper I: "The Harness-lei-938
Paper II: Tortillg Flat (1935)
Paper III: _Of Mice and Megg(1937)
Paper IV: The GrapetteWrath (1939)
Paper V: Profile
Paper VI: Student Choice
Paper VII: Summation

William Saroyan.

Paper I: "The DaringYoung Man on the
Flying Trapeze" (1934)
Paper LL The Time of Your Life (1939))
Paper III: "The Pomegranate Trees" (1940)

,Paper IV: The H.uman Comedy (1943)
Paper V. PrQfile

Introduction

o
Piper VI: Student Choice

-..
gaper VU: SpTmation /".".

t../
J.- D. Salinger

Paper I: "A Perfect Day for Bananafish" .
(1948)

Paper II: The Catcher in the Rye (1 9.51)
er III: "Teddy"-(4,953)

AllIr
( Pakr Ir Franny and Zooey ( r961)

Paper V: Profile
Paper VI: Student Choic,e
Apr VII: SumTation

\ .2ver you select _ will be
wise to maintain the chronological presentaibi,
to .of/fer student choices, to require papers o
both short and long works, and to schedule a
profile aper near the middle of the course when
student are becoming increasingly' interested in
the writer and the autobiographical nature of his

..or her works:
ut enough. You have the Map of tile Terri-

tory. It works. And you and your students
should make good company in your search for
Ernest Hemingway and other American writers.
The 4ip will be memorable, more than snap-

, shots and color.slides. Row I envy yo li in your
first exploration!

xbii

dia
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LqORIENTATION TO THE SkMINAle.
DAVS'N i

.

DAY' I : GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH
THE COURSE AND EACH OTHER

Goals-

I. To acquaint students with the n
seminarAnd to introduce .then'to
and coutent.

\t2. To lietp students get to knoweaal'o her.

[Neel-tat

tuie of the.
its method

1. Handout 1: Tentative Schedule
2. After you have taught the seminar, Use eval-

uations from former students (see Day 90)
to interest beginning students.

Procedure

1. Using Handout I -as a guide, ottei an °vet
view of the course, noting particularly hoW
writing 'and reading activities. are correlated.
Point Qut the variet in the course, the value
of studying an author in depth, the fait that
the course offers an opportunity to improve
writing skills as .well as opportunities for
individual explqation and group discussion.

2. Stress that you genuinely want to know the
students and to have them know each other.
Everyone will be working together in the
course.`

3 Pair oft who do (HA know
ot'lei or who know cacti other only lightly
ild a jfartner for yourself Ask Ladt stu,

dent to Interview 114.4 or het partner
taking uotes asking questions that each
pa 111 would like uusweied family to
favrite) food Spult., musk,. travel. I,I Is
loi file future
After live or I n
to tnttudtt,..e Ills of hcl pu,tne. ill the Nei i11
nai by JUM,ItditLowg .he ans.vel., th.

hi

\
a

intervieadquatistns. Now theclahas taken
its firV .step toward becoming' a genuine
seminar. These introductions may. lead to
friendghips, and they will 'certainly help to
establish the understancling and cooperation
needed in late!' disqussions, es1ecially they
evalaltions'on Defenelity.s

4..c\

Additional Suggestion
w4-

A classivom bulletin board on Eni:ecst Hemingway
helps to develop interest: photographsmagazi,ne
clippings, a sample position paper (one from this
handbook or from arrevious seminar), maps
(Illinois, Michigan, Efoi=ida, Idaho, France, Italy,
Cuba, Spain). Perhaps some 'students have visited
the & graphical settings of Hemingway's life
and lit ature and have materials to contribute
to an ev mg bulletin board.

DAY 2. INTRODUCING HEMINUWAY
AND THE POSITIOWPAPER

...yoals
B

I i 0 ptt;VteW tlentillgyVdy S hi, and \Noll.
2. To intioduce the Position Paper

Matetla6

1 liaudqut 11..uuugovu,
You Ina, uiso 1 lei to the utatelials on
tienuitgvvia> lit,: and doles u.,d 1113
tit Appendi),
liuudotit 3. 111,.. l'ositt,.,,

. tit e

1 . .1

Chiunolu
liar will AA til_Lt.

fle1111114,J4 41111

t, 1 al Eli' s
I) i .:1. no I

tl :\

, r



1 Orientatibn to the Seminar

The first of the seven position papers focuses°
on the Nick Adams tor C the 1920s. In
particular, the paper will fo mulate a p si-
tion about -"Indian Camp," an early S'h rt
story. tha(Ors's written in Paris, aftek World' . War I *rid appeared in a small book, In Our
Time

2. Note that HeQwway's life carried him from
' his boyhood home in Oak Park, a suburb Of

Chicagoto a summeraphome near Petoskey
in upper Michigan, the setting for "Indian
Camp." The family enjoyed the chanr,, of
scenery and fi,', -nth .

I, of the author), ai,d ,,,. ilemingway Lolied
or his medical practice .There by treating the,

.: local Ojibwttly Indians.. Go on to observe that
if HerniQgway moved out into the world after

he 'graduated 'from high school: a cub re-
porter in,gansas City, World War I service
in Italy,: newspaper work in Toronto, ex-
patriate, life" in Paris. in the .1920s, trips
throughout his 14: to Spain, Key West,

. Africa, Cuba, and Ketchum, Idaho.
3 Distribute Handout 3: The Position Paper

and discuss the nature of a position paper.
Stress the requirements of length and format
(typed, double-spaced, one side, unlined
paper) since clear, complete copies must be
-distributed for Defense Day. At this pint,
sip not dwell on evaluation. procedures sr ce
a positive attitude toward writing does n
begin with apprehension about grades. R
!Rind students that typing is required y
most college teachers and that it is e to

/improve their typing now. Tell thern'that
you will provide position rinc,r,
high school juniors and .,

examine; assure them that they will Icle giveh
considerable class time for reading and writ-.
ing. Useful background material and even
suggestions for topics will be given as specific
papers are assigned.

b

Additional Suggestion

Some students may already have lead books by
or about Hemingway. Encoui-age them to share
their initial impressions

1



HANDOUT I

z'.

.TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ERNEST HEMINGWAY

Orientation to the Seminar 4
.°

Day 1: Getting acquainted with.thQ course, and each other
Day 2. Introducing Hemingway, and tlie'Posiiion Paper

Handout 1

Pier I: "Indian Camp" (1925)'

int ut I/Pin,Michigain" (1023) and "The, .
Doctor and the DoctorS.Wife" (1925)
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on. "Indian CaMP"*I
Due-

-NT .

Day 4. Reading aloui and disGussitin of "The End of Something" +1925)
Day 5. Reading aloud and discussion of "Three Day BloW" (1925)
Day 6. Suggestions for Position Paper on "Indian Camp" and in-class writing
Day 7. Reading aloud and discussion of `.`,Ten Indians" (1927)
Day 8. In-class writing
Day 9. Reading aloud and discussion of "The Battler" (1925)

Position Paper on "Indian Camp" due
Day 10. Film: My Old Man (story published 1923)

Paper II: "The.Sun Also Rises" (1926)

Day 11. Introduction to The Sun Also Rises; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Sun Also Rises
Due:

Day 12. Re2cin g

Day 13. Discussion: I. ife in Paris in the 1920s
Day 14. Reading
Day 15. Reading
Day 16. Reading and/o, distribution of DeIcilSe Day papeis
Day 17. Defense Day: "Indian Camp"
Day 18. Follow:up discussion: students and critics
Day 19 Film: fierningway's Spain 'The Sun Also Kiss)
Day 20 Reading
Day 21 Suggestions for 1-'- Obi-j011 Vapc, Still 41,SU 4..:4,11AbE,

writing_
Day 22 him: Heffting., aj Spaus Ilii.rtiouts
Day 23 Reading aloud and discusson of 11k. Bib I wo Ileartk..1 i<1. .
Day 24 Reading aloud and discussion of "I he Big I we.).11caitcd Riveil,
Day 25 In..lass writing and pioutreading
Day 26 Reading aloud and dis...tission of fir A 1 ) )

Position Paper on The Sufi .4 t,c4 hiscS due



Orientation to the Seminar

Paper III: "A Farewell to,Arms" (1929)

Day 27. Introduction to A Fivell to Arms; begin reading
ASSIGNMENT: Posits Paper on,A Farewell t
Due

Day 19 P, ,

3

Day 30. Reading aloud and discussion of "Now I Lay Me" (1927) and "A Very
,.Short Story': (1927)

.,-
Day 31. Suggestions for Position Paperpn A Farewell to Arms and in-crass

reading.
c.

02
Day 32. Discussion: World War I and Hemingway, Dr. Hekniiigway's suicide,

. Key West

Day 33. Readthg; distributiontof papers for Defense Day
I

Day 34.. Defe'nse Day: The Sun Also Rises
, Day 3 . Follow-up discussion:,,students and ciiti6s

Day 36. Reading
,

Day 37. Reading aloud and discussion of "Soldier's-Home" (1925)
Day 38. Reading

Day 39. Reading and writing
Day 40. Writing :11

--)--
Day 41. Writing and proofreading
Day 42. Reading aloud and discussion or" athers and Sons" (1933)

Position Paper on A Farewell to A ms due of

Paper IV: A Profile of Ernest Hemingway

Day 43. Review of the Hemingway biography_ and introduction to Profile Paper
ASSIGNMENT: Profile ,Paper developed from 100 pages of reading in
Hemingway's biographers
Due:

Day 44. Hemingway

Day 45. Reading and research for Anecdote Day
Day 46 Reading and research for Anecdote Day -
Day 47. Anecdote Day
Day 48 Anecdote Day
Day 491! Reading; distributiqn ut papeio Deleiloc Day

Day 50 Defense Day: .4 Farewell to Arms
Day 51 Follow-up disL:ussion. students and

Day 52 Reading aloud and dts.-ussion of "A Clean w,.ti 1 ,i,, , t ,

Day 53. Redding

Day 54 Reading, wiltlitg,

Day 55. triting
Day 50 Writing dud plotiii,...1.11,1E,



Hand,

Day 57., Reading alts am,i discussion
Man at t'

Paper V: Your Choice

r
(1938)
lest 1-1ein111gkay dot_

I

...-Day 58. Consideratio*1 of reading choices for Paper V.
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on Hemir)gWay work of student's
choice
'Due

Day,59. Reading
Day 60. Reading,
Day 61. Reading
Day 62. Reading; distribution of papers for Defense Day
Day 63. Defense Day: Profile Paper
Day 64. Defense Day: Profile Paper
Day 65. Follow-up discussion: students and critics
Day 66. Reading and writing
Day 67. Writing

Day 68. Writing and proofreading
Day 69. Reading aloud and discussion of "On the Blue Water" (1930) k

Your Choice Paper due

Paper VI: 'The Old Man and the Sea" (1952)

Day 70. Introduction to The (lid Man and the Seatc.gin
ASSIGNMENT: Position Paper on The Old Man and the Sea
Due:

Day 71. Reading
Day 72. Discussion. Hemingway and the Nobel hue.
Day.`73. Suggestions for:Position Paper on The Old Mau and the

and reading
Day 74 Reading, writing, and distribution of poets tot Detclic liar
Day 75 Defense Day. Your Choice Papers
Day.76. Follow-up discussion, students and , I

Dal. Writing
Day 8. Writing atid in out tt:elditig
Day 79 Previewing the Summon°.

Position Paper on The Old than a

rope. V 11 I tic Jwwuing l Lip

Day 2SU l<L;adttig, Et; icultitb
ASSIGMENT. Sum, ,nation P Ai ion a
ingway and his work
Due:

C.
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Pay, 84. Follow-up discussion: studentsygtd critics
Day 85. Wing and proareading '
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- Day 86. ReAing aloud iyffinal papers,
, Day 87. Reading aloud of final papers
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Days 88. Reading alouOy instructor
Day .9, Final discussion

. Day 90. Evaluatibn of seminar



; HANDOUT 2
THE HEMINGWAY CItRQNOLObY

-t

,) Handout 2

1899 ; Born in Oak Park, IllinOis, the second of six children of Dr. Clar-
, 10 ence,Remingwa3% and Grace HaltH-emingwoy.

04.7-' //k Graduates fr,om Oak Park High School. Rejectedby U.S.Ai-rny
because of eye injury from boxing. Warks as cub reporter for -

the Kansas City-Star,
.1918 Goes to Italy as-Red*Cross ambulance driver. Legs severely-iii-

jured by rnbrlar fragmergts and hea,vy machine gun fire near
Fos's-alto di Piave at midnight, July 87_1918,' two weeks before
his nineteenth birthday.

1920-1924 Reporter and foreign corresponde,nt for the Toronto Star and
Star Weekly.

.
-

.1921 Marrfek Hadley Richardson. Leaves for Europe.
1923,E Three Stories and Ten Poems published in Palis;volurfie in-

cludes inMichigan," "Out.of Season," and,"My Old Man.''
1924 in our time, with thirty-six pages of miniatures, published in

Paris.
1925 In Our Time, U.S. edition, published by Boni & Liveright.

te,en short stories, plus the miniatures of the Paris edition,
which are used as interchapters.

1926 The Torrehts of Spring, published by Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York pubiiSher of All his subsequent books. The Sun Alsu

.Rises is publishedin October.
4 1927 Divorces Hadley Richardson. Marries Pauline Pfeiffer. Publica-

tion of Men Without Women, fourteen short stories, ten of
Which had appeared in magaiines.

1928-1938 Lives in Key West, Florida. Suicide of his fStfier (1928).
1929 A Farewell to Arms, Hemingway's first commercialsuccess.

80,000 copies sold in four months.
1932 Death in the Afternoon, a nonfiction book about bullfighting.
1933 Winner Take Nothing, fourteen short stories. Publishes first of

thirty-one articles and stories to appear in Esquire during the
next si years.

1935 Green ills of Africa" a nonfiction book about hunting
1936-1937 Write , speaks, raises money for the Loyalists the Spanhis

Civil War
1937 Covers the Spdiitsli Civil Wit, 10, (tic North Ant..;ti..ati 11.4e wva

per Alliance Tu litive ct4d Have Not three interconnected stoi
ieL two of which had been publishea aribliately
The Fifth Column and the First Forty Note Stdite. will, 1. , ,oi
rains a play, short stories front previous collections, Ind se, cn
short stories previously published in inagivines

to hit ii:hutfi the Bell Toth his ti3O,selling novel En, t,,
Patiline Pfeiffer Mantes Martha Gellhorn
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1942

1SC--1945

1944
194'5-1959'

1950
1951

1952

Mtn at War, a colleCtion of war stories and accounts with an
introduction by Hemingway.
Covers the'Europeantheatdr of war A-a newspaper and maga-
zine correspondent. 4-

Divorced by Martha Gellhorn: MarriesMary Welsh.
Lives in Cuba at the FinCa.
Across the River and into the Trees, a mucli caticizedinovel.
Death of GracerHetningway, his mother.
The Old Man'and ,the Sea, first published in Life
Awarded Pulitzer Prize. -

1954 Wins the Nobel Prize, cited for "forceful, and style-
, tery of the art of modern narration."

4

mas-
A

1959 Buys hunting-lodge near'Ketchum, Idaho. . t-,

1961 Death on July 2 of self-inflide'd gunshot wounds; buried near
Ketchum.

1964 A Moveable Feqst, Paris espays and reminiscences.
1970 Islands in the Stream, an unfinished sea novel begun in thefall

of 1950.

4.

1

N
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HANDOUT 3
THE POSITION :PAPER

1. The position papeei g just that' yo u adopt a single position aootit what yoUHave read, a narrowed focus that can be developed by using concrete timin-ples from the reading or from(supPiements to the reading. The positiorrisyour position.
2. The position'PaPer must'be three to five,ly ed pages. The'papers must betyped because at least two, paper be sen from each assignment,

reproduced, and evaluated during efense ay by'members of the seminar.;
3.' The po's)ibilities for positionkare nearly unlimited. You-mar..calt to devpl-.oP an important qtrontattan from a work, an important symbol, a charaetelror a comparison Rfctwo characteh, the author's sVlehis or her ideas,abouti

fove,'death, maturity, socieTT,4a.turemoney, You may wish to exploretk,
authors use of ri:r*rt4:, choice of title, brand of hurnor..Suggestions for
tionS;Will be given- wilh each asgignmerit.

4. The paper must be you; best writing. It, will always be read by the instruc-0,tor. -At least ftvo of your papers will 11,e discusged and evaluatedby theentire seminar. .
5.. Do not tae the title of the work for your paper. Instead, your title shouldsuggest or reflect your position.
6,, Present your position logically and support it with concrete material quo-tations and examples from what you have read as well as your own observa-tions-about life and literature. Don't neglect the plot or ignore the names ofthe characters, yet assume that your reader is your seminar classmate, whois also familiar with the work.
7. Writing good papers. is hard work. It requires a clew outline. Your paper

needs sharp flfit and last sentences, transitions between solidly developedparagraphs, varied sentencesnot all-beginning with pronouns, not all Sim-pie or compound constructions. It requires your sharpest and most maturelanguage. Good writing is correct writing: donit lose your reader by failingto proofread. Read your paper aloud before typing the final draft. Finally,a good paper ; uses psychology: work hard,on introductions and' conclusionsthe first and last things that the reajerreads.
8. Do not rely on critics. While there will be student position papers tot youto examine, take your own position.
9. 'Do not be afraid to adopt a position that scents 1,111,0,(11; uuudgeous. If you have a strong position, one that may be .;hallettged in the

seminar discussion, just'be sure that you have the material to defend itlU-,Ae writing of seven position papers is a cumulative eXpe11C11.:C Edell 1).4k,builds upon its predecessors, so do not hesitate tOirder to previous papersor ideas-.yours or those of other classmates Through your own writing andby studying the works of other students, you will male discoveries about
your reading and writing. New ideas will conic to you N'Ou will become
aware of your own style as you consider the wiitinitut utltc,s, especial!)
Hemingway. And, while each paper will ii&essdrily tee better than thlast, your final production will speak foi tself leou wilt bk. impressed!-
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PAPER I: "INDIAN CAMP"
DAYS 3-10

DAYS 3-5: ReADING.THREE NICK ADAMS
-STORIES.ALOUp

Goals

1.- To intro duce the Nick Adams stories by
reading aloud and discussing on Day 3 "Up

, in Michigan" (1923) and "The Doctor and
he DoctOr's Wife" (1925); on Day 4 "The

End of Something" (1925); and on Day 5
"The Three Day Blow' (1925).

2. To provide a background for an independent
reading of "Indian Camp" (1925) and for
writing the firSt,Position Paper.

Materials

1. The Short. Stories of Ernest Hemingway,
which include's, all of the short stories for
Days 3-5.

2. In OztTime, which' includes all but "Up in
Michi

Assignment.

1. Read "Indian Camp" and write a three-to-
five-page Position Paper on that story.

2. Insert the ,DUE date for this paper on the
Schedule. In addition, note the date of the
first Defense Day -and explain to students
that copies of the "position papers, chosen
for defense on that day will be given out on
Day 16.

Procedure

1. Remind students that HeMingway's first
published writings were about a young-boy.
named Nick Adams, who, like Hemingway,.
went up o Michigan in the summer with his
family. Suggest th4t the boy's name has been

2.

3.

seen as symbolic, though you may not at
this point want to deal with "Nick" (evil-
devil) and "Adams" (Adam of the Garden of
Eden). Nevertheless, the Michigan landscape
provided :the setting for the awakening of a
young innocent, a common theme in litera-
ture.
Read "Up in Michigan" aloud for immdiate
reaction. If you are uncertain about handling
the sexual encounter between Jim and Liz,
which may suggest certain parallels in the

-relationship between Nick and Marjorie, sub-
stitute an oral reading of "The Doctor and
the Doctor's Wife," which appears. after
"Indian Camp" in In Our Time. Divide the
story into sections of two or three para-
graphs. Ask individual students to read a
section aloud to the seminar; then summar-
ize what they have read, observing whatever
comes to about plot, development,
style, sentence length, dialogue, word choice,
characters, names, the° title, and the rela-
tionship of the story to Hemingway's life.
Comment particularly on the relationship
between Hemingway and his parents, the
doctor-hunter father and the cultured Grace
Hemingway who was not above using "ill-
ness".to get her way. It was his mather who
insisted 'Ernest 'play the cello; it was his
father who gave him his first gun.
As students read aloud these three stories on
three consecutive days, they should begin to
see the autobiographical nature of Heming-
way's work, his emerging styleT his use of the
opening to mold the story, his ideas about
what a boy learns. (What has Nick learned
about his parents and himself in "The Doctor
and the Doctor's Wife"? Why does Nick
reject Marjorie yet accept the responsibility
for hurting her? How does Nick's view of



. 12 Paper?

life differ from Bill's in "The Three Day
Blow"?) A question for you: Do the stu-
dents relate readily to these stories? If not;
what can you. do to help them "cotinect"? 4.
A final question for the class: Suggest for
each story at least one position that might
be established in a three-to-five-page. paper.

DAY 6: CHOOSING AND LIMITING TOPICS
FOR POSITION PAPER I

Goals

1. To discuss appropriate topics for Position
Paper I.

2. To demonstrate how lo narrow a topic.

Materials

1 . Handout 4: Suggestions for Position Paper I.
2. Handout 5: Student Model for Paper I.

Procedure

1. By now students have read "Indian Camp"
an,c1 are beginning to understand -Heming-
way's early life and writing. Do not, however,

, discuss this story',until after-the position
papers are handed in; but the concept of a
positiot paper is probably incomplete and
further clarification in class is needed.

2. Before suggesting softable topics and how to
narrow them, yoU may want to provide more
backgr and for the students. Useful sources:
a. fe" in Arthur Waldhorn't A Reader's

Guide to Ernest HemingWay, pp. 6-10.
b. "The High School Years" in Marcelline

Hemingway Sanford's At the Heming-
ways: A Family Portrait, pp. 122-46.

c. "The Michigan Years" and "Indian
Camp" in Constance Cappel Montgom-

try's Hemingway in*Michigan, pp. 11-18,
57-64.

d. Carlos Baker, Ermest Hemingway: A Life
Story, p. 160.

3- Distribute Handout 4 and discuss these sug-
gestions for positiori papers on "Indian
Camp," Since- one of the suggestions deals
with Hemingway's Code, his concept of
"grace under pressure" in world where-
ultimately one always loses, you will want to
take time to develop this concept more Fully.

5.

The .idea of the Hemingway Hero facing a
hostile world with,grace and courage will
bear fruit throughout the seminar.
You may wish to use the model paper for
"Indian Camp" at this point. You might post ,

it on the bulletin board for student refer-
ence or make multiple copies for individual
study. Note particularly the instructor's
comments which follow the student paper.
If time remains, students should attempt to
define individual pbsitions, review the short
story, and begin writing.

DAYS 7-10: COMPLETING.PAPER I,
READING,. AND VIEWING A FILM

Goals.

1. To`provide in-class writing time for the com-
pletion of Paper I.

2. To read and discuss two additional Nick
Adams stories: "Ten Indians" (1927), "The
Battler" (1925), or "The Killers" (1927).,

3. To view a film version of "My Old Man"
(1923).

Materials

-1. The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.A.
2. Film: My 'Old Man (color, 27 minutes),

EncyClopaedia Britannia Educat6nal Cor-
poration. Note: a brief follow-Up discussion j
by critics accompanies this excellent drama-
tization of the story. 4-4

Procedure

1. Days 7 and 8 should be used for in-class
writing. Proofreading, a concept that must
be developed throughout the semester, can
be handled briefly on Day 9_ before the
papers are collected.

2. "Ten Indians,' another initiation story. set
in Michigan, can be used for oral reading
and discussion since it suggests that Nick is
beginning to ,mature but still has the protec-
tive shell of "Indian Camp"that keeps his
heart from being broken.

3. Paper I is due on Day 9 (Day Id if you wish
to allow more time). Allow time for a final
proofreading before collecting the papers.



Students may then read aloud a final Nick
Adams story. In either "The Battler" or
"The Killers," an older, more independent
Nick now encounters evil in new forms.

4. Choose the papers for Defense Day as soon
as possible and make multiple copies,. Review
the Defense Day procedures in the intioduc-
tion, The Seminar Method, in preparation
for this discussion/evaluation period. The
schedule allows time for you to grade the
remaining papers before Defense Day (Day
17).

5. My Old Man is a superior film, beautifully
acted with excellent timing. It retains the
Hemingway ending that defies the formula
story or mass melia. Although the central
character is named Joe, he is -still Nick
'Adams, now abroad, finding "funny"

04
-

-arid puzzling. Students react jm-mediately
and intensely to the painfirrending where
the boy tries to find the truth in a world
where "when they get started they don't
leave a guy nothing." Suggestions for dis-
cussion: (a) List the names of the characters
on the board and write a description of each.
(b) Ask students what they know that Joe'
doesn'tabout his father, about the prosti-
tute. (c) Ask them about the title, its shades
of meaning. Why did his father' "betray" "the
gamblers, the bad guys? (d) What is Heming-
way sa ng about life, about fathers and
sons, out love (that pat on the knee on
the tray ), about growing up? (e) Note that
as ip "In an Camp" and "Ten Indians" no
mother is esent. Why does Hemingway
leave the Mot er out?

Days 7-10 13
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HANDOUT 4
SUGGESTIONS F,OR PAPER I: "INDIAN CAMP" (1925)

. Consider the central character, the young Nick Adanis. What is his fi3nc-
tion in the story? Why did Hemingway give him that name rather than Jpe
Sinithor Archibald Beauchamp?

2. Note the title. The story is not called "Doctor and Son" but "Indidn
Camp." Why?

3. The story involves two groups: the whites on one sideof the lake and the
Indians on the other. What could this mean?

4. What is the function of Uncle George?
5. How do you see Nick'S fatherthe wise scientist, the nowing father,

the defeated man?
6. Hemingway believed in "grace under pressure'," in living with reality in a

world of pain, of good and bad luck. Who shows "grace under pressure" iri
this story?

7. Note Hemingway's style. Does any one aspect impressoyou? Why does he
write in such short sentences? Why, has he omitted the usual adverbsPi
other descriptions after the word "said"? Why does he use the variant name
forms "Nick" and "Nickie," "Dad" and'Daddy"?
Use a key line or passage, such as the last two paragraphs, as the central
idea for a position paper.

9. What is the meaning ofthe husband's suicide in the story? .

JO. Should th$. story have been longer? $,hOuld it, for example, have ended with
-I the y.and his father returning hoe-and discussing what had happened
-with *Ck's Mather?

11. Critic thur .Wildhom says that the Nick Adams stories are about "the ter-
ror of lelrning tcr live with. the terrible." Is that wha this story is about?

12. Hemin 'Wax was ilrearly Icilledin Italy dUring World ar I, The thejne of
.116death minted In for a lifetime. What does this sto $4,}', about death?

P %IS . " ti ,
\k, ..;

' t;t.

30
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HANDOUT 5
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER I

DIVIDED.WE,FALL

by Mar/K,dhampe

In his story "Indian CaMp," Ernest Hemingway depicts the complex

social interactions of he whites and.Indpans in Upper Michigan without

seeming to take a definite stand. The
)
seg egation of the two groups is

apparent from the beginning. To get,to the Indians, the doctor and his
v.

son have to cross a bay. Thi= suggests that the white and Indian settle-

ments are far enough apart y land to make the boat trip practical. ,By

separating them with w ter, Hemingway creates 'a much more vivid impressio11

of the division than if put the Indian camp "just down.. the road" or
t ,

,r

"the other side of own." 'The water acts as a social barrier as well_ :

as a,geographical one. This is not to say that the barrier prevents a

free-flow of people betWeen the two communities but rather that it consti-
ft

tutes a social fencing of the Indians by reducing their status. Those, who

are caged n are helpless; their status is automatically reduce by living

in the cam and they cannot raise it while living there, but nelthe can

they expe to go anywhere else and be accepted. They are far down t

ladder.

Their physical separation as a group makes them more visible and less

likely to be treated well by the majority.' Throughout history, whenever

one group,of people is set off from the rest, either by'rEr owciOpoice or

against it, social tensions between the two groups develop. The group in

the majority likes having the minority in one place so they, can be watched

1
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easily and kept in 1irwe Raving them together air would eliminate the

guilt feelingswme members of the group might have about the mistreatment

of the smaller group and would peke their presence less difficult to

accept. Any such feelings of guilt could be rationalized away by telling

oneself that those in the minority are quite content with their Own kind.

This situarion creates the impression of sociii balance, although the

undeLying requirements for producing it have a great potential four dis-
'.

.
.

Alt
sonance. When Uncle George gives cigars to the two Indians, it seems to

be a friendly act. It is more of a reward for being "good. boys" than a

show of courtesy, more like giving a sugar cube to a horse than offerin

someone a cigar.

The effect of separation and consequent pseudo-balance is the steady

dehumanizing and demoraliziRg'of the minority. For this, to work prop rly,
I

the oppressors must be very careful to bring about their injustices a

slowly as one would create a tolerance Co poison,' gradually increasing 'the

dosage. The thing most counter-producttve to the oppressor's cause is to

aggravate the people enough to incite rebellion and possibly revolution.

The United. States today still might be a subservient colony of Great

Britain had King George been more judicious with his levying of taxes.

Fortunatel) for all of the would -be oppressed, this type.:.01 tyrannical

equilibrium is very hard to attain because of the fairly strong human will.

The Upper Michigan example, however, comes quite 'close to this

perfectly balanced imbalance. Thestabitity of the system comes from the

fact that the Indians dont,t seem to be on the verge of revolution, but

rather they have arrived at a state in which tAtir desperation is so great

that they pre completely insensitive to further"action against them. When

Uncle George is bitten in the arm by the Indian woman, he yells, "Damn

squaw bitch!" Another Indian in the room just laughs at this, seemingly

32
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not at all offended. This is a good %ample of what effettive oppression

does to people. If the Indians had had any pride at all left, the least

response would have been a grim silence after the remark...

Another indication pf the oppression is the decay of group soli

' darity. Had the Indian settlemg,nt existed before the white man came,

the difficult birth would be everyone's concern and everyone's pain. ,

The birttiof a baby; Spgtially a boy, was a very important event and if

it was not4gO)!Igyell the whole community would be empathetic. 1Instead,

theseJndians try as hard .as they can to get out of range s the mother's

cries. Only ad old woman, Who may remember the pain of her own childbirth,

helps at all. The Indians still.may have enouP compassion to send for

the doctor, but that is about as far agN.it goes.

That gives meaning to the story is the way Hemingway presents-the
, .`

two sides of the struggle. He never co demns either the whites ildr'the

Indians for being the cause or the main ainers of the problem. Some6bad
1

I
../and good points about each group are given, and the reader is left to

decide who is right. Hemingway doesn't preach by making the doctor evil

and the Indians ood...Tbe doctor is just a man who hasjound his own way

of dealing with what he feels is an unchangeable reality, and the Indians

are farfrom'being saints. By examip.ing the issues in the Story,:the

reader can betJr understand the extent to which racism is a pr.obl'em and

why it probably will be around for some time to come.

Instructor's Comments

1: Strengths. This is a good first piper. The six paragraphs work

.togetherro define a clear and'strongly 'personal position. More
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sensistive0hanHemiUgway's first readers were to civil rights, this

student aleorIzes'about social barriers and defines how Hemingway

artistitally defines racism in terms of the geography, plot% and
t f,

language of this story. He relates literature to life.

'Weaknesses. While thereosition is clear, the paper suffers from

lack of extension. While the theorizing is more thAn adequate, un-

developed lines such as "Some bad and good points about each group

are given" suggest thapbre specific details could be given to

support the imsition.



PAPER H: "THE SUN ALSO_ RISES"
DAYS 11-26

DAYS 11 =12: BEGINNING A HEMINGWAY
NOVEL

Goals

1. To orient students to The Sun Also Rises
(1926).

2. Tp,begin reading the novel in class.

Materials

'Class set of 'he Syr; Also Rises or Three Novels:
The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell Arms, The
Old Man and the-Sea.

Assignment

4.

a
Note the DUE date of Paper H on the schedule.

Procedure

1. Remind students that the first Defense Day
will be coming up in about,five days. Copies

° A of age papers for defaise.will b,e handed.out, .

the day.prior to-Defense Day, All papers will
be returned at the end of Defense Day.

2. Ask students to review The Hemingway
Chronology (Handout 2), noting that Hem-

; ingway has shifted to writing novels. Torrents
of Spring, a minor work, was a parody of
novelist Sherwood Anderson--a rather nasty
puliShing event since Andersbn had be-
friended young ErneSt, who was still an
unknown. More can be said about this on
Day 13. Pass out copiq of The Sun Also
Rises and help students to identify the
names in the dedication (Hadley, the first
wife; JohR or "Bumby," the first son).

3. The Sun Also Rises is a portrait of wounded
people living in Paris;' much as the wounded
Hemingway did after serving as an ambu-
lance driver on the northern Italian front in

- a

World Wars If This 'book may seem slow to
students ("Nothing really happens!"), but
remind them that it shocked. and intrigued
the new generation of Americans who
'emerged from the high-blown idealism of
the war. The style captures the mood of life
in Paris. Ask students to note' the biblical
source (Ecclesiastes) of the title as well as
the quate by Gertrude 'Stein, then living in,'
Paris.
Before students begin reading, tell them that
some stude a Hemingway 6elieve that
the central character, Jake Barnes, is just
Nick Adams, a oad and wounded.
Use the rest of Day 11 and all of Day 12 for
in-clats reading. 1)

Additional Suggestions

1. Briif reference, to maps of Paris, France, and
Spin may be made-at this point, as well as
to books containing photographs of Heming-
way at this time..

2. YOU 'may wish to use Hemingwaly's A Move-
able Feast, pp. 11-31, to introduce Gertrude
Stein ("Miss Stein Instructs") and to note
Hemingway's scorn of the Lost Generation
label ("Une Generation Perdue").

DAY 13: LEARNING ABOUT PARIS
IN THE 1920s

Goal

To provide biographical, literary, and historical
background for The Sun Also Rises.

Materials

Hemingway lived in Paris from 1921 to 1927,
and numerous background accounts of the Paris

19
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expatriates are available: The folloWing are readi-
ly obtainable and are suggested for background
discussion and reading:

1. "Life" in Arthur Waldhorn's A Reader's
Guide to .Ernest Hemingway, pp. 10-14..

2. "Hemingway in Paris" in Malcolm Cow-
ley's A Second Flowering:- Works and
Days, of the Lost Generation, pp. 48-73.

3 Carlos Balzer, Ernest Hemingway, pp. 153-
55. A useful account of the background of
the plot. and title of The. Sun Also Rises.

Procedure

1. Using maps, readings, and phOtographs, de-
scribe the excitement of Paris in the 1920s
where life was inexpensive 'and culturally
eZciting for writers, painters, musicians
(from Gertrude Stein to Picasso to George
Gershwin.)a m4rked contrast to the more
puritanical, Prohibition America. Paris was
discovered. by World War soldiers, young
Arnericang fed up with the slogans of the
past. Expatriate writers especially gathered
at Stein's salon to look at her collection of
paintings, to discuss art and writing, to be
free of Oak Pailc conventions. In Paris,
Hemingway met a number of writers who
influenced him: Ezra Pound, James Joyce,.
Sherwood Anderson, Stein, F. Scott' Fitz-,
geraldthe last three later, getting rough
treatment from-flemingway through, Brody,
Anderson-in The Torrents of Spring as a
romantic primitivist, Stein in A Moveable
Feast as a lesbian, Fitzger4d in The Snows
of Kilimanjaro as a- drunk.

2. For Hemingway, Paris meant writing as a
reporter (note Cabelese in the Cowley chap-

, ter), living with Hadlty and Bumby, losing
his manuscripts (see the account in Bakei,
Ernest Hemingway, pp. 102-3), boxing,
going to Sylvia Beach's book store (Shak
speare and Company), visiting the race tra
traveling south to the bullfights in Pamplona
and Madrid. Real people emerged as charac-
ters: Lady Duff Twysden as Lady Brett
Ashley, Harold Loeb. as Robert Cohn. In
Paris, Ernest met Pauline Pfeiffer, and his
first marriage fell apart.-

3. Use maps to locate scenes in the novel as
well as to identify important literary loca-

,

1

tionsthe Left 'Bank, the Stein apartipertt
at 27 rue de Fleurits, NOtre Dame.

Additional Suggestion
'

Slides or resource persons (students if possible)
can bring Paris alive. E'en ,school -made slides
from books on Paris and Hemingway can enliven
the discussion and help students to visualize the
locale of the novel.

DAYS 14-16: READING "THE SUN
ALSO RISES" AND PREPARING
FOR DEFENSE DAY

Goals ti

1. To provide time for students to continue
reading The- Sun Also Rises.

2. To prepare students for the first Defense
Day.

Materials

Copies of the position papers on "Indian Camp"
that you have chosen for the first Defense Pay'.

Procedure

i. Two full days, 14 and 15, will give students .

time to read-a good 'portion of this medium:
length novel. Hopefully, the'previousdiscus7
-sion of life in Paris will motivate tis reading:

2. Om Day. 16, 'hand out Copies of , the rapers
you haire chosen for discussion on Day 17,
the first Defense Day.

3. Encourage students to annotate` copies
of these papers so that they will be able to
remember their initial, reactions to content
and mechanics. Remind them that Defense
Day is not Destruction Day. It is A time to
learn about the positionS of others-, to clarify
what is not clear, to agree and disagree, to
study, organization and supporting evidence,-
to work on mechanics, and to defend what
one has written. The word "criticism" im-
plies two responsibilities, for critics try to
,understand what a writer has written as well
as to react to the writing.

4. Students whose papers have been chosen for
Defense Day should prepare to` read them
aloud.



DAYS 17-18: PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE
DAY, AND FOLLOW-UP

Goals

1. To conduct a first, Defense. Day that will
provide a useful model for the reming six.

2. To proVide a follow-up that offers other
student% the opportunity to. express their
positions.

,

3. To help students examine the position of
critics.

Materials

I. Extra copies of the position papers for stu-
dents who may have lost or forgotten them. -

2. Prior to class, review the discussion of how
to conduct a successful Defense Day in the
introduction, The Seminar Method. Write"
the three criteria for evaluating papers on
the board: Clarity of Position; Organization
and Support; MechanOs.

3. The corrected copies of the remaining posi-
tion papers ready to give out at the end of
the period.

Procedure

1 It is iMportant that you choose good models
for the first Defense Day and that you allot
the discusston time equally. Remember, the
students, not ypu, are to do the evaluating.
Too much direction on your part will de-
stroy the spirit of Defense Day; instead, en-
courage discussion, restate or clarify student
positions, work for a balanced discussion
(call on everyoncaskAtudents who suggest
grades to justify thdir choices), and conclude
the defenses with positive summation. Al-
ways the goal is the next paper.

47 Return the other position papers at the end
of the period without comment. The next
class period will be given over to these
papers.

5. Follow-up, Day 18, will allow others in the
class to state their positions. There are a
number of options for this day:
a. Review the positions taken by the papers

defended on the .previous day. You may
have taken notes on the positions of the

b

C.

Days 19 -22 21

remaining students, and can, thete'fore,
pall on students who have similar or con-
trasting positions. Or each student can
be called upon to state his or her
tion. Or you may ask other students to
read all or selected portions of their
papersagain, excellent models but ones
not chosen for Defense Day.
You may wish to discuss the successes
(and failures) of the first Defense Day.
Clear' the air. Ask students how Defen
Days can be improved. If.some stu
argue, that the grading was too high or
too low, ask them to formulate a fair
standard, taking into consideration the
pressures of such close examination:Re-
mind them that learning to write is more
than just a letter grade.
You May Wish to read Maud a critic's
evaluation of the Nick AdAs stories or
of "Indian Camp." Suggestions: (1) pages
27-33 of "Initiation Experiences" in
Joseph DeFalco's The Hero in Heming-
way's Short Stories: (2) "In_ Our Time:
A Review" by D. H. Lawrence, p
93-94, or portions of Philip Youn
:`Adventuresof Nick Adams," pages 95-
1 1 1; both in Hemingway: A Collection
of .Critical'Essays, edited by Robert P.
Weeks.

DAYS.19-22: .SETTIN6 THE SCENE FOR
1THE SUN ALSO RISE§" AND CHOOSING
TOPICS FOR PAPER II

Goals

1. To provide background for and insight into
the novel through films. \_.---

2. To suggest topics for Paper II.

Materials

1....--Eilms: (a),Hemin way's Spain: "The Sun
Also Rises'''. (color, 1,7 minutes), McGraw-
Hill/ABC, 1969; ( ) Hemingway's Spain:
"Death in the Afternoon" (color, 15 min-
utes), McGraw-Hilli.ABC, 1969.

, 2. Handout 6: Suggestions for Paper II.
3. Handout 7: Student Model for Paper II.

3
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. .

Procedure

1. The two.,f ' Ni? Hemingway's Spain can be
shown on wha ever days they are available.
Both are very fine- films picturing the land-
scape of Spain, the setting of the novel, and
bullfighting. Rod Steiger and Jakm Robards
narrate, using Hemingivay's own words. The
first film sets the scene of the novel; the
second uses material from the 1932 nonfic-
tion book on bullfighting' but' is excellent
background for The Sun Also Rises since,
bullfighting is so important to its theme.

2. Time to complete the novel may be pro-
vided in class if necessary.
Handout 6 may be used in identifying po-
sitions for the second paper. The .student
paper for this assignment may be posted on
the bulletin board for indiVidual reference
or copies. made for distribution and discus-
sion.

3.

DAYS 23 4: READING'ALOUD ANOTHER
HEMINGWA STORY

Goals

1. 'To read, out loud "The Big Two-Hearted
River" (1925) and to relate its theme to
The Sun Also Rises.
To discuss Hemingway's style through ''The
Big Two-Hearted River."

Materials

Class copies of The Short Stories of Ernest,
Hemingway.

Procedure

1 Remind students that Hemingway took Nick
Adams through a series of initiation experi-
ences. Then, in 1925; he wrote "The Big
Two-Heart d River," one of his most famous
stories. story tells of a wounded man

zwho re to Upper Michigan after World
War I. The man is Nick Adams, not Nicky
Adams. Nick is like the land he visitsburned
outand is looking for peace and quiet.
Hemingway himself returned home, to Oak
Park a hero With medals, but then he" too
went back to-his childhood summer home to
recuperate and write. The story ties itself ,

4

to The Sun Also Rises in many waysthe
Wound, fishing, they search for oneself. It is
?iinous for its style.

1 .,

2. Ask students to read the story aloud by
paragraphs, your role being to piece together
the plot, comment on the style, encourage
student reactions. The story is unforgettable
and will influence students throughout the
course (see Handout .19). Take, the full two
days.

3, You may want to. read the account :in
Joseph -DeFalco, The Hero in Hemingway's
Short Stories, pp. 144-51.

DAYS 25-26: COMPLETING PAPER II AND
READING A BACKGROUND STORY FOR
"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"

Goals

1. To complete the writing and proofreading o
Paper II.

2. To read "In'Another Country""(1927) in
preparation. for A Farewell to. Arms.

Materials
. -

Copi of The Short Stories o Ernest Heming-
way.

Procedure

2.

3.

4.

Day 25 shOUld be given overAo writing and
proofreading. Since, students saw tat proof-
reading errors detracted from the papers read
on the first Defense Day, they will now be
more concerned about careful proofreading,,.
Remind students that Paper II is duccat the
beginning of the period on Day 26. On that
day the class should read aloud, without
comments, "In Another Country," the gene-
sis for A Farewell to Arms, Hemingway's
next novel and the reading assignment on
which Paper III will be based.
You may wish to preface the reading with
Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway, p. 190, an
account of how this story led to the novel.
Again, refer to the map of Italy.
Immediately seledt the papers for- the second
Defense Day and have them reproduced. In-
class time for grading the other papers is
provided while the classgoes on to read A
Farewell to Arms.
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HANDOUT 6
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER U: "THE SUN ALSO RISES" (1926)

1. Examine the quotations from Gertrude Stein and the Bible, Can One of
thesete developed? Perhaps you should molt background Leading On
SteM and,thepasages from Ecclesiastes:
The first words of the novel are "RObert Cohn. "What is his function in the
book? Should he be truly despisedor is he the other side of Jake Barnes?..

3. Is Hemingway a racist? Are his remarks about Jews and blacks evidence of
prejudice? AL, .

4g,
4. Hemingway uses the word "funny" a good deal. What does this worn mean

in the book?
5 Consider Jake Barris. Is he a hero, a man vigh "grace under pressilre"? Or

is he pathetic, an emasculated man? /
6. Why is so much of the bookabout bullfighting and the fiesta?
7. Hemingway once said, "A writer's job is to tell the truth." What truth is he

. .telling in this story?
8. Is this novel a love story? Why can't Brett and Jake fall in love and get

married like characters do in romantic novels? ,

,9. Why does Hemingway use the first-person narration in this novel?
A10. What does Paris mean in this s t6r3"? A beaUtiful, exciting city? A different

city at night compared to the day?

I 1 , Is Jake Barnes just Nick Adams grown ti:r
,12i Hemingway is said to have a Code: a man must try? impose meariing,

where none seemsi)ossible, he must have courage 4nd not quit, he must
have discipline and control his death, he Must behaye with dignity. ;s the
Code in this novel?

\
one13. Use a key line, such ai fast n 'of the novel, for.a paper.

14. What is the meaning of religion in this novel?
Soine scholars say'this is a topical nove), one about the 1920s and expatri-
4es. If so, what does it say about them?

ftv

t,

39-

.
Handout 6- 23
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HANDOUT 7
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER II

.t.

THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGH

.411

by Pat thong

Atnightrople find themselves, perhaps for.the,only time in

'their lives,. alone, comptletely alone. The normal'41:4tions Of the

day have gone home, to bed', or off the air`, and all the reassusdnggl,

objects of reality are hidden or rendered indistinct by the darkness. In

the dark a,person is lef'to confront.hiMself, and he must do-it honest4y.
1

The characters in The Sun Also Rises continually try; with varyipg'degrees

of sucdess, to avoid facing themselves. Their primary methods of.escape.

ff

are drinking and being with their friends for most, or all, of the

Stilt, none of theta can totally avoid the effect of the night. ,t

At Jake Barnes is''the narrator oftht story he is-ableto iive a more

' detailed account of what influence the night has on, him.' At the start of

the bOok it is night; and Jake issitting in a cafe, -then picks up:a 7

41z:1.-
prostitute, atte s a, party, meets Brett,and then gods home. When he N

with the prostitdte, he tells her he is ".sick,'"Ireferring to his war

Brett he tells her, "What happened
de.

s

to me is supposed to e funny.", Both times he refers to his wound; he

does so.in a matter of-fact tone, setmingly, jaded to the changekit has

broughttO hip life. When'alone his apartment, he starts thinking

about "the old grievance." In the dark Jake candidly examines his

emotions:

I try and play it along and just not make trouble for

people . . The Catholic Church had an awfully good ,way

of handling all that . . Not", to think about it Oh, it

wound. Later, while in trhe taxi with

,

40
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2

was swell advice. Try and take it sometime. Try and take
it.

.4
Jake acknowledges the power thenight haslover-hiM. He says, "It is

awfully easy to be hard-boiled about. everything in the daytime, but at

night it is a different thing." Jake repeats this philosop ater in

the book; then he says he not'sleep withput a light on for six months.

He uses the past tense in the sentence to signify,tke fact that he is no

Longer scared of the new perspdctive of life that tf?e dark allows him to

see. As he is not as afraid anymore, he does not rely on alcohol to he

him avoid the effect of the night: He does stay up and observe his

friends trying to escape by drinking and being with other people.

The night plays a significant role in Brett's life. Initially, she

tries to avoid the night, but at the end of the book she. also learns of

the importance of the night. In the beginning, ,Brett is able to show her

love to Jake only during the night, and even then she tries to avoid

expressing it'. The first 'night Brett gets extremely drunk and allows a

count -to pick h bfircc: go s to see Jake, in the middle of the

night, leaving the'count in th4 r waiting for her. To Jake she says.

'"Ju.st wanted to see you. Damn silly Want to get dressed, and come

down?" This statement reveals the battle that is going on inside her.

One side is fighting the night'§ effect on her; the other side is giving

inland telling him she wants to be with him.

A similar situation occurs the next eveping when Jake, the. Count_

and Brett dine together. She again becomes drunk: Shp offers CO send

the Count away so they can be alone. Then later.she Letts Jake not

kiss her and she will not see him again Subsequently, she.

next encounter with lake for thfc days pammiut, [he t,l,

Vhen she does meet up with m-h , tii,m, mo.c. ovolA 1.114, I,.
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3

effect )n h r. She drinks a keeps her mind occupiediwith Mike Campbell

and Pedro Romero. She is more successful this time as she fancies herself

in love with P dro. She confesses this to Jake while they take a nocturnal

stroll. When she leaves Pedro, Brett shows her new understanding of how

it is Necessary to examine oneself carefully Fo be happy. During the meal

she shares with Jake, she tells him not to get drunk, that it is not

necessary. This reveals her new maturity since getting drunk was once her

main way of combatting the dark. The final proof of her new awareness is

-in the last scene of the book. Brett rests against Jake in a taxi and

says, "Oh, Jake, . . . we could have had such a damned good time together."

This is said when it is "very hot and bright" outside, when daylight is

at its strongest and Brett can openly admit her love! It is interesting

to note that Brett and Jake at the start of the novel are in a cab at

night where Brett asks Jake to kiss her and draws as far away as possible.
4

At the end of The Sun Also Rises she knows the value of honestly facing

up to herself. Brett will not fear the night again.

A symbolic incident involving Brett's growing awareness of the

importance of the night occurs during her infatuation with Pedro. After

a bullfight Pedro is awarded the ears of the bull, and he, in turn, gives

them to Brett. She wraps them in Jake'S handkerchief and places them,

with several cigarette stubs, "far back" into her bed-table. The bed-

table represents the night; and so everything she puts in it must be

truthtul. The stubs placed with the ears and handker,hlet indicate that

Jake and Pedro (in general. all men) are d vi,e lo Breit, d tai entab

liaticd In the ,Ou[se ut inc./0,00k Wi.apping the wild with Jake'o hand

ket,h1Jt ohdwa &eft'. dealLe Lo L.. vc bulli ...c" In he. lit- lhai

didu defined LI .ei. II.c ca.o o.c -yid. ig,c o

mkill in the dl c.1 1.1 awful pall hlo allu.c. -nd a, Le,ie.,ent
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special and unique, yet also transitory. The. handkerchief signifies

Jake's role as ,a father figure, a protectim. He is *omeone Brett always

can go to'for help. The symbolism is repeated in the navel. When Brett

forces Pedro to leave, for the sake of his career, she turns to Jake for

comfort.

Bill, a lesser character in the book, has a revealing discussion with

Jake. While walking, they pass a taxidermist shop. 'Bill asks Jake if he

wants a stuffed dog. Jake declines. Bill persists, saying, "[They] mean

everything in the world to you after you bought it. Simple exchange of

values. You give them money. They give you a stuffed dog." Bill ex-

presses a certain cynicism. A dog symbolizes loyalty,, friendship, trust,

and blind love. Unfortunately, all these qualities are negated by the

dog being stuffed. There is only the facade of these virtues. There is

the suggestion that he has had a "stuffed dog" revealed to him, when he

says they mean everything to the person who buythem. By bringing i5
money he degrades the value of the qualities a dog is supposed to'pussess.

Later, he paraphrases a well known proverb: "Road to hell paved with

unbought stuffed dogs." He equates stuffed dogs witti good intentions.

People's intentions, though seemingly good, really-have no genuine in-

spiration. 'Finally, Bill confesses to have always loved stuffed animal..

Again, this points tu. the tact that someone close to him may have been

revealed at talse. The nighttime brings gill to the realization ut human

falsity, though ai,ohol helps him live with this underAanding

Mike appears to be the person most attested by 111cnIlshi 1L. cc

ditraLeny'times durl.g it, .islic Lc Lc,.,mco dk nk dhJ dLl4ukt. tthl .11.,

final Lime o,,",. 1" the eveuiug of q Htstcy da Mik,, wh.,m Jak 1_,,,t11.-

as a "bad Jiunh.- dlink. t" Jit.L.,Il. l.1.4 vie,. QI ist& lh-1 inkl e,5,.(,.

to hr w. hie nccJilug ut (...hn, and ,,, . Ic.set .,.1s,.,.. Pe.l." .h,y. that

J
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at night Mike sees himself in a totallyhonestlight, hating himself

because he always is bankrupt and cannottlhold on to Brett. The alcohOl

serves as an infuriator, an incentive to,ttirnto other, weaker people,

and attack them- to alleviate his self-hatred. Robert Cohn's fighting

back and knocking out Mike can be seen as Cohn's attempt to re-establish

some of his own ego. Mike'and even Cohn use drinking as a safety valve

for releasing inner steam. Unlike the "good drunks," Bill'and Brett,

they use the same tactics but fail because drinking for them is not an

escape mechanism.

All the charAters in The Sun' Also Rises to some extent try to avoid

facing themselves honestly. They reveal something of their character by

their method of escape, by their self-awareness in the night. Perhaps

when they hear things that go bump in the night, they are not so afraid

of their ghosts. They see that it is themselves knocking in their brains,

wanting to be recognized. Perhaps it is the fear of things that go bump'

in the.night that has driven them to escape into the world of alcohol, the

world of distorted images.

losLrucLui's CuMnicIlLa

What . mdlvel,us title! Not o'nfy has Llic aathyi "acd it

Lu uggest the paper'a pubILlun but .also CO tic lugclnet Ltic

C,

duCtIun, the concl,sluu, dud all lhe c^dMple. the

(r.

Lhe four iettltai her 1., acrcild a pctaGnal

bh, h.. .c,".c p-,lti, hct

a L.1,1, w.. ,npi.,1t..1 10 Li, a, J IL a. ...11
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2. Weaknesses. %bile the paper may be flawed by wordiness, even by

jerky sentences that do not always flow with.each.other, this first

paper about a.novel is ambitious and runs at full five pages. The

reader cannot help but be senyltive to tht ambition. You might point

out the undocumented claim of the last paragraph that "all the charac-

ters" avoid themselves, but you should also help the seminar t

appreciate the larger success of this paper.

to,



PAPER ill: "A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
DAYS 27-42

DAY .27: BEGINNING TO REA4
HEMINGWAY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL NOVEI.

Goals

1, To orient students to A Farewell to Arms
(1929).

2. To prOvide in-class time to begin the novel.

Materials

Class copies of A Farewell to Arms or Three
Novels: The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to Arms,
The Old Man and the Sea.

Assigninent

1: Ask students to-note the DU date for the
third paper on the Schedule, D y 42.

2. Remind'.udents that Defense ay for Paper
II (The Sun Also Rises) w be Day 34.
Copies of the papers chosen fdr defense will
be handed out on Day 33.

Procedure

1., Ask students to review The Hemingway
Chronology (Handout 1), noting that the
next book for consideration is the very suc-
cessful A Farewell to Arms. At this time,
Hemingway is re-examining his life and ex-
periencing personal trauma. His first marriage
has broken up, he has remarried and moved
from Paris to Key West, Florida, where he
will live for the next ten years. While he
works on A Farewell to Arms, his father
commits suicide back in Oak Park. The novel
becomes a commercial success, establishing
Hemingway's reputation as a writer of un-
usual style and a man sensitive to the agonies

2.

,3.

4.

of war. Note the dedication to Gustavus A.
Pfeiffer, the wealthy Arkansas uncle oi his
second wife, "Pauline Pfeiffer, and a man
who became a good friend, one of the first
of the wealthy Pfeiffer clan to approve of
Ernest. ,

Point out that the novel's title comes from
a poem by the English, writer George Peele
(1558?-1597). Read the' poem (see the
Oxford Book of Verse) or post it on the
bulletin board.
Explain that, although A Farewell to Arms is
longer than The Sun Also Rises, is commer-
cial success is partly .explained by the fact
that it has more of a plot and a greater sense
of movement than - the first novel. It has
humor, memorable lines (turn, for example,
to page 249 of the 1929 S.cribner edition
and note the lines beginning with "Ifpeople
bring so much courage. . ."), and strong
symbols such as the weather. Its title is a
two-edged sword, referring to both love and
war.
Ask students to begin reading the novel dur-
ing the remainder of the class period.

DAYS 28-31: CONTINUING TO READ
"A FAREWELL TO ARMS," SHARING
RELATED HEMINGWAY SHORT STORIES,
AND CHOOSING TOPICS FOR PAPER III

Goals,.

I To proVILL Ioi 1..:,..111,6 I t,.
well to Arms

2 To read alou' two lelate.1 N.
I Lay Me" and :'A Very Short Story both
written in 1927

) To suggest topic 1,1 eui,, 111.

k
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Materials

2.
1. Class copies of A Fa ewell to Arms.

The Short Stories Ernest Hemingwa
3. Handout 8: Suggestions for Paper III.
4. Handout 9: Student Model for Paper III.

Procedure

1. Use Days 28-29 for in-class reading of A
Farewell to Arms.

2. Day 30 can be used for the oral reading of
the two war stories ("Now- I Lay Me" and
"A Very Short Story") set in Italy that can
be seen as background stories' for the novel.
Again, .suggest how these stories remind us
Of Nick AdatIrs growing up. DeFalco's The
Hero ,in Hemingway's Short Stories, pp.
110-J4,..162-63, is useful in preparing for
the discussion.

3. During Day 31 suggest positions for Paper
III, using -Handout 8 as a point of departure.
You may also wish to introduce the student
model (Handout 9) at thiSpoint.

DAY 32:, DISCUSSING WORLD WAR I
AND THE HEMINGWAY BIOGRAPHY
OF THIS PERIOD

Goals

'1. To provide historical background for A Fare-
well to,Arms.

2. To relate elements of the Hemiiigway biogra-
phy to the novel.

Materials

A number of materials are useful for discussing
World War 1 and Hemingway -maps, films,
records, filmstrips. The following book are very
useful: ks.

1 "The Other War" iii Malcolm Cowley's A
Second Flowering' Works and Days of the
Lost Generation, pp 3-18, especially for
literary background of the period.

z Arthur Waldhorn's A Reader's GLad,
Ernest Hemingway, pp 14-16

3 Leicester Hemingway's My Brame/ EHia)t
Hemingway, pp 97-100, on Hemingway
in Key West and Iris father's death.

4. "It Was Great Fun' in James McLendon's
Papa: Hemingway in Key West, 1928-1940,
pp. 47-57, for'. backgrounds of the novel
and the auttior's.life at that time.

5. Carlos Baker's Ernest Hemingway: A Life
Story, pp. 44-52, for a discussion of Hem-
ingway's wound, his hospitalization, and
his brief love affair with the prototype of
Catherine Barkleya nurse named Agnes
von Kurowsky.

Procedure

1. Stress the fact t t A -Farewell to Arms is
highly autobio phical; refer to Heming-
way's own war unds, his recuperation in'
Milan, his awful aw eness that war was not
like the stuff of the omantic novels that he
had been raised o or jingoistic slogans (tee
Cowley, A Secon Flowering), and his own
love affair. In addition, the facts of Hem-
ingway's life have their own death-in-life
(the end of the love affair, the later disso-
lution of his first marriage, the death of his
father by suicide., and even his wife Pauline's
caesariannote also "Ilidian Camp").

2. The novel is in microcosm the story of Many
young men and women Who felt betrayed by
the rhetoric of war when confronted- by its
NA alities. They, like Hemingway, were anx-
ious to go "over there," wear fancy uniforms,
and win medals. Other literary figuresCum-
mings, John Dos Passos, William Faulkner
eagerly enlisted in foreign 'organiza.tions after
the war began in 1914 and before the U.S.
entered in 1917. They were the ones who
later stayed in Paris and became part of the
so-called Lost Generation.

nts will find much that is fascinating:
ngway's awful wounds, his love affair,

s return to Oak Park High School as a
Hero, his break with his parents after he goes
'up to Michigan to heal his psychic wounds
("'1 he _Big Two-Hearted River"). More can
be said about this break on Day 37 when..
"Soldier's Horne" is read out loud in class.
Certainly the death of his rather by suicide
will park discussion as to whether this event
is related to Hemingway's own suiLide.



DAYS 33-35:,PREPA
PARTICIPATING IN DE
AND THE FOLLOW-UP

Goals

1. T9 provide'additional in-class time for read-
ing A Farewell to Arms.

2 To conduct a Defense,Day and follow-up
that offer students, an opportunity to express
and defend their positions.
To encourage students to look ahead to the
third paper, accepth-....il,hain* the challenge
of how best to present a well-documentedposit.

Materials

G FOR AND
ENSt DAX
ISCUSSION

1. Copies of the papers you have chosen for
Defense Day.

2. Corrected papers on . The Sun Also Rises to
return at the. end of Defense Day.

Procedure

1. Day 33 is set aside f6r reading, though some
students may use the glass time to examine
the position' papers to be discussed during
Defense Day.

2. Begin Day 34 by reviewing the Defense Day,
procedures, although the seminar should
now be familiar with the system. Be sure to
return all position papers on The Sun Also
Rises at the end of the period.

3. During the follow-up discussiOn (Day 35),
yco .might ask other students to read their
papers for class comment, disCuss the stu-
dent paper (Handout 9), or present the
viewpoint of a critic, e.g., "The Death of
Love in The Sun Also Rises" by Mark Spilk
in Hemingway. A Collection of' Critical
Essays, edited by Robert P. Weeks, pp
127-38

DAYS 345 42. C.uNttl LONG tilt.: NOVLI
DISCUSSING RELATED STQRIES, AND
WRITING PAYER III

Goals

I 1 t ,,AA ift

2. To read and discuss in
ries, "Soldier's Home"
and Sons" CI 933).

3. To provide class
Paper III.

Materials

s 36-42 33

clash two, related sto-
(1925) and "Fathers

time to write and revise

Copies of The Short Stories of Ernest Heming-
way.

Procedure

1. Days 36-38 should ptovide enough time
to complete the novel and to read aloud
"Soldier's Home." The story suggests Hem-
ingway's state of mind as he returned home
to Oak Park (though the young man is Krebs
and he returns to Oklahoma). and correlates.
well with A Farewell to arms. The piece
a marvelous artifact of the 1920s and may,?et
also be used to discuss Hemingway's emerg7.
ing style (especially the idea of repetitions'
taught him by Gertrude- Stein). The story
also suggests Hemingway's break with his
parents that took place in. Michigan. You
may wish to supplement this discussion with
material from Constance' Cappel Montgom-
ery's Hemingway 1)1 Michigan, pp. 172-82,
or Carlos Baker's Ernest Hemingway, pp.
54:74.
Dhs 39-41 should be used for writing, revis-
ing, and proofreading the third paper.

3. Use Day 42 to read out loud "Fathers and
Sons," a story which makes an interesting
transition between the war novel and the
grown-up Nick Adams, now an author (with
a son -Bumby) who is reflecting on his
Bier's suicide all materials related to
Hemingway's own life. This last of the Nick
Adams stories brings that part of Fleming
way's writing career to an end. It is also a
very moving story of a mature Hemingway,
no longer so resentful of his parents (as ill
"Soldier's Home") and now aware 'of his
own mortality, of being a father as well as
a son The pros,: is More mature IxOt

so experimental, though there is tlic lannlidr
fltiingway description ,,f nature, the sharp
dialogue, the repeat of earlier Ni,.k Adams

42
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plots, and an awareness of life ;that high
school students understand (cf. "My Old
Man"): life must be learned; not everything
can be taught, especially intense experiences
such as Nick's childhood sexual encounter.

4. Collect the third. Position Paper on Day 42.
Select the papers for the next Defense Day
and have thein reproduced.

I

Additional Suggestion

The film version of "Soldier's Home" (see'Bibli-
ography) can be excellent for comparison with
the actual short story.
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HANDOUT .8
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER HI: "A FAREWELL TO ARMS" (1929)

1. Consider the title. Dbes it have more than one meaning? Use the poem, too.
2. Is this a war novela romantic novel, or what?
3. The weather seems to play an important role in this novel. What do the

various tys of weather mean, especially the rain?
4. Is Lieutenant Henry another Code Hero? Are his flight from the war and

his seeming coldness at the end of novel symptoms of a Hero gone
wrong?

5. What is.the function of Rinaldi in the novel?,
6. Is Catherine a rounded charaCter or a stick figure? Does Hemingway under-.stand women?,
7. Does Hemingway have a sense of humor in this novel? If so, what kind of

humor does he use?
8. Try a contrast paper: Jake Barnes and Lieutenant Frederic .Henry.

-9. What is the function of the first-person narration?
10. :This might be the time to do some research. Is this novel more biography

than fiction?
11. Why did Hemingway kill off Catherine Barkley in childbirth? Does anyone

remember Thornton Wilder's Our. Town?
12. What is the, truth in this. novel? Look at page 249 again, especially the line:

"The world breaks 'every one and afterWard many are strong at the broken
places."

13. What about religion in this novel? Why does Henry pray?
14. What is the function of food in the novel?
15. While Hemingway was revising his first draft of.this novel, his father'eom

mittedsuicide. Can you tie these two events together?
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HANDOUT 9
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER III

ADOLESCENCE TO ADULTHOOD

by Melody Mybrs

'Ernest Hemingway's characters are strong individuals, but he was

inclined to build his characters with similar dispositions and reactions.

Nick Adams of "Indian Camp" and Frederic Henry of A Farewell to Arms

endured a similar situation and reacted to it as if they were'the same

person. Instead of the innocent onlooker that was Nick,. Henry became

painfully involved and a sufferer of life.' They shared the same responses,

but a change can be detected from Nick.the boy to Henry the man. The dif-

ference between the two is that Henry represents a matured Nick Adams.

Nick's first unpleasant exposure to the Indian camp was to oerve

Indian woman who had been in Tabor for two days but was still

unable to give birth to her child. The purpose of his father's trip to

the camp was to deliver the child. The doctor examined the woman and cun

eluded theta C4esarian section must be performed to give reliet Lo the

mother and Nick's primary concern was the woman's screaming He

even inquired it his tathei could scup her agony ut palu

Uh, Liddy, ,au'L you 6ive her socicLh1145 L0 mars

st.4) screaming?" asked Nick.

"No. I haven't any ahaest6etic ." his ts(hct Sala

A,".y dlow weld 4Au.rl.w.Lcd with a wsplad I. At.11.1b1Lkh

iliC silltaLlw. -as ww., au.] ,..1 ,,,...1 I

Nri, '5, yet ,..1(1..CL sh,Lca by bu(h

Catherine L,641. ot/samliqs, ne..y ILIeJ ,,.11144..I het ty as

541J.61'li taIhke It Irt.r 6Aaj I'll I... All 11,c way
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Like Nick, Henry, wanted to relieve the pain of childbirth. Yet the

possibility that too much gas could result in death worried Henry.

eEherine's apparent suffering finally took priority over death.

In "Indian Camp," Nick had the opportunity to watch his father

peiform a Caesarian operation. Even though Nick held the basin for his

father during the procedure, he preferred not to watch. In fact, after

Dr. Adams invited Nick to,:,observe him as he put in the stitches, Nick

did not watch. "His curiosity had been gone for along time." Apparently

Nick had his fill of childbirth. He hadlalready dured more than what he

had anticipated.

C4therine's dbctor also decided that a Ca es rian

easiest and safest way to relieve both the mother and

given the same chance to observe a Caesarian operation as had Nick.

section was the

child. Henry'was

"You can go in,the other door and sit up there," a nurse
said to me (Henry]. There were benches behind a rail that
looked down . . . at Catherine. The mask was ov.u- her face .
and'she was quiet now. They wheeled the stretcher forward.
I turned away and walked Aown the hall.

Henry also passed up the chance of medical observation. His sense of

responsibility and guilt were too much for hiM. As much as he hated to

1ce the truth, 'he knew that Catherine was paying the consequences for

using him. He hated it all bu later he return m0 to the operating aoum

to watch the doctors sew up the inLi. a. Henry thought, "1 du not think

1 ..ould have watched thew cut, but 1 watch the wuuud ,.lased luto a high

welted ,1dge vdith qui,h akIlltul looking stitc sflike a ..01,t1er's,

oaa gl.,d uc,ay. u.111,c cjvyed wat,h1 g the ttaa1:pa,t Uf the

11., lhc .uLts4y pLuved the t1.t sIcp

xe, lhc II-ul pcmcd Co .ealLy tL. 11.,

,f a (aa"anal, ,adcol No. that Ikc LftLy been ,t.its,t

that L.1hettuz Le-apta w....1 1 110w
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On the trip home from tle,India camp, Nick and'his father discussed

the pain of childbirth,-suicide, the difference betwAn,male and female

suicides, and death itself. Too early in life, NiCk-had seen too much

suffering. This had been Nick's initiation tb pain, to the violence of

birth and death. The'story Concluded, "In the early morning on the, lake

sitting in the stern of ,the boat with his father rowing, he felt quite

sure he would never die." After experiencing the unpleasantness of birth

and death, Nick refused to accept them as part of reality. In returnipg ,

.

Some he concluded that he would ¶ever die. Childish? Perhaps. But that

was what he believed. By tejecting the pain he had seen and felt, Nick

thought he could avoid death forever. He was trying to cope with life,

the burden'of adulthood. He had shouldered more than what he was ready

to carry. At one timellr another, a young man may think he shall never

die. It is easier for a young man to stand by and watch, for he is not

. yet paypfully involved; he is not a sufferer, only an onlooker. Rather

than swallow the truth ahout childbirth and death, Nick Adams justified

them ,to suit himself.

',Lt. found himself confronted with the violence of birth and'

death, too. Facing 'reality did not come easkfor Henry either. He

realized the seriousness of Catherine's omration, but the possibility

of her death was unacceptable.

Yes, but what if she should die? She won't die. She's
just having a bad time. . . . Afterward we'd say what a
ba iMI and Catherine would sar,it wasn't really so bad

what if she should die? . . . She can:i die. Yes, bnr
what i she should die: She can't, 'I tell you. Don't be
a fool. ._,_It's just nature giving her hell.

Hell,, had hi, doubt. dS La wheihei uL hut Catherine would 11,

lOyed her and he tii,d tu avoid the ut hci deci.h d.aiy

fed,11....:1 was human. NJLo.ly wd 1..s luvgd UlleS 10./ die kathtf., thd 11 l

frOn111/15 Lhe aiLethalives ul what cul,ll happ,h Ilehiy justifies 1...ALheiL.

1
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complications as "nature givingber hell." He felt that Catherine's
. , A

su fertng would end when "nature decided to let her-go from the grit) Of

he/11. He implied .it was only a matter of time before Catherine would be

relieved from her agony of pain. His justification giVe him the hope he

needed.

b
In "Indian cep,",'Dr. Atlams.tells Nick, fathers are usually the

worst sufferers in,these_little 4fairs (childbirth)." Frederic Henry was
b.

sthe father of Catherine's child; he had Henry was ntimb from

death, not fi-om fears for himself -like Nick Adams, but from the loss of

his lover. Henry had, seen death- in war, but it had never touched him the

way this single death wpuld,for the rest of his life.

As a boy, tick Adams had a hard time accepting reality: He could nut

look atlife objectively becausl he had not lived life. Henry also tried

t,
to take life in'stride, but obstacles got in his way. Henry has exper-

ienced war, death, love He had Oved life. Therefore, accepting life's

a.
consequences was easier for'him..4s an addlc than it was for Nick as an

adolescent. Nevertheless, Henry was not unto,uched by life's misfortunes

because memories would be with him forever. His pain was keel and lascin6.

Insoead of .avoiding the tarts of life as Nick Adams has done, ered,Lic

Henry' had controciied Lealliy tact Lu talc and s,,epted it to what It wa,.

111,.11 .

11.1" 1..61.3 .., aitti.

pal.11.6 Laataa La . dirrelc wOck... is ,sl, I:.

ba 1 , t "atleata

db-uL
. a,1 ,,ma

"caLh lu ul 0,t 1"6

01 111. a. tlp"4. .he t o L,Li,.114,,

A
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(

maturity. In this writing design, She has obviously worked on

organizational structure, if not on ways to integrate direct quota-

tions into the text.

2. Weaknesses. While considerable effort was given to structure and the

use of concrete illustration, this paper can be seen as somewhat

flawed by its rack of sentence variety, a writing.goal for Paper

Many of the.paragraphs are stitched together with siinpte and compound

sentences, often beginning with a.onaractei's. name or a'pronoqn.:

44.

N.%

o.
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PAPER IV: ,A PROFILE
QF ERNEST HEMINGWAY
DAYS 43-57

DAY 43: REVIEWING THE. HEMINGWAY
BIOGRAPHY AND INTRODUCING THE
PROFILE PAPER

Goals

1. To review: the Hemin ay biography in
broad outline.
To orient students to Paper IV, a profile of
Ernest Hemingwdy.

Materials

- 1. _Assemlile -a class library of biographical and
'autobiographical materials (see Bibliography).

2. Handout 10: Suggestions for Paper IV.'
3. Handouts and 12: Student Models for

Paper IV.

.Assignment

1. Ask students to note the DUE date for Paper.
IV on the Schedhle, Day 57.

2. gaper 'IV should be based on at least one
hundred pages Q reading from nonfictional
materials. about by Hemingway. The one..
hundred pages y be taken from a single
source or _from several sources. A bibliogra-
phy and footnotes are required.

Procedure

1. In explaining the assignment, remind students
t may use the fictional writings of

emirigway pre' 'usly read in class but that
this material, may no e counted toward the

e hundred pages o reading required' fcar
t e Profile Paper.
Distribute copies of model paperWtr
this assignment for subs quent discussion by
the class.

3. Before considering idea for the Profile Pa-

2.

a.

III. The Key ,West Period, 1927 -1940. In-
terest in, 'deep sea fishing, purchase of
the Pilar, birth of Patrick and Giegory,
Africa and big game hunting, father's
suicide, literary support of LoyaNts in
Spanish Civil War, divorce by Pauline
and marriage to Martha Gellhorn, move
to Fihca Vigia near Havana.

IV. The World War II Period, 1940-1945."
Suhdhaser in Caribbean, war correspon-
dent, "liberator" of Paris, divorce froth
Martha and marriage to Mary Welsh.
The Cuban Period, 1945-1960. Critical
attack on Across the' River and into the
Trees, death of mother, publication of.
The Old Man and the Sea in L Nobel
Prize, purchase of Ketchum, I o,
hunting lodge, work on memoirs.

VI. Ketchum, Idaho, and the End. Begin-
ning of breakdown, hospitalization in ,

Rochester, Minnesota, death from self-
. inflicted gunshot wound.

4. Distribute Hiandout 10 (Suggestions for Paper
IV) forppreviewing now and for reference
later.

. ---4,---
per, review Theiemingway Chronology and
place the following outline on the board:

v.
I. The Early Years, 1899-1921. Growing

up in Oak Park (family, high school),
summeis in Michigan, Kansas City Star
reporter, ambulance driver in Italy in
World War I, reporter for the Toronto
Star, marriage to Hadley.

-II. The Paris Years, 1921-1927. Foreign vor-
respondent, life among the expatriates
(Stein, Pound, Fitzgerald, Andergon,
Joyce), literary success, birth of Bumby;
bullfighting, divorce and remarriage
(Pauline Pfeiffer).

5 6
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. Encourage students to examine the class col
lection of klelingway materials and to seek
out materials in libraries. You may wish to
distribUte copies of portions of the Bibli-
ograpV.

'Additional Suggestions

I You may wish to use the filmstrip-tape Ernest
' Hemingway in The American Experience in

Literature: Five Modern Novelists, atailable,
from the Encyclopaedia Britannica
tional Corporation. See the Bibliography
for this and' other filmstrip/record-cassette
suggestions.

2. The seminar may wish to contact (resource
persons through, for example, the Bell Tele-
phone leased phone-system (see Appendix
A). Those who knew Hemingway, or know
much about him, such as college English
professors, may be willing to be interviewed
by ar members.

DAYS 44-48: LOCATING eclID SHARING A
HEMINGWAY ANECDOTE WITH THE CLASS

Goals

1. To help students locate interesting biogriphi-
cal information gout Hemingway.

2. To provide a range, of anecdotal material
that will help students choose a biographical
focus for Paper IV.

Materials

1 . ClaSs library, supplemented by student re-
search.
Filth: Hemingway, 54,rninutes.

3. Seven Anecdotes from the Hemingway
Biography (Appendix C).

Assignment

1. Ask each student to find one Concrete anec-
dote about Ernest Hemingway to share with
the class. (See the seven anecdgites in Appen-
dix C.)
Anecdote days (47-48) should help to trigger

a position. A single anecdote may be used by
a given student as. the basis for a profile
paper or .several anecdotes along a similar
linChlay*suggest a tactic. Enpfurage students
to use each other's anecd6tts and to share
sour,ce materials.

Procedure

1. Show the excellent documentary. film on
Hemingway's life on Day 44. If the film.is
not available, you might use e filmstrip-"
tape suggested for Day ,43 or a s de show
made from photographs on Hemingway's life
prepared by your school'S A-V department.

2. ,pn Day 45, announce the anecdote assign-
ment. While some students may be capable
of independent research, others may require
h more directed- approach. The, following
Suggestions Will simplify the assignMent and C
help to ensure, that all students find' interegtL
ing "slice-of7life" anecdotes. A retelling of
the first seven anecdotes is included in
Appendix C. : .

a. Boxing in Paris: Carlos Baker., Ernest
Hemingway: A Life Story' pp. 22-23;
Morley Callaghan, That Summer in Paris,
pp. 97-100, 118-21'

b. A childhood accident: Leicester Heming-
way, My Brother, pp. 19-22. .',

Hadley loses manuscripts: Carlos Baker,
,Ernest 'Hemingway:. A Life Story,' pp.
102-3.

c.

d. Key West, at Sloppy Joe's, fishing: Lei-
,cester Hemingway, My Brother, p. 164;
McLendon, Papa, .pp. 152-55.

e. Punches poet Wallace 'evens: McLen-
don, Papa, pp. 55-57.
African air crashes Carlos aker, Ernest
Hemingway: A Life Story pp. 518-22.
,dui 'de attempts: Leiceste Hemingway,
My other, p. 256; Carlos Baker, Ernest'
Hemin way: A Liff Story, pp. 199, 554-
64; A. E. Hotchne?, Papa Hemingway: A
Personal Memoir, pp. 264 -304.

h. Average workday, Sloppy Joe's: McLen-
don,,Papa, pp. 145-48.

i. Fitzgerald referees, a -Hemingway boxing(
match: Callaghan , That Summer in Paris,
pp. 209-13.



Ernest wants father's 'suicide gun: Lei-
cester \Hemingway,,,,My Brother, pp. 98-
100.

k. Hemingway discovers 'new writing tech
nique: Carlos Baker, Ernest Ilerningway:
A Life Story, pp. 525-29.
Hotchnees last talk with -Ernest: Hotch-

er, Papa Hemingway, pp:'296-300.
m. Mary,and Ernest Hemingway meet, fight:Mary,emingway, )1fov It Was, pp. 121-

.31.
n. Winnkng the ,Nobel Prize: Carlos Baker,

Ernest Hemingway: -A Life Story, pp.
525-29. (Note: here the student' or in-
structor may wish to use the record or
tape Ernest Hemingway Reading, avail-
able from C9edmon, which includes'his.`
reading of his Ndbel Address.)

Share and discuss the anecdotes on Days
47,48. You may wish to bring an anecdote
to share, too. Remind students' that the
researeh reading for anecdote day should
help to locate material for Paper IV; the
shared aneotiptes _should also provide a pool
of biographical informat for the' class to'
draw upon qwriting,the ofile Paper.

DAYS 49-51: PREPARING FOR AND
PARTICIPATING IN DEFENSE DAY
AND OLLOW -UP

.

I-
,To help students refine their understanding ,of

how. a position becomes ,warranted through clear
. argtmentation and adequate documentation.

Goal

Materials

1. COpie f the papers you have chosen for
se Day.

2. Corrected papers on A Farewell to Arms to
retu,rn at the end of Defense Day.

Procedure

I. Use Day 49 for research reading for Paper IV
or for the study of the position papers to, be
used on Defense Day.

N4

4 * Q.
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Day 52 43

2.. Follow the Defense Day procedures outlined
earlier. Return all papers at the end of the
period.

3. Use the follow-up day to discuss the papers
of other student's,., to evaluate the student .

models (Handouts 11 and 12), or to con-
sider_ a critic's point of view, e.t.t, "Lose
Take Nothing': by Philip Yount in 2 th
Century Interpretations,. of "A Farewell,to
Arms," edited by Jay Gellens, pp. 28-32.

DAY 52: LEARICG ABOUT "NADA " .

THROUGH READING ANOTHER ;
HEMINGWAY STORY

Goals

1. To read out loud "A Clean. Well- Lighted
Place" (1933) and to relate in theme -to
other Hemingway works and to. the Fleming-
way biography. .

'2. To discuss the concept o ada, an impot-
tant term in Hemingway criticism.

Materials

Gopiq of The Short Stories of Einest Heming-
way.

Procedure

1. At this point,,introduce the concept bf Nada
through- "A Clean tell-Lighted Prace." This
idea will appear in the biographical and criti-
cal reading being done by students for Paper
IV and will add a new dimension to their
understanding of Hemingway's Code -1-leroes.

2. ,Read the story ajoud, asking students fo
take,-tfirns reading 'and reacting. The ;eta-
tively negligible plot deals with Hemingway's
pbetic,visWillvf despairperhaps darkest in
'this storyo17'eople trying to find meaning
in a world where none is possible. The story
reminds us that the lights go' out for every:
one, and thus the parody of the Lord's
Prayer. Yet all people "need a light for the
night." (Seepages 27-29 in Waldhorn's A
Reader's Guide to Ernest Hemingway.)

3. Use the remaining time for research reading
for Paper IV.
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DAYS 53-57: COMPLETING PAPER IV
AND READING TWO MORE
HEMINGWAY STORIES

Goals

1. To give students time in class to write, re-
vise, and proofread the Profile Paper.

2. To read (Mit loud "A Day's Wait" (1933) Snd
"The Old Man at the Bridge" (1938).

MateriaK

Class cppies of The Short Stories of Ernest
Heniingway.

Procedure

J. Day 53 is the final readitg and research day
for Paper IV. On DaY' 54 students begin
work on rough drafts of the Profile aper,
completing revisions and proofread' on
Days 55 and 56.
The) Profile Position Paperis due on Day 57.
You may wish to schedule two Defense Days
so that all students will have defended at
least one paper before Paper VII, the Sum -,
mation Paper. At this point, inform the class
that something different will be done on

0 I

-4K.Ar

to.

3.

4.

Defense Day fora the last paper. Do not,
however, discuss Paper VII at, this time. The
number of papers you select for the fifth
and sixth Defense Days will,. of course, de-
pond upon the number of students in your
seminar.
After collecting the profile) papers, read
aloud two very short stories. "A Day's Wait"
is an amusing story out a boy who thinks
he is dying bur.isn't.lhe story has biographi-
cal overtones; ill 1932, .111e HemingwaYs
were in Arkansa visiting Pauline's relatives
when Bumby came Ldown with the flu and a
temperature of 102. In this story, the boy'
sudden maturity and then retreat back
childhood are of special interest. "The 0 d
Man at the Bridge," set on an Easter Sun I 1y
during the Spanish Civil War, not only g-
gests Hemingway% personal involveme in
that struggle; but also lends itself to dis-
cussi of his theme and stylethe ir y of
a -m with no hope on a dry, desol e day
com are to ChriSt ''Ea§ter, the use of
anima (who have instinct), the awfulness
ofinnocence caught up in human` evil, the
symbol of the bridge, the central character
without a name.
Select and reproduce pers for the coming
Defense Day.

Ir.

'A

O
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER IV: THE PROFILE PAPER

1. Can one ,of-the readingS define a narrowed theme? For examPleoisA.

Morley Callaghan's observation about HemingwayRnd boxing related to
. what you have read? i

2. Try to synthesi2e Hemingway the Man into a single word. What would it
be? Then expand upon how Hemingway meets * definition of that word.

3. Who taught Hemingway? Can you name three teachers? How. did they mold
him?

ft: 4. Hemingway had four wives. Were they at'all alike? Why would a boy from a
proper Oak ark, Illinois, background lead such an unconventional life?l

5. Is there.a k event in Hemingway's easy life,that did a izeat deal to shape
him, for example, his World War I injury

.

6. Isliemingway a male chauvinist? ' . /
7. Do the early writing and biography suggest that Hemingway would later

commit suicide? Wag his suiicide Consistent withhis Code and his writing?
8. Hemingway loved boxing, fishing, hiinting, the out-of-doors. Why?
9. Can you find a Hemingway quotation that seems to define him and his

writing? .
10. Was Hemingway a disciplined writer? Ifso, how would you define and illus-

trate his "discipline"?
11. Would you like to have been a friend or relative of this famous man and .

writer?
12. Ernest Hemingway seemed entranced with bullfighting. Why?
13. Relate Hemingway to Nick, Jake, and,Frederic. Are they his mouthpieces?
14. Do some research on a friend that Hemingway later rebuffed (Gertrude

Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Sherwood Andersen). How do you explain the
break? --

15. Was Hemingway an American or a citizen of the world, a kind of man with..
out a country? What values did he hold?

r

J
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HANDOUT 11
STUDENT MODEL PQR PAPER IV: USE OF BIOGRAPHY

.--,

performers and'athletes. Occasional y, political or social registers may

spawn such superstars, but only on autho has
e
ever attained such'prestige:

'Ernest Hemingway. ?it mingway is the nly American writer of modrn times

whose fame has exceeded his literary accomplishments.' He is the most

biographed, talked'about, romanticized author in our literary.heritage.

Hemingway's own eneriieavere responsible for making him,such 'a

newsworthy item. He was in constant moflion, in public view, whirling from

one romantic stage to another. Everything he did was bigger than life.

For the press,- he was a perpetual drama, always good fOr a scoop. After,
. .

Hem's death, Hemingway constituted the walls of a fort: HemingWay had

If

THE.ROMANCE AND TREACHERY OF HEMINGWAY'S EGO .

ft

:by Dan Goldberg

40 ;--j)

Celebrity status.in AMerica has traditionally gen reserved for.
A

given the 'power to believe that he could still shout down the corridors of

a hospital, live next to the breath of the beast, accept his portion of
.

dread each day. Yet the greatest living romantic was also mortal.

The motivating force in Hemingway's life, that which made him so'

I
romantic', was his own insatiable ego. He continuously sought ways to

assert his masculine independence. There was never a tine when he was not

battling to prove himself. Most of the battles'were waged from within, for

,

he rarely had trouble obtaining the respect of bis peers.

Hemingway's reputation as a double-crosser was a result'of such

elf-liberating impulses. Whenever he felt a benefactor edging in, a
.'

1

4

7
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friend expecting thanks, he pulled the rug from beheAkh them. Sherwood

Anderson was a classic example of this kind of treatment, 1e had championed..

Hemingway's work and 'even helped the younger author to obtAin a publisher.

The,two men had been friendsfora number'of years when Ernest decided to

do his number on him. Hemingway devoted an entire book, The'Torrents of

Spring, to satirizing Anderson. He eVenhad the gall to send it 'to

Anderson's own publisher. This came at a time wHen AndersOn was a hot

itenT and considerec1to be Ernest's mencOff..'Ernest hated this. It withered

his sense of independence. And that is why he attempted to mangle Ander-

cn's reputation and diSsociate him'self from any previous connection he had

with the author of Winesburg, Ohio.
.

A TheTorients of Spring Whs not an,entirely undeserved attack. There
sr'

are some indications that Anderion was taking credit for some of HemingWaY's-

style. That kind of thing was just enough to tousle Ernest's pride and
A'

ft .

ignite his paxanoic ego. He always wanted to give the impression that

everything he had wasNelf-acquired, particulaAy'hislwriting.
AndetsOn

was hurt by Hemingway:s,ovcer-reaction, but he might have had some.of it

coming.to him.

Gertrude Stein had a similar relationship with Hemingway, and She too

gbt hers in the end.: In hisearly years in'Paris in the 1920s, Ernest

spent a good deal of timeglit Stein's-apartment,
enjoying her company and

art collection., They had a close-telationship professionally as well as

socially. He oft n consulted her about his work and greatly respected her.

advice. Yet, whe she begap.to close in on Hemingway, the ax fell upon

her also. There was method in this attack,. Stein was,a,powerfud. per

sonaliAand 'demanded a certain amount Of'conformity from het friends,

yet Hemingway'S rebellion seems particularly cruel. Much later, in A

Moveable Feast, he went so far as to insinuate that she was a lesbian.

Ironically, this attack was published long after she died.

.1
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Hemingway always reenxtedto dramatic measureb to cut his imagiged

apron strings. He.miolatvd Stein's friendship with many personal barbs

that deliberatelycut `deep. In retrospect;' his. attack se to have come

almost spontaneously. One moment lie Was congenial and the suddenly he

turned feroclous,ta.type of hehaViOr that repeated itself many times

I°

"throughout Ernest's life, especially after he had lived in One place.for.

a stretcOf time. When he.wasn't free to seam, he thirsted for a

collision.

While writing, Hemingway also seemed to be battling. Once hh had

attained a degree of success, he often went to war with his critics. Fit=

the time of For Whomcthe Bell Tolls (L940) to he appearance of The Old

Man and the Sea (1952), every piece he published had a challenge to go

with it. He loved to rage over reviews, for it gave him a-chance to prove

.hitpselfover and over. He all but declared himself king of contemporary

American literature and glorified in his fights with pretenders to the

throne.

The Hemingway legend- is packedwith stories of'fist fights and

bloodied noses. The image of himselfiri crstant combat was food for his

ego. He could obtain no final victory,' -for such.an event would leave him

)
with nothing to do. For Ernest, wri ting--as life itself--was an endless

marathon. Yet a Nrson.had to continue as ,if a finish was in sight.

"They can't yank novelists like they can.yltchers," Hemingway would stutter.

"A novelist has to go the full nine, even; if it kills him" (Ross, 1962.,

l..18). Even if it kills him., In,Erneat's case, it hhd to kill him.'
,

.

Otherwise hewould not have hone the full nine. Pride dictates that there

is always another battle to he won. There was never a final victorious

battle in his ownegb War.- One conquelSt merely led to the next. He said,

14,
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It is sort of fun to .be fifty and,feel you.are going to
defend the title,again. . . . I won it. in the.twentiea and
defended it i the thirties nd the-forties, and I don't
mind at all defbnding n the fifties. (Ross, 1962, p.
28).

Hemingway put his pride on the with- every new book. He devoured

every triumph and never acknowledge defeat. In his own mind, every novel

was a prizefight, a champjonship, standing proof that he still could pack

a knockout punch. When he lost that punch, it was over for him. An ego

of his size could not reconcile the fatigues of turning sixty. He felt. .
his body gbing bad,and his words dryin up. There were no more titles to

defend. Therein lies the reason for hi suit e.

Ernest's last few months were spent i mi He was in and out of

the Mayo Clinic for-mental and physical examinatio . Doctors perforated

his brain with electric shocks,Imechanical stimulants to exercise his

titanic depression. Or maybe they were futile attempt4 to poke air boll

in, his suffocating ego.

The outdoor world, which had tantalized Hemingway practically since

his birth, .now turned gray on him. What good were the beauties of nature

if there was no, way to describe them? The words wouldn't "come any more,"

and he grew thinner and weaker and more depressed. "-.

There was no way for a man of Hemingway's' beliefs to grow old grace-

fully. In Hemingway's,vernacular, the day you could no longer write was

the day you died. There was no "old" in the Hemingway ego syStem. When

he created, he was forever young; when he could no longe ght the battle,

he was done. There was no middle ground. He set about single-mindedly to

kill himself.

It could be said that he died of .strangulation, murdered by his own

pride. He had always carried his oWn.ego like a beast upod his back.

When it was well fed, it was docile~ as it grew hungry, it was mUrderous.

4
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-'His mileatiC.pride gave him the desire.to create. It had been glpssy and

glowed like -the sun before the public. But the sun also must set, says

Ecclesiastes, Hemingway's only bible; and his unsatisfied ego took back

its gift.
. .

After stch,a richly dramatic life, his death wa.painstalingly simple.

He put two bullets in his-bead and that was all, Death ,was the very end;,

he had-always made that clear. There was 9,need.for'romanceafterward.

And theie are not chronicle of utter grief at Ernest's funeral. Those

that understood him knew, there --Was no reason for-it. When the end came,

he had done all he could do. He had dplUrged lifelong onpleas6rea that

took-theiephysical toll. N is oul had -been wrung. for all the. lessons it

4

could give the world, So there was.no more left there either. Deatite his

sovereign ego, Hemingway was a mortal man. He had reached his.limitations.
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Instructor's Commants

1. Strengths. This is4Ssirong position paper,, one Chat is pot interested
0

in a balanced profile. The student has been to Roget and back; he is
$.

well rea he knows how to use language and anecdote. This paper will

t
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stipullate any seminar and may irritate some instru ors' ("she too got

hers in the end"). It brings to flesh the cold. facts most high

aohool,refOrence books.
.

Weaknesses.' The startling generalizations ("There was no middle-.

(ground") add the dramatic prose ( "his suffocating ego").ofien seem more

personal -tha,n,documented. White the bibliography is there, the foot-

notes are missing. Perhaps_the paper would havelbeen. More convincing
y-

if if one situation, such as his relationship with Sherwood Anderson, had .

been,exploited in depth.

J
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HANDOUT 12
STUDENT MODEI, FOR PAPER IV: COMBINING USE OF BIOGRAPHY
AO LITERATURE

ti

THE,ULTIMATE.QUESTION %

by Amy Freeman '

He Was a man of prowess and did not want, to live without
,it: writinkprowess, 'physical prowess, sexual proWess,
drinking and eating prowess. . : But if he could only be
:lade to adjust to a life where these prowes s were,not

so all.important.
A. E. Ho chner, 1961

if
But he would not adjust. During, his last'days at Ketchum, Idaho, and

,

Rochester, Minnesota, Ernest Hemingway finlly completed the ideas;which
4 ..,Th: j .

his characters had implied throu hoyt his works. ,Thtough the action and

the feelings that he exhibited d in/ this time: he c his final
s

plot: a.plot which aniweredjhe essential question nf wh her man. can
. _

control his entire life, onwhelber destiny e4nitually will take command.

,

.Hemingway's famous concepts abou.how people should liv\e weretfre-
. ..'

quently2expressed in his writing, but kri each nase\ these' ideas were not

really li cotplete. His well-eStabl shed Co d.e of "erace'bnder Pressure and .

the necessity of accepting death were neveriguite adequate "because they./. ,
.,

did not designate any course of action by which one could extend control,

over life into the control of ,Math. ,

One of the earli'est illustrations of this deficiency in his ideas'

occurred in the short. story "Indian Camp." In this story, Nick Adams

accompanied his father on a trip to an igdian village where Dr. Adams '

planned to help an Indian woman with a-difficult childbirth.' The woman,

4
whp.had been'in labor for two days, was very distraught and could have

died. As Nick became aware of his inability to control the situation, he

.

G.1-1 I-f
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became very uneasy though:he didn't,take any action'. ;e woman'.s cries

:heightened histanxiety about his uaelessngss until he begged,"Oh;Daddy,

can'.t yqu -give her something' to make°heratop7sertamingr Nick"Niobvious

apprehension. aver the fact that hecautd not control: ehis as6eFt of his

life'is interestAg when one finds thatHemingWay didOnat present..any
4 t `1

solution to<ihe problem.

"<- ,. ..,-.

-.

... .,
. In thencrvel A Farewe to Arms Frederic 1-ini-Srcencoilntere'd a similar ,i:0 - ,

, .

'.1 3 :'

'situation. At the end of, the boOk, as Catherine wa,p,dYieg, Frederic
, g :

,"

.f

.
...w i anything. Get away'helll '/t valid 1-ive,been the same if

.,,, we had...been married filty'iimes. Add what 'if sheshduld
die? She won't die. Pedple dbn't die 1.12:4hildbiTth
nowadays. That was what Al huaband.4 AOLIOC: Yea,* hut .:
wha6'y she should die.? She wan,'t die:' Shp 'S jut having
a bad:tiltd. The initial labor is usually Frbtracted, 'She's

. only having a- bad time. Afterward OT'd say what a'bad tillie.r and Catherine would gay, it wasn't really ad,i,had.,, But what
.

if she,should die? Ne can't% I.tell yoit. Don't be a fool, ...
It's just a' bad time. It's jet flature giving her hell.

' (HeRipgwayi 1969, p..320)
. ,

,
. .

.; .:1 4. It was at this point that Hemingway.began`to develop his final plQt:

407: A man cannot rely on fate, .bue he , must try tra control his life an id hs
. . .

...
.

. ,
.

, . .

, death. FrederiC's actions immediately became Mere animated,:and he even. oft

.
.

.1.4, found some coMfortl.in regulating Catherine' 's anesthetic. Although he ,
. ,

knew that, the.ga would not actuali/rptolong, Catherine's lite', itwas his,.,
.

.
.i

.eirst attempt to 'control death ,- -the beginning Df.HeMingway'S final plot.

Near the end of.hillfe, Hemingway repeated thlidea that.one should

control,as much of one'slie es possible. In referring to his friend'

realized that destiny had taken control of .his liti; he could not control.
' ,

, .t u

whether .Cathetine lived or died. Confused, upset 'b)9 this actuality, he
.

, 74'
,argued. with himself,

'''

So ripwtheygot het."1"n the end: 'You neverlgot.away'With,°'.

Antonio\ who was considering retiring from bullfighting, lefelt good th4i

the bullfighter couL'MaJte Ais own cicision:'

b.
; °

A. ,

S.

A

."1
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No one can advise you on something as delicate as your ovn
machinery. . . when you're the ghamp,'it's better
to step down on the best day you've had than to wait until
its leaving you and everyone notices. (Hotchner, 1966,

Pp 262)

By retiring, Antonio would be controlling his life,, rather than. waiting

.

until something forced hilt to quit. The authbr's reAtitiallof this pea

was significant because he would soon face the ultimatit_lest,: Could this

qt

k,_,...........'r

ntrol over ortei's life be applied to oneone's death, or would fate have the

final control?

The conclusi9n to Ernest Hemingway's final plot was composed when'he
A

was forced to resolve his own loss bf control over his life. The despera-

'loss was apparent in his conversations with..._n ip rttit, h 41111tir 1 t v---er

4(Ehis- friend, A. . Ho hr 6Y In his biograppy, Papa Hemingway, Hotchner

referred to his'talks with the author, to one of Hemingwayrs outbursts

tiHrt fukeshadowed his suicide:

notch; if I can't exist on my own terms, then existence
is impossible. -Do you understand? That is how I've
lived, and that is how I must liue--.or, not live. (Hotch-
ner.' 1966, p. 328) ,,' ,K.,

C.
Hotchner suggested that Hemingway retire, but this failed to omfort the

iespair overhis losS of control. Hotchner realized the problem:

. unlike your baseball player agat your prize fighter
and your matador, how does a writer retire? No one Af-
Lepts that his legs are shot or the whfplash gone from hill
reflexes. Everywhere he goes,'he hears the same goddamn
questionWhat are you working on? (Hotchner, 1966, p.
298)

e.

:1(h I. k-Ii,t .th,tt he w.,uldu't be all., wed Lu tulltc dlath per

ti.. that he ,.."1.1 ootlonKrleirlie, hcming,y tilt that his

quickly dlmlhisht,A. felt Lt..t his

aver I Lfc slippiog o, Lk.... asked. Ilk

wHAt , m.,,, loK healthy. Work it

rood Ea. 1,,g dri,kIng ulth his friends Enjoying
hims.lt heo. t havyni ,-;f them Do under s.
goddamn lif 'Nono ,t the01 14hh pp 299 3(,0)

;,
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Ernest Hemingway no longer posseSsed the ability to enjoy life. His
.

.

marks loss of control over what he could and could not do left hire very

.gtcle reason to continue. A broken man who knew it, he. refused to forget,

his personal Code: "a man can 6.6 defeated, but dot destroyed." He would

not resign the Ultimate control to destiny, soon July 2, 1961, Ernest
-

Hemingway completed his final plot. By, taking his own life, hecomMitted:

the &nal act of control. He determined
ti

s own death, wesolving at last

the citreation which has puzzled Kim through2Ok his life: of man's

life can he control?
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InstrucYOr's Comments 0

1. Strength . This,paper uses an interesting technique that can be a

useful model to.students: a direct quotation beneatrwthe ttle

trIggers the first paragraph as well as the entire positiun. fie

writerPa ws, sensitive t., two of the wilting go.is .f this

.,1.gnmint--weavitg together t.loKraphy and tl,tinn a.a experimc.leg
a

LviutettlunS- VC:1401.g tcm And llndlly. nhe

attorlA profile p,,si\t, ftub, Iltic to final "c"ic,. Lai

hould Intrlge het teddets since tltimlug,.eyts tic,ion is

LI,,glavh111.

4
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2. Weaknesses. .I.ongquotat17141s, such as the one from A Farewell to

Arms, can dilute the ifiniact of a position. More editing and indirect

quoting might have beer more successful. Perhaps even more biographi-

cal documentation of the agonies of Hemingway's final days, sten as

his long list of physical problems, might have been exploited in

describing the "final_plot."



PAPER V:, PAPER OF CHOICE
DAYS 58-69

Job

DAY 58: CONSIDERING READING CHOICES
FOR PAPER V

Goag 4
1. To suggest topics for Paper V, the paper of

choice.
. To ,note writing pNblems 'special to this

paper. ,

'Materials

1. Copies of The Short Stories of Ernest Hem-
ingwal
Handout 13ASuggestions for caper V."` Handout I4:`-Student Model for Paper V.

.1'

Assignment

k Ask students to note. the CtU date for the
fifth paper on the Schedule, ay 69.
Remind students that the defenses of Paper
IV, (the Profile Paper) will begin on Day 63.

Procedure

This time students may select Ay book or
long story that has not been studied in class
Assess the time remaining in e semester
an onsider the interests and reading skills
of icn}ividual students in sugketing whether
a student shopld read anyther book or a long
story for this assignment. Bile. fly review the
inatelials, giving plot suniniaries. Suggestions:
rn

Books

Thei-to cut, ,I.j.:(3) A .!,,o,
wOrk and kv,ao,ly of Sh,i wood Anderson
Ocatit. t,i tit,: tern(.on 1193 2) ft:ming
way's no,ifk:tional stud of the art and
tiaged.1, of bulltighting

Green Hills of Africa (1935). Hunting with
Hemingway in Africa.
To Have and Have Not (1937), In a three-

-- part nove ey West fishing boat captain
finds advfflu're smuggling Chinese, Cuban
revolutionaries, and bootleg liquor.
For Whom the Bell Tolls. (1940). A major

iwork n which an American goes to the
..Spanish Civil 'War to aid the Loyalists in
blowing up a b'ridge and discoyers the spirit

9 of humanity.
Across. the River and into the Trees (1950).
The critics,- attacked this novel of a fifty-
five-Year-old American army colonel who
goes to Venice during the last three days of
his life.

A Move&ble Feast (19b4). A posthumous
memoir in which Hemingway' remembers
Paris, his people, and the `1920s, when life
was young.
Islands thetreani (19`70) Posthumous
sea novel.

Stories

"Thil!',Undefeater (1925). "I he /story of an
aging bullfighter who refuses to quit
"Fifty Grand- (19217) [he story of a
pion boxes who bets against hirnsetc.
"The Gambler the Null. and the
(19.33) The story of people's adjustinent.,
to 7the world as s,;en by the hospitaltLed

Vracer

The Snov.., of is inui.,10.,,o i'15u) i h.
story of a 4ing Aineriean Atiiea
!elk:Lis upon dealii and ,it misuL,L1 hie

-11te Silo' t Happy life of han,.13
bet'' (1936), A hunting safari I!,
beconie, a am.. of MaGonlbels fol
hullor an,1 manlio
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2.

C.

Distribute and- discuss Handout 137 Sugges:
tions for PaperV.

3. Stress that .this paper should 6e especially
clear about the basic plot and characters
since most 'readers will not have read the
material.

4. , You may distribute Handout 14: student
Model for Paper V now or reserve it for
discussion later.

DAYS 59-62: READING HEMINGWAY
MATERIAL OF CHOICE AND PREPARING
FOR DEFENSE DAY

Go*

1. ,:T.O provide time f students to read the
"ningway material of cltfoice.

2. To prepare for Defense Day on Paper IV.

Materials

I . The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway.
2. Copies of the profile papers chosen for

Defense. Day

Procedure

I Days 59 -b2 give students time to read the
book or story of their choice and the in-
structor time to correct the profile papers.

2 On Day o2, hand out the profile papers tp be
used during Defense Day. If you will require
'more than one Defense Day, deCide which
students will be responsible for defenses on
each day Du not return the corrected papers
until all del.CIINeN JIC c..OlilpiCtC

l Nib o, 1"0(11( 3,11Nt,
1)Lf ENS1. 1) N1( 1-0110N, 111

all
tal,..11 I.. . .

I. I 1 t.
.11a, I if.:Ini If. NJ , .111-

Materials

Again, extra copies of the papers for defense
may be needed.
Corrected papers' to .be returned when the
defenses have been completed.

Procedure

1. More than one Defense Day may be neces-
sary if all students' are to have defended at
least one Position Paper before the seventh
gaper. The Profile Paper is a likely time for
scheduling consecutive days of discussion
because it provides interesting new 'infor-
mation and builds toward the 'Summation
Paper. .

6

Day 65 is follow-up, and you-again have the
options of discussing the papers of other
students, the student model papers (Hand-
outs 1 1 and .12), or the observations of
literaryt critics. Suggestions fors, the latter
include (1) Malcolm Cowley's profile, "A
Portrait of Mister Papa," in Life (Janmkry 10,
1949.), which was revised and appeared in
Ernest Hemingway. The Man and His Work,
edited by John K. M. McCaffery, pp. 34-56;
and (2) Philip Young's-`,`The Man and His
Legend" Ernest ffeiningway A Recon-
sideration, pp. 147-52;, 1.70271.

,DAYS 66-69: COMPLEfit4G PAPER V
AND LOOKING TOWARD PAPER VI

Goals

I To provide time to complete the writing,
revision, and proofreading of Paper V

2 To introduce Paper VI.

r Al ,Liklie

1 t),. 1,, , ut.. tot III ,la.> iim, i ..ii..
..111.1 plo)1,e0 ape 1 V WhiLh L. d,,e oh
Da) .-)9
Coll el It.. pa ,...1:, ,,1 1... ,..,1 , NOOli as

1.,,,3; bl, a otThe Li. t.)S (hat in i I. A:kJ Wit

hig Deft z,c.. i).1)



3. Remind students that Paper VI will focus on
a short work, one that appeared in an issue
of Life magazine. Yet, The 00 Man and the
Sea ,is a major worj(, one that was instru-
mentalmeiital in Hemingw y '' winning the Nobel
Prize. Many students ay have alleady read
it or seen thegvfilm on television. It is an im-
mensely readable book, a popular short novel
that students will like. It is a fish storyandSich more. -

I

(

Days 66-69
159

Like all 'Hemingway novels, The Old Man -

and the Sea has its origins in the authOr's
life, although it. is not so autobiographical
as some. The story does come from Heming-/
way!. life in Key West, from his love ;$)f
fishi 'and the sea, from his yeatS 'in Cuba.
To su s early origins, read loud Hem-
ingway's April 1936 'squire artic e "On the
Blue Water A Gulf Str'eam Letter" (see

1Appendix D).

4.

A
k;k
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HANDOUT 13
SUGGESTIONS FOR PAPER V: PAPER OF CHOICE

Books

1. The Torrents of Spring (1926)
'a. Carlos Baker sees this parody-satire as Hemingway's first public'an-

nounceThent thahe was on his own. Expand on this idea.
b. What are the hazards of parody such as this? Should Hemingway have

. written this book?
2. Death in the Afternoon (1932)

3.

a. Why was Hemingway so dra ri to the bullfight?
b. Deal with this book in terms f Hemingway's concept of the Hero -a

matif action and an artist.
Green7lills of Africa (1935)
a. Expand on Hemingway's affection for Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn.
b: HemingWaymrote in the introduction that he attempted to write "an

absolutely true boOk." What is truth in this book?

a. Consider Harry Morgan as an American with his roots in American val-
ues, a nineteenth-century mandestroyed in the twentieth.

b. Deal with the two parts-of the title.
5. For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940)

a: How does this novel differ from previous wut ks?
h. What is the significance of Maria?
c. Deal with a symbbl, e.g., Donne's sermon (lievottuns XII), the bridge,

the airplanes.
6. AirdNs the River and into the Trees (1950)

a. Review the background of the title and explain its choice foF this post
World War U,novel.

b. Analyze-wind as symbol in the novel

7. A Moveable Feast (1964)
How dbesTleming ay treat his fellow writers?

b. Deal with the tit* in terms of the total impact of the bocik
.8. Islands in the Stream (1.970)

a. Consider the book in terms of ttemingway's suicide.
b. This sea novel was wijtten during the spne tune as Tin.. en./ u..,

Sea Why didn't HernIngway release it then? Sonic ,.:riP1/4;s said that it
needs revision. Do you agree? /

4. To Have and Have Not (1937) .

1 "The Undefeate*25)
a.' Can this Rory be seen as iiii,i. than a bullfiglitn,b I , .,.., it .4)

some-thing about the young and the oldlodaj? '

b The title seems to relate to the Code. Iltw? 7

':1-ifty Grani,l," (1927) 4

a.' One critic says that this siefty is a -pott14411 1 ,,, 11,1, , ii, I . 11 .114-
fitrs the theme. of the "adjusted" man. 01.n 1,,k s that luck

td This is a story of irony. What is the esseittiat nou,/? \,



1,

3. e Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" ( 33)
a. Now do all three parts of the title relate, to the theAe of the story?
b. W1it -iS the meaning of the setting, the hospital?

4- "The. Snows of Kilimanjaro" (1?36)
a. Expand on a symbol, e.g., the leopard, Harry's death by gangrene.
b. -thy woul4 Hemingway say that this story was "about as good as any"

of his writings? (See Carlos Baker, Hemirmway: 7:he Wrifter as Artist,:
p. 191)

5. "The ShortHappy Life of Francis 'Macomber" (1936)
a. Analye why Macoinger's wife shot him..
b. Examine the title. What does the word "happy" mean?

1470 out 13 61

l ;
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HANDOUT 14 .

STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER V

TONE'S RESPONSIBILITY TO HUMANITY

by Emily Buss

"For what are we living?" This is one of the most serious questions

that plagues our minds thrdughout our lives. Many believe we ought to

liv. to serve a god._ Others teeJ we'should live merely to gratity our own

selfish wants. In For Whom the Bell Tolls, Ernest-Hemingway picks d third

alternative. rte writes thdt 'each on of us must llvc fur the good ut

every human being. Hld beller In du tedpundibllity l., the

whole Id expressed In the pddddge by John Dunne rivm whl,h Hemingway tJok

Illy Lille

No man, IS an Island, lotit, Qt IL .,cite., .on Id
pea,e;at the Continent, a pact 0f the maine, if a Clod

bce washed away by the Sea, Europeis the less., as well
as if a Promontorie were, as well aS if a Mannor of they
friens or of thine owne were; ad), mans death diminishes
beaus I am involved in Mankinde, And eheretore never svni
toknqW for whom the bell' tolls; It tolls for thee.

Hemingway rhis Lied or one',, responcsibility to htah1-.1 th.oUgh

,yctal ills papa. UIJL1, the ....nttd1

Lhe 1.11. any efi the 1....1-1,

,1 41 a L. 1.1h.. held ty Lh, 1,t_

.d a tIL. utt, -1 , kOL Ilyco

I,h Lhe 6.c/Lls,la -hieh

HeM111,0day'a 1?e. ,Jci ldkg.. vita, dtil./116 r.. tlatee days. Willi.. 1,,

411 hlp hill, d,st,uy the

I
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2

the mountains, Jordan falls in live with Mark, a young girl once held as

a Fascist prisoner. In addition, Jordan must deal with the cowardice and

mutiny of Pablo, the fallen leader of the peasant band; the strong-minded

and even bitter nature of Pilar, Pablo's wife; and the gradual crumbling

of his suppott fbr the attack. At the end of the story, Jordan success-,,
fully blows up the bridge. Several of the guerilla band area killed, but

Jr
Pablo, Pilar, and Maria escape unharmed.

Robert Jordan does not go with

them Cur his badly wounded leg virtually immobilizes him. In his Past
.

moments of life, despite his unbearable pain, Jordan prepares to shoot a

Fascist officer. In the shart time be spends in the mountains, Jordan

learns a great deal about life. "I wish Are was some way to pass on

what .I've learned, though," he said. "Christ, I was learning fast there

at the end" (Hemingway, 1940, p. 467).

c
Hemingway first expresses his idea that, every person, is ubligated to

d ...dose greater than hifftelf through Jordan's thoughts
about hls,:fa.ther

and grandfather. 'Jordan's grandfather was involved In a greAi deal of

warfare which requiied a Vast amount' of courage. Such courage, Jordan
r

teals, could only come from a cOncern'for huManity rathei than for oneself/

Like his grandfather, Jordan is making great sacrifices and risking his

own life tut w tause he believes in: the liberty of t Spanish people.

tathet the other'hand, committed suicide. To*Jordan, .such An act.

scewb cowar.ily clud Selfish.

h:
11otdant talked tha,t it there suLh as [a-t.

,heteafterl uuth he and his grandfather woul.t ,e acutely: ,
eM6arrassed by the preAnce of his father'. Ally,ne has a'
right Co [commit suicide, he thought).,.

. But it Cat,'t.
a good'thing to de% 'I understand it: but

1 Jo n..t
01 it.

. YOU h'ave.tu be awfully occupied with youiself
to do d tninb like that. (Itemingwa 1940, p. 338),

.0e ,lw, uL nia al.,c1CV, raw., Ids Lc,loion mounts A, lin's

bi,Lczt Li feats 5

1 !

4

. I.

-
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3

Durriti [a Republican military leader] was good and,his
own people shot him. : . Shot, him because he wanted them

t4ttack. . . . The cowardly swine. (Hemingway, 1940, p.

Robert Jorganfeels.a similar disgust toward Pablo when Pablo runs

away from the camp the-night. before the offensive. Throughout the story

,.Pablo shows a great dislike for Jota6kand his mission, for he realizes
(3 .

the destruction of the bridge will.Aforee Tits gang from the security of

their mountain home. Already'a coward, Pablo loathes RobertaJordan who

brings great danger to his band. As the attack on the bridge becomes

'imminent, Pablo perceives the viitual impossibility of Jordan's mission.

In a selfish attempt to protect himself and ruin the mission he detests,

Pablo. sneaks from the camp with some of Jot4,4. equipment. This sell=

centered at throws Jordan Situ a rage.

4 Muck the whole treachery ridden Lotitaiy. (hell

lihe Spanish leaders' egotism and their selfishness and.

their egotism and their conceit and their treachery. .

God muck Pablo. .Pablo is all of them. (Hemingway. 1940.

pp. 369-370)

ihc motnlng following Pablo's mutiny, I,c 1,1111 11,, tic L5 tur

Pabl,

i

co,,, is learning that each man uw.s his lit. sciv1,.,. CO maaklald

'realfz ..rlwt,enodgirtv folio}, 0..? ,,,,,lyish'dili.fre's,:r0d upon hi.
, -

return he confesses toklyr,''..6aving done. such thin

.=-
...-

g [deserting his

fellow...yen:I there-is ne S that cannot be borne, "(Hemingway,'

.

1940, p. 390)

tr

Hemingwax's belief that each individual must contrtpute to a larger

....mmunity is revealed'to a lessertextent by otheb characters. Andres,. :

d membereuf Pablo's gang'whom Jordan s'endS with an emergency message to

,

Republican headquarters, rearizes.thdt'all he /loSseses only has worth it

i :
it is givu. way. R,e81 Oltpd'11dly on'his life, Andres.discuvers he 1.

worthless to himself:

L
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You have four grenades in your pocket, but they are only
good.to throw away. You have a carbine on your back but it
is 6nly good to give away bullets. Yoil have a message to
give away. . . . Everything you hav is to givev (Hemingway,
1940, p. 368)

Like Robs Jordan, Maria expresses a desire to forget her seifist inter

estsests and take her place in' the group. As the gang prepares ..e ieav
? the

mountains towards the end of tht novel, Maria refuses too take a safer

position $n the line of retreating 'tortes as Jordan tells her to., "'Nay,' ,..-

she told him. . ...'I go in the order that I am to go'" (Hemingway', 1940,

p. 458).

'y
The best 'egression of Hemingway's belief that onepust,cast aside

selfish ilaeap tO.seive skink/11a is.found in.the last pages of For Ohom the

Bell Tolls, wheriRobeit Jordan realizes he is about to die. Jordan is

left alone with ,a bacT4fractured femur, not far from the enemy which, is

unable to advance because of the destroyed bridge. Fully aware that his

death is near, he thinks not ut himself, bdt of the cause and the people

to 44um he has devoted is life.

I [Jordan] hate to leave [life] very mucn and Chop=
I have done some good in it. I have .tried to with what
talent I had.: (Hemingway, 1940, p. 467)

In his last moments of life, he is still able to.struggle for the freedom

ut the Spanish people. As the enemy begins to'detour around the useless

'bridge, it enters Jordan's firing range. He wants above all, things to be

useful tip to.the last minutes,of his life.' "You,b4ter get fixed around

.ume way where you will be useful instead of leaning against this tree,

ilk, he thlt,K6 (400!) the polu by toLball'. leg)

, ulmu S ..t.,.." .At. I t "Ill I

A. hi. ,s I.. t

.. 1o,6 . he is S4.111 ...Li to Stt tl

Spani0 people
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s

No, it isn't kill.right,hto kilirypurself]. Because'

there Is something you can do yet..' . c,If you wait and
hold [the enemy] even a little while Qr jist get the
°Hider that lige}rmake all the differeA. (HemingwSy;

1940, pu 470)

)It would bliphfair'not-to mentilon that Hemingway. later committed

'suicide,, This suicide clearly does not coincide with the ideas he ex-, ;'

pressed in his novel, For Whom the Bell Tolls. In considering this pint

one must realize that Ernest Hemingway. probably wag attempting to desctibe
" -

- tt 0

an ideal human trait, whitcb,hg wished to ,att4in. not a trait thab h e. belib je14

he had already attained.. .Trough, the attitudeSsof his characters, -Hemingor. way
.

reveals this own idels.en how oui- lives should be'llived. In For Whom the

4
Bell Tolls,\he tells 4s to live for one another and not,for 'ourselves.

Brblib* graphy

Hemingwiti

or

;SI

'4

c

Ernest. For Whom the Bell Tqllst, New York. S,LSGoet', 194/.

Instructor's comments

1. Strengths.% This paps:- is especially/successful in the clear de-scription

of plot and character, A major goal of--the assignment since many,

students may not have read the.novel. Her logical focus on Robert

Jordan.' herillhaniza,tion of the suhoctidg characters, her use'of'
0

coocrete.detail--all thost document her title, and her pyoition.

1. Weaknesses. The tontJusion raises ,issues that might best' be lets

While Hemingway'S, sufLide to an interesting aside, the ...rte.

04
.

, .

might have been:more pvccesstul in keeping 114.r., reader on target by

eiiheL iNteltingip materialreaZ earlierlbythe seminar'u. by

...A, 01,, .
e -2)

(
4
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PAPER VI: "TI-W OLD MASI 6AND THE SEA"
DAYS 7.0 -79

I

DAS 70-71: R,P44.6011,VTHE OLD MAN

A Goal . v^

i4o provide class Iime to{-rea ThesOld Man arld
the Sea (1952). . 1,' ,, . .

- .

Materials,' -

. na,',;
.Copies of The Old n and the Sea or Three

ovels: The.Surz. A1.5,o Ri#,S, A Farewell to Arms,
The Old Man and the Sea.7

' "o,

.
Assignment

P

Ask students to note c the Schedule
dateioR5aper VI, Day 79.

. -0

Additional Suggestion

;

If the budget allows; order tlie 195& Warner
Brothers production of The Old-'Man 'and tire
Sea .-starrnig Spencer Tracy, as Santiago. The
film is esp 'CiallY interesting since. Hemingway

a, watched the dmmaking' and' later called it a
waste of time.

. ;

DAY '12: DISCUSSING HEMINGWAY AND
THE. NOBEL AND PULITZER PRIZES

'Goal P.

To provide background information on Heming-.-
.

way's binning of the Nobel 'and Pulitzer -Prizes.'the DUE

:Procedure

1. 'BNin 'by reviewing Wetly the eartet d
sign of the Esquire article, "-Op the Blue
Water."

2. Remind students. that The Old dirt' the:-
Sea, first published in magazine-3 won'
the 19,51" Pulitzer. Prize 'and' iwas nstOin ental

liverninoray:s winning the 1954 Nobel
Prize. More will be snil, about this on Day 7:2:-
Ask ;sttiden tS . to note dedication: "TO
Cdrarlie Scribner and t6 Max Perkins'." Scrili-:
net, of comrse, was .1-1erhin'gway's longtime

tof &aid. an,d publisher. Mraxvie11 Perkins was,
HeminP,vay'l Scribner editor and friend, one
of the. most famous editorg in American
literature: he was especially noted "for his

. vvoriwith Thomas. Wolfe.
Most ude its will Be able 0 complete ti,.;

hovel during these two da 0.4
e/

Texts Of the Nobel ,Prii-eCitation andNobel
Prize Speech (included at.,Athe end 'of the
outline for. Day 72):
'roil may wish to use two references: (ai,) W.

'StuCkey's the Pulitzer' Prize Novels, pp.
-165470; (b) A rr&riaan; winners bf the Wel
Literary Prize, edited .by Warren G. French
.,and' Walter E. Kiddl specifically the' Otter "-
"Ernest Heiningway" by Ken .Moritz,lapp..
158-92.

rioceciwe.
,

-' :V Aftel ttie ,oti,..isin Of Iii I950 ,,,), I 1,,,,
the) Rivet 3'nd 4into the', frees. HemingWay
wrote The Old Alit and. the 5ea,`which re-
stored his reputdtio,1. The 1952.11ovel Itild
bc.,..;ti'biewing Poi a ling, tithe ( ere you
nn e,hr wisli to 'cad citapfie; 4, '.-1.11 0) and
the Se.i in 111;nin611,4)., and Jalte by Ve.,11011

0
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Jake" Mo and Will Ours ler, pp. 35-38.)
The novel Won Hemingway the 1951 Pulitzer
Prize and ,.s. instrumental in . his being
chosen'" * 1954 as the sixth Amerian writer
evei*"16-1 the Nobel Prize.-. .

tills p pt, review the two prizes.
a. -771e.,.;Pillitzer Prize. When Joseph Pulitzer

die4 in .1911, left a fortune-of nearly
$19 million artissed through his develop-
ment of sensational journalism; owner of
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and the Ndw
York 1Vorld, he neverthelesk felt his work .

to have integrity. So in 1903 he con:
vinced Columbia University to enhance
the field of journalism by establishing a,
school of journalisman& he gave $1
million for the project. Then, he was
persuaded to use half of anoth million
dollar gift fOr: his pet projecr annul
cash prizes, for journalism an4,. letters.
Thus the Pulitzer Prizes were establlihed,
An advisory bOard was placed ip charge
of the $1000 prizes,..including tlfe gate:
gc0i'y - of (the best novel: "`Annually, for

'tilt American novel piiplished during "the
year whibi,shall berPitsent the wItole-
some atmosphere ',041,'Ameripan life and
the highest stand* o;.:,W:merican man-

- nen and rnanhtod', $11900" (Stu ell,
The Pulitzer PriZe, p. 6 he
prizes for novels began in 1917.

/Pirough tfie years, ttadyisdry board
wrestled wI'th the problYnr:of 'the stan-
Ords- for choosing a winne, especially
the problem of "wholesome" since.mariy
facious novels, such a The Sun Also
Rises , paiallenged ,Amircarr 'life. The
wording was chtged and expanded,

\thoufin the concern. fo ,`:mlial" stan-
, dards led to rejecti Hemingway's

early novels: ghysic outside mar-
riage in A- Farewell to Arms diStur..4ed
the.1 judges; the. aVier explicit sex of For

... Whom the,:Re rails was distasteful' to
'th6 ,-hopora chairman ottile adVisilry
board, ough the other in-einbets voted

;for the novel. Biit in f9,S3. The oh! Man
---7 and the Sea was found to be suftPiently

wiwlesOme to pass they test. :9 .,3

'b.. The Nobel Prize. The. Nobel Prize for
0...literature was one of five \iriternaiftal

r.

established an the 1895 will of
edish, industrialist Alfred Nobel,.the

t of dynamite.. The prize "tc,
t petpn who shall have produced in
the field' of Literature the most distin-
guIrsed workof an idealistic tendency"
(French and Kidd, eds., American Win-

, ners of tire ikpbel Literary Prize, p..6),is
directed' by the Nobel Fpundation; the
autial, award includes a large cash Pt
(from the accrued interest of. Nobel's
ofiginal gift), a-gold Medal,, and a diplo-

bearing the winder's namir d field
of aChievement. Like the Pulit i; Board,
the *bet judges may decide not to give

-an award for a particular year.
The ards were in 1901,

but no'rk rican writer rece ed' one
until 1930: Hemingway be e the sixth
winner on the4American 'list, which has
since increased to nine: Sinclair Lewis,
1930; Eugene O'Neill, 1936; Pearl Buck,
1938; T. S. Eliot (then.a British citizen),
1948; William Faulkner, 1949; Herhing-

. way, 1954; John. Steinbeck, 1962; Saul' .

Bellow, 1976; Isaac Bashevis Singer,
1978.

3 Present the. texts of the Nobel Prize Citation
and Nobel Prize Speech (see below). Play
again the Caedmon record/tape, Ernest Hem-
in Tway Reading, that includes Hemingway
reading his Nobel Address.

4. Background stories On Hemingw' tf's Nobel
'F,rrize may have been covered during Anec-
dote Day; nevertheless,' review is advisable.
See-Carlos Baicer'S Ernest Hemingway: A
Life Story,. "The Bounty d Sweden," pp.
525 -29. Hemingway was unable to make

,Jhe,trip to Stockholm for the award largely
'because the fifty?five-year-old author was.on.
the mend from an airplane crash in. Uganda.
11e had .suffered a ruptured kidney, a cracked

e two compressed And ne cracked verte-
bra, and serious burns..

5., It is- interle'§tine to disciis .awards 'at .this

.
gOint,. since any writers both 'want-them
.and .fear.the . Fanik recognition, sudden

, Popularity .calrbe tinie.consuming, disfract-
f, Mg from .one's.. work,' the.$iss of death.

Writers, like John Steinbeck believed' that
littld 'good, Material was written_ b' Nobel



,winriers after they received tt awar4s.
." Some writers 0,/ere even driv to. suicide
..;,afte6winning the Pulitzer (see Leggett, Ross
.agd Tom: Two American Tragedies). The
period might conclude with a discussion:
Why doe's a writer write? Why did -Fleming-

rite?
.

Nobel 'Pke Citation

Hciningway's Nobel Citation reads as follows:/.

Fbr his powerful, style-forming mastery of the art of
modern narration, as most recently evinced in The
Old Man and the Sea.

Swedish Academy

At the Decemberj 0 ceremony, Anders. Oester-
ling, permanent secretary:of the Swedish Acade-
ril.;,1 expanded upbn the citation:

1
Hemingway's earlier writings display brutal, cynical

and cailous'Signs which may be considered at variance
with' the Nobel Prizerequirements for a work of ideal

' tendencies. But on the other hand, he also possesses a
_ hei'roie pathos which 'forms the basic eleinerit of his

awareness of life, a manly love of danger and adl.kn
turd, With a naturalpdmiration of every individual
who lights the good fight in a world of reality over-.

shadowed* by violence ,and death. . . . [The central
theme of courage can be seen in] the bearing ofon
Atho is put to the test and who steels himselftp me
the crild cruelty of existence Withouf by'so doing.t

- pudiating the great an'clgenerous moments..., [Heii
one of the great writers of our time, oneof those o",
Honestlynestly and undauritedly reproduces the germ. e fea-''
tures of he hard countenance cif the age.,, .. [French
artd Kidd:eds.4mericaniVinners, pp. 158-59,],

Elie Nobel,Prizl Speech,
A

,
In 1'9'54 EinestteMingwW was awarded .the
Nobel Prize for ,Liteiattire,on awn d that carried:
a' $35,000 check, a gold edal "(which he later
presented,. to Virgin qftobre,uba's ration-
al saint, acrd ept in the Shrine of Our Lady -at
Sanfiago. de Cuba), and the Opportuniti to male
a 'speech.in Stockholm. Sincelle felt that giving

t the speech would interrupt his work, invade his
1 privacy, and!produCe dislreful publicity and

because liet,was, still recuperating from his Afri-
% can airplane crashes he sent -along a speech. with

the Americaik AmbaSsador tcy SWeden John
Cabot,',who accepted the prize ,on- Hemix?gway',s
'behalf:

.124ays'73-76' 69 .,

Members of the SW, eash Academy,. Ladies and Gen.,
tlemen: Having no f' lity for speechmaking nor any
domination of etoric, I with to thank the adminis-
tratois of the gener sity of Alfred Nobel for this
prize. No writer ows the great writers who did
not 'recve the prize can accept it other than with

lthere is no need to list these writers. Every-
one here may ma his own list accorttRg to his
knowledge and-baconscience: It would be im5Mible
for me to ask the Ambassador of my country to read
a speech in which a writer said all of the things which
are in his heart. Things may not be immediatelydis.
cernible in what a man writes, and 4n this sometimes
he is fortunate; but eventually they are quite clear
and by these and the degree of alchemy that he
possesses he will endufe or be forgotten. Writing, at
its best, is a lonely 'life. Organizations for writers

liate the writer's loneliness but'I .doubt (if they
I reprove his writing. He grows in pilblic stature as he
sheds his loneliness and often his work deteriorates.
For)he does his work alone and if he is a good writer
he -must, face eternity, or the lack of it, each day. For
a true writer each book shoUld be a new beginning '
where he tries again for something that) is beyond
attainment. He Should always try for something that
has never been done or that others have tried and
failed. Then, sometimes: with great luck, he will suc- *
ceed. How simple the writing of literature would be
if it were dply necessary to write.in another }bay' What
has been ell written. -It is bedUse we had such
great writers in the past.thlt ewriter is driven far out

past where he can gO, out. to where,01 one .can help
him. I have spokerwoo long fora writer. A writer
should write what he hah to say and speak it.

'Again I' thank you. [first Frenz, No 1 Lectuies:
iterature. 1901.1967, pp. 501..-2.]

DAYS 73-76: CHOOSING A TOPIC F.OR
PAPER VI AND PARTICIPATING IN

*,

DEFENS AY AND POLLOW,UP 1..

.0'-')Oats. ..-

I. To suggest topics for Paper MI.
2.' To cornplete-t,he Defens and follow-up'

discussion of the Papers f Choice. sic'

Materials.

I: ..Handout 15: Suggest! ns for laper VI.
2. Flandout,ol 6:Stude Model for Paper VI.

'ies of papers or Defense,Day on Paper

. .--Qortected paper to distribute arthe end of
Defense Day.
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70 Paper VI

It
Procedure .

lit
1. Distribute Handout 15 on Day 73 and dis-

cuss positions for papers on The Old Mal4,
and- the Sea. Handout 16 may also be dis-
cussed at this time.

2. Distribute the papers to be considered on
DefenseDay on Day 74: The day, may ba
given over to studying these papers or to
beginning the d,rafiiof Paper VI.

3. Defense Day Is held on Day 75, fo lowing
the prOadureouttejl in the intr uction,
The Seminar me. Return all corrected
papers at the end of the hour.

4. For the follOw-up discUssion on Day 76, you
may use he papers'Of other. students, the
Student Model (Handour16); or ,the disc/us-
sion of a critic such as Richard Hovey's essay
"7fie Snows of Kilimanjaro: The -Triumph
of Death," in 'Hemingway: The Inward Ter-
rain, pp. 127-31:

DAYS 77-179: COMPLETING i'APER VI AND
LOOKING TOWARD THE FINAL PAPER

Goals

1. 'Top/r93.4i, ti.d'e-'1onet complete Pa er VI.
2. To orient students to the final p pOr.

Procedure

1. Days, 77. and 78 should be given over 4111
writing an proofreading Paper VI:

.-- On Day 79, collect the papers. has
pogible, select and reproduce the papers o

, be used in the final Defense Day discussions.
. Orient studerlts to the final paper by kiggest-

ing, that it offer, a number of alternatives:
a. If time allows, you may wish to. assign \

two papersa serious summation of
tartest lemingway and his work nd,a
parody assignment.

b. If time short and spirits weary you Av.
may wish to be more flexible. St dents..
May 'elect to write either a serf s or a
humorous paper. Eve'Athe lengt may be
;shortened to three Mes. 4:

c. . Another passibility that has,wqrked very
Well: agree togive'a grade of A to any

aper that is read aloud to the semi-
. These presentations may take two
three days, but they rellease final tg-7=

sions. There is then, no Defense Day for
Paper VII; instead4:.there is a chance for
creativity and an oppOrtunity to summar-
ize. In addition, everyone is justifiably

4ewardeil for having cooperated.throuih- -

out the .cdurse. Note: Still require that "..
Paper VII be typed.

.4. Refer to HandoUt 2: The HemingWay Chro-..
nology for a9t tirne,4toting Hemingway's .

death and the posthumous publicatiorts.:You
may also- wi4li-tO iefer'Io Hemingway's fu-

. neral. An interestin account is found in
Leicester Hemingway, t y Brother, p13.1 1 -l3

4

ti



HANDOUT 15
.,

,4
THESUGGESTIONS Fog, PAPER VI: "TIDE Oth MAN AND THE. SEA" (1952) .

s , , ..
I

.

1. Way was this novel so important in Hemingway's winning the NObel Prize?
-,. 2. Is the OtdMan just an old man or does het represent sOrnethingielse? Tri.to

define him as a symbol.p s v
4k .- 3. What is the-function of the boy Manogn? f .. r . .. 4. Some see this novel as a, parable. Review the meaning of "parable" aild try

to ,define your position in this way. . 4°
.

5. Take a key line, such as the last one in the book, and try to mold your posi-
tion

.

around tiat Ane. r,.
'6: Joe-411Maggi is mentioned in the novel more than once,. could this.led to

a poAtion? . , . -0 ..
",,7. is novel also won the Butitzer Prize.,Do some research.oh the prize and

the historical period. Why do you think the book won the award during the
Cold Wa?? , .

,. .

8., Contrast Oecornpare: this novel with another story, such as "The Big Twb-.,
,,r -1-Ielarted River" or the esquire article "On'the Blue Wate.r;' . - ,, ..,., '
9: exprajn Wow this later work is an extensiZiartier Nick'Adams itidries,

/-strch4s "The BieTw arted River." .
- tt16, Is Santiago a Code He Can he he contrasted with another Hemingway

l'y characfet? (_, A, - - stil.y
.4. I'..

I

1 1 . Dctesthis novel suggest religioUsAoinpanson? Is Etta Chriatiah sligcy"? C
12. CahthiS novel be in terms of biography, of an aging and wounded *.

author beset by adversity, by critics? ' . /
I3 Onaltitia.said.taf.the book i related to the :`-`:American Dream." Can you

. accept this? What does hiS ean? ,
14.44exifine the style'. Does it relateto the theme :If
-15. Consider-the enlling. Is this storyirigic or basi ally triuMphant?

.

Handout 15 71
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At
HANDOUT 16 , /
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VI °

.4.

DETE NATION-L.ANI, FAITH

by Anne Nusser: w.
w.

J 416

^4%
. In Ernest Hemingway's,1952 novel, The Old Man. and, ea, %elf-

..
determination and faith were the din, forces which dro the, old heriqn

.

Santiago to be an achiever.' He w* 4.;CIviever int serve
-0 ,

ggoals were perspal 'rather tha m ,erialfstie. Hiss cess was, In ta,elfev-:

ing in himself and having s,lae stren,gth to hold up his head and proauf Of- - ,,
a, 1 . ' ' s

himself even when society labeled him as a "failure" and "defeated'''. This

a

strong belief was one which ,he' Carried, with him acrd used to ,help him

-"Isu4ve. tr
.

it

Hemingway first sugge,sts*thTs, belief. in self-determination in hie
. . ,

. .deScr,iption of Santiago. He des'crt,bed dld man as.having skin which

was blotchd from many yearg of fishing in,the'sun: "His hands had dep-
.'

1' ,
..:

showed the manY sAlpSl-; h"tf gOlIP tilrottih and that he had beens. ' 71'.
able to 'sur-Vi thif :iharcL..tirrie.s....."The words. itArsdesetc.eniphasized

°.

1,

8

. cyeased scars 4r4handling heaq fish on he,cords. But none Cy.f th, .
. i , ... -

scars were fires They we,re, as old as'.erosio'hs in a f ishless'-deser
- . ..

This"description reveals a man wfio had,1,ived, a hard life. The s ars-

,

the fact thatSantiago kiair"heeif.labeled 43,!'.fitil-urg". by other fishermen.

Even ttiough4'hi,i' 'body. apeareti defeat'ed, his Spirit was not. It wa% his

eyes whieti shbwed 1s inner self. They were "cheerful and undefeated."

This was the brt.fepirit by'which the olcy man lived.

.41
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2

'Santiago w as an old fi herman who hfid an unluckyostr VF in fishing.

It'had been eighty-four days since he ha his last catch. EtoerYone in

the village except the boy Manolin belie that he was an unlucky person;

Atai'V

they thought of him as ar outcast. Despite this Public Opinlbln,

never defeated, 4e believed that he would catch fish again. This is

sotedodArlv in the boOk when 1:1...eL Manolin were'taiking about the lack

of faith that Mandlin's lather had in the -.old man.

"He hasn't.mwcplaith."
"No," the oldtman. said. "But we 'have., Haven't we?"

This reaffirmation o faititonly showe4 this man's determination. He

<-
would wale any length of time. to again catch fish.

It aS When Santiago was strugaing with the marlin th4'he'amin
-

showed hispeterminaeion and courage. o'.% While fighting, heyencountered
4), ' r

several prakoletfis which would have defeated most fishermen-, 'but he held

Strong so that hecould'remain victoritns. After'tbe fish had dragged

o

him out to sea, his back, which was anchb'ring the lines, Acame'stiff

sote.^ To' try -and ecianterat'r,-this'r6eling,' ntiago-talked himself into'
-

q
'Iv, feeling:com?ortable He wanted to catck't fish: and he.was pOt filling'

. %.
4'

-
gr 7

-
t liet his body be'a tattor against hit..

6 After his back If,a/ins,his right' hand became 'cIls by tb6. line when AI

.
4fisg lurched forward. He was not happ

+.4

..,W hand was hurt so early
r. .vre, .

,1a
in the/struggle. However, he did not let 4 er him because he did not

.
....7,..,,,4

want to give the marlin any clues that, he had been injured. Z'''Mlert time'o /' * .,

-later, hi.a left hand became cramped. He trred to massage it, to get'it to

open, but

Sun.'s

abuse4
..

he neV

.. Z.'"..../.
, whatevoi

.,..

..%.
it would not.relax. He decidedto leave it alone and:let the

Ar

.
f

1,7rmth heal #. Santiago knewthht this hand hgd.been thfoug Air
%

ili ihat21.1As's.thy.it had bgPom cramped. He also felt sure that ifor-
Q. .,

ed.'it i n an emergency'jpe ul open it: "I will open it , cosh R
41.

...

.
+

lc ,costa:" With two, jured ands many men would have given u
lit.

.
.11
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.4L .

But with all of the old man s determination, he knew thatAes could count

on his inner strength to help him heal his hands if they were needed

a 'Srisis.

Struggling with /[he fish caused Santiago to become fatigued. He

kneirhe had to sleep; but through the art of positive thinking he convinced

his body that it was not necessary. 1* received his strength from thoughts.

The first was about his hero, Joe DiMaggio. .1;1e knew that in baseball this

man hadboyA youth and strength on his side.: That is what Santiago needed

now, and he drew.those two strengths inOm his body by tni kingobout"them.

e
The other thoughtwas of hta yoikth. He had arm-wrestled a lack man for

one day, and finally hedrew up all his strength "aNd smashed his opponent's
'

arm to the table. For this he received the title "El Champeon." He enjoyed. ;41:'

this feeling; he wanted to be triumphant again. He kdew that he could have

the title again if.he caught this fish. This gave himmore incentil.. to

battle his' fatigue. The retef he received was orly temporary. Finarly,"

(14

it came to the point where he knew that he must sleep atlietle. He wet

to'sleep and dreamt about the qualities that he Would need to beatethe

fish. He dreamt of.strength, youth,,and happiness. Through these dreams,
' 7

he was able to fill his psychological reservo r which-had been emptied.

When he,awoke, he again was ready to fight t

The marlin finally tired,"andSantiago was able to kill him.: The

snuggle consisted of gains and losses on both sides. However, it was the

old man who was tAnphant over the fish. "Santiago now was with the

' return trip home. Even t1' 16 he had jrfSt overcome one Struggle,he knew
, r

o

there would be others, This next battle was with the sharks. At first,

just a few came and he was able to kill'tham, but he knew that soon they
.. -

would come in packl. The sharksWouid try to defeat him. To [lc he

4 said, ".1. am:still an old,man. But,'I am not unvIed." pith inc.redi6le "i

,

.t'

r

..
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.determination, Santiago fought the sharks -all night,.

were the victors.

pe sharks, however,

When he arljved on shore at last, he went to hit shack te.sleep. And

when he awoke, he saw the boy Manolin. 'Then-he anSManolin discussed what

hgd happeAed.

"They beat me, Manolin," he said. ''They'truly beat me."
' ' "He didn't-beat' you. Not the fish."'

"No. Truly. It was afterwards."
'0

Although Santiago seemed to feel defeated at first,,he realized that he hgd

wan two victories. The Eirst was over the fish, and the other was for

himself. He kiiew that he had fought well to win the fish, and 1}e proved

to himself that he still had the strength to do it. This' gave him new

courage tostry again. He was so determined that he and Manolin began to

make plans to fish again when__the_old man had, rested.
. .10

Santiago had many things going against him from the start'. He was

old, his body was not thae4strong anymore, and lew pepple had faith in him.'-

Ylthough he did not have the,,physical attributes to6prove-to the vilrage

" thiChe was net , a failure, he h his self-determipation and faith teprove.
. q:

,to Alkople.that he was not defeated. This belief in himself helped him'
. .

survive. Eventually, it helped him.prove le the village!.:thit hel'was
4 ,i ....b.: successful. 0
y .

.

Instructarl_s'Camments

1, Strengths1 aper reveals a strongNutline,.keen observation to

develop eaal pa graph, and a language which Matehes'qhe personality *

0,gpd emetion.of Santiago. It builds' onvincingly toward its gidal

It is a sound position since it defiries the tr ant

Her uge of repeVitions,:. keY w s, kompound

,N4

N

e
V

quality of the novel.

41!
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sentences with semicolons -tntighten t line are all interesti4

aspects in terms of the writing goal for aper VI--to try newrWriting,

techniques.

2i Weaknesses. There is some trouble with p sition words-- "determinatfon,"

"self-determination," "faith," "courage." PerhaPs'a sharper title
0

/Auld have come from Hemingway'sown words in the 1. Then, too,

even mole use of direct qtlotationwould strengt the position of the

paper and reflect the tone of the novel. '
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PAPER. 8711: THE SUMMING UP'
DAYS g0-90 .

,r1:4k

DAYS 80-82: BEGINNING THE FINAL PAPER papers in. cl
AND PREPARING FOR DEFENSE DAY VIIr:

DAYS 83-84:4"
1. To help students select *a topic for Paper VII. DEFENSE DAY:AN

o.2. To providi in-class,.time to begin writing the
final paper. .

3. To prepare for Defense Day.

Goals

r continue to work on Paper

TICIPATING IN
LLOW-UP

1. Handout 17: SiiggestOns for Paper VII,
Summing Up. ."'

2. Handout '18: Suggestidas for Paper VII,
Paro-dy.'

3. Handouts 1% and 20: Student Models or
Pager VII. ,

4,, Copies of Paper VUThe Old Min and the
Sea) to be used on Day 82,. Defense. Day.

Assignment

Ask students to insert the DUE date for..Paper
VII on the Schedule. ) s

Procplurl .

1. Define the writing assignment, using Hand-
outs 17 and 18 as a point of departure.
Encourage students t "review materials in
the class library ancl4dre-read their previous
-paws in preparation for Paper VIII. If time
allows, you may wish tO..assign both a sum-
mation paperand a humorous pa'per.
The model papers may be 'distributed and
tlicus4ed on 80 'or 81. The rerriaader
of time should be given over to in-class
writing.
Hand out on Day 82 copies of thepapers to
be defended!: Studryits may. :stitly .these

it

Goal

To cgmpletO the Defense
discussion.

.4. .

Mattrials

Day and follow-up

Extra copies of the final position papers for stu-
dents who have forgotten them.

Procedure

-

e4

Follow the established.procedures fair De-
fense Day. Return all papers at th8And of

e period on Day
e final follow-Up (Day 84) can be spent.*

discussing other 'tapes, the stuckt- models,
or the insights -ofla well-lolown-Mic such as
Carlos -Baker in °"The Boy and the Lions,"
20th Century Interpretatioris of "The Old
Man and the Sea," edited by Katherine T.'"
Jobes, pp. 27-33.

DAYS 85-87: COMPLETING, THE FINAL
PAPER AND SHARING IT MN CLASS

Goals
s4

1. To provide in-class time to complete Papert
. VII.

2., To enartirage students to share their final
pager with the -Glass and to re to the
papps offellow students.,
to ?offer -a final .stclold'rly altation of
Hemingway4

90

4

tr
vos
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'

.

fro dure Procedure, . :

P

.1.

1. The class willtnjOy hearing either or both of
the'parodies listed above (Day 88). ,

2. On. Day 89 you may wish, to ask s naz
members to give, their final impressions of
the course, what they feel.they ha & learned;
or the class may elect to have a lInd of fun
day, such'2s a -Twenty-Ques"tions Day or a
Charades Day based on Hemingway plots
and characttrs, One of my seminars even-
planned Hemingway party, and each, stu-
dent dr ed as a character from one of the
stories novels. Some instructors may wish
to use t s 'day for a final examination.

1. Day` 85 should be g,iien over; to the comple-
,

,'' tion of Pape;,YII.: / ,

2. 'Days 86-87 can be set aside for all students
to read aloud their final.pafters.-If xou elect
to Ctit off the final pressure by granting a
unifdrm grade of A on Paper 'VII, the ex-
perie ce will be even more enjoyable,. and ,,.

-.,

more udents may elecLa. humorous ap-
proach. Althdudi these readings do not
constitute a .Derense Day, the class should
atteipt to respond to each paper-and so',.
should the instructor.

Additional

You may wish to read a final critical ation
of Ernest Hemingway. SuggeitlOns: 'The Art
of Evasion's by Leon 3Edel (pp. 169- 71) /or
"Herniniway: ADefense". by 'Philip Young (pp.

'171-73) in Hemingway.A C011ecion of Critical 1.

Essays, edited by Robert P. Weeks.
e

DAYS 88-89,: ENDING THE SEMINAR
WITH A SMILE

DAY 90: EVALUATING THE SEMINAR

Goals

Goals

1. To share "take-offs" on Hemingway.
2. To end the seminar' in high spirits.

Materials
4'

. "For- WhOinT111C.G:,i3g, Sounds" by Cornelia.
Otis Skinner in .rAirtriegn. Literature in
Parody, edited by R. 'P. Valk,. pp. 24_144.
"The Kilimanjaro Device" by Ray. Bradbury
in I Sing the Hodyilectric. pp. 3-14:

To encourage students top evaluate the ser
,

nar.
L

To. share your.o0ikievaluation' of the courser
with students. , -r

Materials

- Itaiidotirtr Seminar Evaluation.

re

Without comment, ask the students to
plete ,the evaluation anonymouslA Collect
the evaluations.

2. YO-tigu ay wish to offer some final summary
comr?rents, and personal reactions to the
course. Comments on grades may be in
order.

C01117 A

O.

( I.'
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'HANDOUT I7
SUGGESTION FOR PAPER VII: SUMMIN 1,1 f.

.1. . Did Hemingway deser4 the Nobel Prize?
i
,'

2. Were his works consistent in theme, in.thaiacter,..in4tyle? Does his writing
have a Cpig Characterize Ernest Hem:ingway's word: ,.' '/ ,3. How d d Hethingway,treat nature?

; i -- ,
' 4. Was Hemingway an Anieri9an writer, even 'though most gth4.works are not.

t s set, in America?, ..-
. .

5. ;How does Hemingway treat women in his writing?
0.. Is he a classic writer, one that is not bound to topical material, one th"at will1" .4.survive ih the!next hundred years?
7. Wliis.b_work was your favorite? ,

-,.':.

8. Develop a theoryjbout Heiningway's style. What was his basic style?
9. While Ernest Hemingway was obviously not religiOuSin the -conventional

.

: meaning of the word (attending church, an active chhmember)-, was he
"religious"?

°. 10. Wa*HemingWay a poetic novelist?
-

0 1 1. COnSiiier-hii titles. Cuarns develop a the7YrY abotithis chOiCes?
12. ' SOme critics feel that Hemingwayfias little, iPanything, to sayfew ideas.'.

Do you agree?
13: Examine his NyaelAcceptance Speech `Can this lead to a position?t..i14. Did Ernest Hemingway have a "death wish"? A.,

15. WhSt is the meaning of "love" in his WritingS? (..

1

104

9
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-; HANDOUT: 1 8
SUGGESTIONS FORPAPER VII: PARODY'

1-. -Try a parody of a Work by Hemingway. Take a short story or passage from.
a novel and distort the famous HeiningwaY style.
TrY a parody of Hemingway bytaking a simply plot and writing itin the ..4
famous.klemingwaystyle. For exainple take a childlen'-s stay such as

. ',Little Red Riding Hobd."

;

r

..
3..- 'Write a "recently, discovered" work of Ernest Hemingway., , 4

at
$ 4. Write an: imaginary intervievAwith 'Hemingway. : .

.. - . . - . .

5, Develop a sifies of letters bet Veen HemingwaSA y and a- member of this claSi

V 6.. Write ariewspa er articte about a'P'rOfessor Who has found) n astounding'
piece of inforinationAbat reveatstrnew side of Hemingway (for example, he
really hated tb fish). .. i ' -

-

7. Develop an oyeibIOWn Hollywood film (much like the film'veion of "The c..
.,,

Killers") about a Nick.kciams story, including a cast olco temporary.,
, 0 - ,,..actors from firm or TV. = 44

8.. Write the first draft THerningway".s:Nobel Pp address which he threw,
away because Mary idn'tolike it. :

9. 'Write a 'perSonal e.ssiron the agonies this class experienced while stAidying
,Ernest Hemingway.

.4

AI*

10. Write a personal, essay.on'Ten Steps to ,the nderstandirig and Eajoyinent
.

of Ernest Hetningway"a kind of.Rdbert Berichley approach,

"",

,



Hdndout 19`, °

HAltEOUT 4.
-..St1.41ENT MODEL! FOki-PAPErftVII ; ILIMMING

, ;
e

Jr.

...HEMINGWAY: A SENSITIVITY -TO' LIFE/
. .

. .,...:. Ittnest9HeniinaWay..wak known as a tough, masculine. -crisp, objeCtive ''
* ,,,. `

so 0-
.0 v... ' :., '1 :14 :.

Writ et.' He wet all of these, yet He was, more...Hemint144, was S writer of
gretk. S.PnSitPi,t6A it!' .cAs geply moVed 'by Atitehingsohe flaw..in* life, more

so tchan ast,people. .41kreqouhed his, sensitivep mtnd., and. he, in turn.`
. . - 4 `''

.... , .

l 4 u

1 e i th*c:Hemingw.aY had .) ' '

,

poet Fayed wkt leAtIt.
,Gonsider ing 44-.isj:Pd6cgroa.m8, one...?1s ,no,tesurpt

a serksli ve rgliad mo Gfae c4as h

.

' lttncultured' woast who. .o.
, .

.."..; eatly. t ught .41 to appreciate Ve Vine ,a .
(4 ,74', ,,, .1k She israncedther children to enjoy 71.14 . (To her thisNireani_ .. i 'above .311 4p a4a,rgnessg. the erts!' She' sawfroin the firs,c,-: that the al/ had music lesxony: As.s'nnti as ,61-ley were old $4.2\ ellougli,' ste boupii"'thpm -tftake.ta :foe;},rmpbony concea-ts ; ..,,,'.-: operatic per f ormans s,o:and.the be tter-pUys 't,4ati, came .o' -'' Chicago, and they were encouraged c.a.te e to anentu, theatblyes.t...r1th t heNaintings and drlawi the ChicagoCh icatoArt4 `Iisseitute. '.Her M deepliyed bel.i n Creativity. mt de,

A , ter 104 to develip the*taleritat of hei ashildren 'eo the hip-^.' ....? et, plitstble .1441, (Bakir, 1.69, - p'.. 91 . .

. 7 ?) .. 4 Ermest's father, a9.c) cdm&-ibuted, Co, his Young son's Reicep!iifie awareness. , t.,A, ti,
41 : t. u

4 .

of the world, D ingway tooki,hi fattgly on tp.psi,to ps-y,lvan northern.. , .. - * '.' l d4.....

.Flicbfgal where Erns ilevLaped a love oc,:nattii-e that is ayild'en't in his.i . .. . . .

t,

writing,. 'His initiation intii the d id;e of lifer during °this' time
-,r deeply affected him,' a boy with.asenkitive mind.

. 3:e, , Ass Ernestianilo manhood ,.!he. became ta writer -.with , crisp, fresh,.style' that 89n\my'ed the sense it&ioVe

roS.d.laiox Ford exClaimed, yo

..,. ,S., 4'. .
; L' ...s 0 g a...,,.. sn$ig.I.V'e ,. mind; his won s,
.

uy. e 1.1, one .as If. Were,../.

, , ...

1., ..,
a

a1cc
$

.
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$ 2 Paper VII

'

pebbles fetched fresh from a brook" (Hemingway, 1953, p. xiX). This was

a writer who perused the paintings of Cezanne and saw in Watercolof what

he was attem;1ing to paint in words.

'' What were the things in life that touched his delicat* ming, that

this mind put into words?
1/4

First, a profound sensitivity to nature perva Hemingway's work.

His description of a noble, grand nature is moving:

We passed through a town and stopped in front of,Ole posada
and the driver took on several packages. Then ge, started
on again, and outside the town the road commenced'to mount.
We were going through farming country with rocky hills that
sloped down into the fields. The grain-fields went up the
hillsides. Now as we went higher there was a wind blowing
the grain. The road was white and dusty, and the dust rose
under the wheels and hung in the air behind us. The road
climbed 'up into the hills and left the rich grain-fields
below. Now tyre were only patches of grain on the Fbare
hillsides andlon each side of the watercourses. . Up
there the country was quite barren and the hills were rocky
and.hard-baked clay furrowed by the rain. (Hemingway, 1926,
p. 105).

These lines from The Sun Also Rises Make the eternal earth the hero of the

ovel. In eller H einingway novel, A Farewell to Arms, there is also

eaut escription of nature and weather which form an important total

effect. In virtually all hi6 works, Hemingway describe; man in terms of

nature, sometimes struggling violently against its powerful forces. In

his last major work, The Old Man and the Sea, he writes clearly of man and

nature, together and yet in conflict. Santiago and the marlin are

"brothers" yet one must die. The beautiful description is there:

The clodas over the land now rose like :mountains and the
coast was only a long green line with the gray blue hills
behind it. The water was a dark blue now, so dark that it
was almosr,a4nrple. As he looked down into it he saw the
tied sifting of the plankton in the dark water and the
strange light phey made now . . . nothing showed on the
surface of. the water but some patches of yellow, sun-.
bleached Sargasso weed and the purple, formalized, in-
descent, gelatinous bladder of a Portuguese man-of-war
'floating close beside the boat. It turned on its side

N.._

/
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and then rigbted itself. It floated cheerfully as a bubble
with its long deadly.purple filaments trailing a 'yard behind
in the water. (Hemingway, 1952, P.

Of course, Hemingway was concerned with man as well as with nature.

Not surprisingly, his sensitive mind saw and portrayed auffering.as a

major Component' of the human condition. There is physical suffering in

his work. :The childbirth Pains of the woman in "Indian Camp" are an

example 'from his early work. A Farewell to Arms is dominated by ther_

Suffering of men in war, of Frederic Henry who receives,a terrible teg
ie ,

wound, of women'like.Catherine Barkley who dies painfully in childbirth.

In The Old Man and the Sea, Santiago undergoes physical torture; an agony

that Hemingway coffiparesito a crucifixion..

Psychological suffering can be even more painful than physical' Suffer-

ing.Hemingway'sWork is permeated with the Suffefing of mind asivet1 as

body. In "Indian Camp," the psycheof young, innocent Nick AdaMsis

shocked by the brutal events he witnesses. The Sun Also Rises is a novel

of people wounded psychologically by World War I, peoplewho lead hedon-

istic lives to.Aover.thelr deep melancholia. Especially poignapt.is the

suffering of Jake Barnes and Brett Ashley, who live lives dominated by

fr6stratedjove.-)Frederic Henry of A Farewell to /Arms is neatly crush

b/ the strain of war and thtdparb.of Catherine; SAntiago calls upon 11

his.. mtal strength to conquer the marjkff.

altk

Perhaps'Homingway's fictional llorld was so filled withpuffering
.

because his own ,life was'one of pain. Literary biographer Philip Young ,
, .

chonicles Ernest's wounds:

His skull was fractured at least once; he sustained at
least a dozen brain concussions . : he was in three bad
automobile accidents . . . in the African jungle he was
in two airplefte accidents in the apace of two days, during
which tim4 he suffered severe internal injuries. . . In
warfare he was shot through nine parts of the body. . . :

(Young, 1965, pp. 25-26)

s't
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I

Hemingway aaW man in atL erse woOkd, redete'withestiffeving, fre in

4 .

WhichMancoufd:mot win.

-1
But througK worid"6f agony', Hemingway did find some redeeming

- factori in life; 'Man can be great in the,way he reacts to a world of

suffering. If a man has courage and endurance, then, he nabla and dig-

' , .

nified. The lire of Jake Barnes4n The Sun Also Rises, is a frastrated,

'
circular one; but. he refuses to wallow inself-pity. Similarly ,,Frederic

L
Henry °has virtuallyevgrythIng he values taken away fiat; him, but he dots

AL
not ctotk: But it is in The Old Mn 4 end the Sea.that Hemingway's view of

4

8
man's nobility.tp"hesti developed. Santiago, inhikpursuit of ,the marlin

.-I-

) and his defeat. t1 the sbarks, remains .unbeaten; strong in i--warld of \-.
c

,

suffdring. Re acts in Accordance with his maxims: "a man can be destroyed,

but not beateb".an =Ais no made for defeatP Santiato is the epitome

of'man's tragic-heroism.

In addition; HemingWay's.hi y developed aesthetic sense' saw man's

relgtionlkipa_wfth"fellow human beingeas beautiful and delicate. At

times during "Indian Gamp " Dr.Adams is insensitive to his son. Nick, !it

at the end of the story, as Dr. Adams row Nick across the lake, there

also is a strong an trusting band between-father and son. In The Sun

Also; Rites, Jake Barnes and Bill Gorton e: oy a,deep, peraonal relationship.

, :

In A Farewell to Arms, Rinaldf and Henry,' therine and Henry, share mutual

ties of great warmth and love; these relationships are among the few posi-

ti e aspects of life in the novel. In yhe Old Man and the Sea, Santiago

and phe boy.Manolin wrefIdd human beings very close to each other. Ygs,

the world irs a tough place; but human love and interdependence soften the

blow.

'1'hus,. Hemingway was a man and writer of refiged and delicate s7nsi-

bilities under a tough,outer veneer. He was shocked by the terrible

99*
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A

5 4

,violence and suffering In the world. (Perh;aps it was so shocking to him

that M was fascinated by_4t: ."thelacinati1ae with,the abomination. ")

- His sensitive mind saw thd beautiful and tbe noldejn lge a well as the
?

brutality and'the agony. He was touched by rhellii.eapty a dignity" hf

a
nature. He was impressed by man's p tential of courage in ag<verse

4

univerwe. He saw warm human relatio ships as desirable.', Ernet Hemingway

was a sensitive man1who lived in the Twentieth Century and portrayed life

as he saw it, uncompromisingly.
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Instructor's Comments

This summation paper is a lesson inClsynthesis. Appreciativt, iX Weaves

biography, research, the common seminar readings, sharp (if rathar

lengthy) direct quotations,' -and personal reflection together. The writer.

),

rememberswords,Ahemes, characters. 1Re-reveals the total experience of

the course, his'sensitivity to literature, to the4man and writer; Ernest

HemingwaY:4 his paragraphs and pros and

punctuation, his conclusion are all gratifying results-of the seminar.

'

a
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HANDOUT 20
STUDENT MODEL FOR PAPER VII: PARODY

o e

)'Up in Michigan Nick, his,m9ther, and his father had a cabin. By the
.1

-cabin was a lake. Across thelake were Indians. There was grass around.

, the-lake. Therewas aXsto a stream., In the stream were fish. Some of the

,, -,
4

fisb were -trout. The fat that dome of, the fish were trOjjt is irrelevant,

an M
THE MIDDLE OF SOMETHING
'(A Nick Adams stoiy)

L

by Louilse.Milkman

0:

be't'a reader may wonder what kind of fish some of the fLsh.were and not
f .

.

knowing would upSet-tha reatlerand he would be upset-and eel ignorant and

4bnden what kind' of fish .was In the stream, the stree whi h he'didn!t

leven,know the name of tut which was, by the way, the Big ft-Kidneys"'

and.thereader would ldse his self - respect and know that the world

-7
breaks everyOne and afterward.manY(re strong in the broken places and

is not made for defeat. So Nick was always very happy and

satisfied to' fist. or'do anything well. This was the case one morning:

ti

One morning, it was morning. The sun rose. This did not sdipiise

N ck because the sun often behaved that way in the morning. Nick was

u ed to such things. The three boys ate breakfast. They often at

bieakfast in the morning as the sun rose. They sat there eating and the
w as

sun would rise. This usually occurred in the morning. Except when Nick._

haci\seen an Indian cut bis throat the night before and he couldn't,eat.,

1
There were three boys:, Nick, his friend Bill, and his other friend,

Bill. All Nick's frien d's were named Bill except one who was named Wemedge.

Oatmeal.&Nick, was eating He ate oatmeal every morning as the sun rose

I.

!.
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(Which itTften did in the morning). The oatmeal was in a bowl which had
0

oAtmealin it. It was good oatmeal?. Nick reflected on the various oat-

he had had and he knew good oatmeal when he saw it. Or tasted it.

Thefe w oatmeal ad there was oatmeal. Nick knew that. Nick had a.

spoon, with which he ate the oatmeal. He used this spoon every morning as

.the sun rose. He put the spoon in the4bowl. went in the oatmeal. It

'was obviods.ly a. Code Spoon since it, codid maigoain grace under oatmeal-.

However, as Nick knew, [leis spoon could never compete with bullfighters.

He pictured the spoon fighting a bull. It was fur. He laughed. He

illstughed and laughed. Did he laugh. That is funnier than a spoon in a

bull Ling chasing a bull.' He shared his humar with Bill and Bill: He

couldn't share it with Wemetitipe because Yemedge was not there. Bill

laughed': So did Bilf.'
...

....

"That's one for the medical journal, George, said Nick.
. ,

,- .

Q

But he began to be hUngry. He could not remember a time when he had

been so hungry. He lifted the spoon out of the bowl which had oatmeal in

it. KeePing the ,oatmeal in'the spoon, he drew the spoon towards his

mouth. He kept the found part level so he would not drop the oatmeal.

This took deep concentratidn an Nick's pact and he sweated into the oatmeal.

But Nidk did not mind salty oatmeal. Using all the' muscles of his right

hand Nick 6arefull lifted the spoon which had oatmeal in it up to his

mouth. Thus,'he had transferred the oatmeal from the bowl to his mouth.

Niel( wag very proud. It reminded him of black grasshoppers.

"SpeaKing of black grasshoppers," Nick said, "I saw a brown cockroach'

today. Boy, wft".he brown."

"Yes, I know what you mean," Bill said, "I saw a cockroach and it was
or

so brown."

"There's ttothing like brown cockroaches," said,Bill.

.1
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3.

"Ex6ept black grasshoppers," Nick said: angry. He said,

.

"You just don't appreciate true brownness when'you see it."

"
Oh, boy," Nick exclaimed. Every once in a while felt like

exclaiming, "Oh, boy."
)

- Bill went4on Calking to Bill. "Bill," Bill said to "You

oughta seedbose brown cockroaches. They're quite brown and when there

area lot of them they look' very brown."

Bill said. "Well, rf we are going to brag, k knocked a whole bunch

of ants off a log into a fire once."

"No,""Bill said, "that was Frederic Henry."

"Oh,";said Bill. Wemedge didn't comment. He couldn't because he

wasn't there. 4.

Nick,wanted action. He. threw some sweaty oatmeal at Bill. Bill

. .

said, "I'll kill you."
,

w'

But in the early morning, sitting'. there. by his oatmeal with his

father in the next room,` Nick felt'quite sure he would never die.

Instructor's. Comments
o

This student writer fun and wants_to share it with the seminar. Aftetj

six papers and a great deal,pfseminar interaction, she is ready'for parody.

eye d ear have caught the Hemingway style- -the plots, the characters,

the repetitions, the, leg51) of line; the dialogue) the pimple sentences'
,

with-few adjectives pr adiferbs. By twisting a title and combining a few

pliirand characters, as well. as adding a dash 'of absurdity and a heavy

Hemingway theme, she has also completed the seminar.. Was her parody built

out of criticism'? Was it achance at last Itkattack and yet be praised for

Or was it an exercise, in creative skill? Her success as a

parody writer leaves those 'questions unanswered.

her.skill?

10



HANDOUT 21
SEMINAR EVALUATION

When you first began this course, what did you think it would be about?

2. Now that you have finished, this course, how'Would you describe it to stu-
dents who are interested in taking it? ,

-3. This course has been described as a pro.cYss course, not just a course about
one duihot. Do you...agree with this statement' Ifyou do, explain what this
me'ans for students beginningthe course.

4. What did you enjoy most in this course?

5. What did you enjoy least in this course? 4'

6. Mite any suggestions or comments that would be useful to the instructor
and to students who may take a course of this naturelin the future.

APPENTXES 41,

Handout 2'1 89

APPENDIX A, A Telephone Call to Mary,Hemingway, was ved
due to copyright restrictions. 8

s

.'7



APPEND
THE LI
OF ,ERN

Ernest, Hemingway

THE EARLY YEAS (1899-1019)

1899
,

Hemingway born on Jul)? 21 in Oak Park
ond of six children of Dr. Clarenee
Hemingway. " -

1914-18'

Summers at Windeinere in Northern MiAigari:

1917

popu :75.,994,,575: McKinley administration -.,
(1897-1p01): Taft (1,y0491).- Model T.niass:prodticed

:(1909): ' --/-
k

World War I (1914-18). Wilson administration-(103-
_ 1921). Pariagia Canal opens.

VGraduation from Oak Park High SchoOLRePorter for U.S. in World War I. Caporetto campaigni.begin -in Italy.
Kansas City. ejected by U.S. Army for bad eye. 1 '
1918

Red Cross
Fossalt a dri,
Kurowsky.

bulance driver in Italy. Wounded' near
aye, July 8.. Love affair with Agnes von son's Fourteen Points.

Armistice, Nove er 1918, ending ?World War I. Wil-
,

1919

In Petoskey, Michigan, the "Big Two-Hearted River"
country, writing.

iHE PARIS PERIOD (1920-192/1)

1920-24 -
. .

Reporter for Toronto Star and Star Weekly. Life in Paris.
Meets Gertrude Stein. Marriage to Hadley (1921). John
("Bumby") born (1923).

1921-24

Foreign correspondent for Toronto papers. First war
oorrespondence, Graeco-Turktsh War (1922).

1823

Three Stories and Ten Poems, Paris. Contains "tp in
Michigan," "Out of Season," "My Old Man."

1924..

in our time, 'Paris, -two ,ages.. Contains "Indian
Camp.."

96

1'

r'

. '

L.

Treaty 'Of Versailles. Sherwood Anderson, WinesbUrg,
OhiolVolstead Prohibition Act.

X

F. Scott Fitzgerald, This Side of Paradise (1920). The
Roaring 20s. Harding administrationV 921=1923y. Sacco
and Vanzetti trial (1921).

Graeco-Turkish War (1921-1922). James Joyce, Ulysses
(1922). T. S, Eliot, The Waste Land (1922).4,

.populatiOn over 105 million..Coolidge administra-
tion (1923-1929). Teapot Dome Scandal (1923-1924).

AA,
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Thetife anclTimes Ernest Hemingway- 97

In pin- Tiote: :first 'HerningvrayAtOolc published. in
Boni LiVeright publishers Addt:fourteeit-ShOrf stones
to the:; miniatures, now interchapters,,pt'm, ore Time a,

:

1926

Tort'tlfs of Spring, parody of Anderaon'Apc0144g.40ter,
VIC 5,447(146'Rise:s (British .Eitle.::.7Fiesta)

1:92

Men Without:- WoMen, fourteen shOrt stOfries (ten of, ';,.41taries Lindbergh fliei:fibrn:
: appeared in maga.zjnes). DivOrce from Hadley, oft. LoMS,
Marriage .to PatAine F'feiffer.

KEY WEW PERIOD (1927-1940)

1928- .

Birtli of sort; Patrick. Moves to Kek.West, FlOrida. Either
commits suicide in Oak Park,.

17929

Farewell to Arms, first commercial uccess: BO,OPQ.
copies.sold-in fo-ur months..

'1931

Birth of'son. Gregory.

102

Stock Market crash. William F4ullater,' The Sound'and,;,
the Fury. ;Hoover adrninistratiOn11929.-1933).

:

Death in thio AfternciOn, nonfiction work on bullfight!.
riy

1933

Winker Take Nothing, fourteen short Stories-. Writes for
Esquire, first of thirty -one articles: fOr magazine over
next six years.

U.S. popuktion °Vet 122 Million. Ford', 20'lnilliontli
car. FDR elected (1933-1945).

1934

Purchases Pilar, thirty-eight-foot cruiser,, fishing.

1935

Dqression...FDR's ::CCC, TVA, NRA, AAA.. Hitler,.Ger-
1, Man ,e.liancellor.

Macy's Long7v1arch in China.

Green Hills of Africa, nonfiction work' alkut big:game' Italy invades Ethiopia. WPANkegular transpacific
kinting. servite. '

1936

Writes, speaks, raises money for Loyalists in Spanish
Civil, War.

4937

Spanish Civil.War, Franco vs. Liyalists.

In Spain covering civil war for Northern American News- CIO sitdo'wn strike. Japan invades China.
paper Film work on The Spanish Earth. To
Have and e Not, three interconnected stories, two of
which had been published separately.

, .

"-N
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98 '1;Appepdix B

1938/
pie; COW. Thorton ilder Orr. Town. Peail guck wins-Nob ei.Ppize,:
tail 'a piny, stOrtesfrOrnrec,i6us.collictions,.and seven-. --1-litter .and "Chamberlain- Mee t'ilt:Muhi-ch Coofeteace .

storiql PrevioUily published agazines.

- -;

1939
, .

Ernsi and Pauline separate. Ernest moves to El/lea WOrld War 11' begins; GermanY !attacks Pblaild. John'
Osta:te,fifteen miles from Havana., Cuba. - Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath. .

TH Afv.PtitioD (194011945)-

II940 7,
For Whom the BelLTolls,-hisbest-selling-noyet. Divorced ; U:S. population 13T million, New York World's Fair
by Pauline-. marries Martha-Gellhorn. . closes Nazibornbing of Britain'.

<'1941
GOe's to China 'as war correspOnden(

1942

Pike patrols. Caribbean- for_ltbdats. Men at. Way, Collec-
iiciribi War stories and-accountS:

'December- 7 Japanese Bomb: Pearl UHarbor.....S.-enters
World War 11.

43,45

U.S. -Air Force bombs Europe, naval: battles in Pacific.

Co ers European Theater of war as'newspaper and. maga-
tine correspondent. Divorced-by Martha GellhOrn ( I 944).
Marries Mary Welsh.

.THE CUBAN PERIOD (1945=1960)

194849
TiterViewed by Malcolm Cowley; AllOWs first blographi-
cat stUdy:for Life.

D:Dayi V:E; .V.J Days. Atomic Age begins. U.N. Charter:
Death of FDR. Truman adMinistration'(1945-1952).

1950
_ficross. the -River; --and 'Into the Trees, -much criticized

nOvei.

1951

Death of Hemingway's mother.

Norman Mailer, The Naked ?Md. thepead (1948): Berlin
Airlift (1948): . ...., :,,' - ,

t. .

. 45
Korean. War begins. McCirthy.era,,

: ..f.

195'2

J, Sanger catCher in rife Rye.

/
The Old Man and the Sea, first published m Life. Pat-, Ralph 'Ellison; Invisible Man, Eisenhower ado inisqtionA/
zer Prize. (1952-60).

1954
Nobelfrlae for Literatures. Cited for "forceful and style-
Malcing Alastery of the art of modern narration.",Injured
in two airplane crashes in Afilica.

A

1956.6 114' i-

Filming of The Old Man and the a as Hemingway ob.. . Istaeli-E,gYlitian.War.o0 - ''''' , .. ...!- ,,,..

L serves. -

A
Supreme Court rules.racial segregation ungonstitutional.



1957-58.
Works on Pa i rneinuirs:

"19591

ljt4Ys, huntinglbage near Ketchuin, Idabo.

''I,CETOPM.--IDAHSi(19.0-1961), AND POSTHUMOUS
. , , ..

- ,

Onser,Of.breakdOwn.:Hospitalization in Rochester; Min- ' -First-, re-i."---pfaleriger serVice-. tKennedy administration ....neSnia;-at.,---Mayiy ClMic..(.1960):_ Begins a bullfighting= .', (-196t1-63).- . :- . .-7o 41'.: . . , ,

sf,,OrY-:The.Danger2OtisStiiiirner:l' ,
* ,

. , - - .
....,..-... .

lc,'"-71901 -.'' "::-" ": 4, _
_,,, 'Death on :1UIY-2 of self-inflicted-gunshot woundse, -. A]anShepaid:s sut orbital space flight.

1,19 4
a.. 1 e.

A Makable Feast Paris menioirS;..
:_1947 ,

k ' By-Line. Enzeitliemingway-seldtted. news Writings.'

1970- . .

Islands\in die Stream.

THE HEMINGWAY FAMILY

Ernest Miller Hemingway .

Born July 21,.1899, in Oak Park; 1111n-ois, the second
oldest child of:Sitirepce and. Grace Hemingway. Died_ ,

2 -_19611 in Ketchuni Idaho -of self;inflicted gun
shot iwounds.-.

Grapdpasea s--

Anson T'. Hemingway

%delaide Edmonds Herrin

`Trnest Miller hall
Caroline Hancodk Hall

Parents,
. Dr. Clarence Edmonds Herningway:"died of:selfiinflicteci

gunshot wounds in 1S28 in Oak Park, Illinois.

Grace Hall Hemingway:. died in 1951 of thq age of
seventynine in. Memphis, Tennessee.

viBrother and Sisters.
arCe e (torn 1898) --

Urs a (born:1902)
141-elaine .!!SunnY." (born 1904
Carol (born 1911)
LeiceSter(born 1915)

Wives and Children

Hadley. Rieliartisonlmarriage .1921-1927)
Son: Jolui "Bumby" (born 1923).

Pauline Pfeiffef (marriage: 1927-1940)
Sons: Pa'triCk (born 1928)

Gregor/ (born 1931)-..
Marthagellliom (marriage: 1940-1944
Mary Wetsh,(marriage :1194-1961)



APPENDIX C
ANECDOTES FROM
THE HEMINGNNOV TITOGRAPHY

O

, The following seven anecdotes are included in this tiand-
book to initiate the profile discussion. For those students
and teachers who have difficulty locating, reference ma-
terials in their school or community, these anecdotes
are offered as model& resources, alternates for a large
group discussion, or 'whatever seems most useful.

ANECDOTE 1

Ernest Hemingway liked boxing. Though his father had
taught him to enjoy outdoor sports such as hunting and
fishing, Ernest began to box when he was in high school.
When the coast was clear, he and his friends would en-
gage in vigorous onyround bouts in his family's Oak
Park, Illinois, music room where. he 'Was supposed to be
practicing on his cello. Even ,though his father had a
horror of physical violence, Ernest would- take boxing
lessons at a Chicago gym.

Later in the 192ps, Hemingway would continue boxing
workouts in Paris. One of his most, memorable matches
was with Morley Callaghan', another American expatriate
author.

&pest and Morley would go to the American Club.
At first, Callaghan was plenty worried, being only five
eight and- overweight, plus being aware of the story that
Ernest had flattened the French middleweight champion.
Ernest became frustrated with Motley's poor style, but
Callaghan"gained confidence with each punch.

One dark cloudy. morni4, Callaghan caught' Ernest
with a solid left to the mouth. Hemingway's mouth
began to bleed. Then Ernest caught another punch,
which made him furious at the sight of his own blood.
He spat in Callaghan's face and on his shirt. Shocked,
Callaghan stopped fighting. They stared at each other.
Then Ernest said, "That's what bullfighters do when
they're wounded. It's a way of showing contempt."
Then Hemingway smiled, was friendly and sweet again.
Callaghan always wondered about that match. Was it all
pure theater? [Source: Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway:
A Life Story. pp. 22-23; Morley Callaghan, That Sum-
mer in Paris, pp. 97-100 I 18-22.1

ANECDOTE 2

Ernest Hemingway was accident-prone all his life. While
amateur psychologists might call it part of his death

100

V

wish, others remember how bravely he bore with these
accidents, his "grace under pressure." One of his earli-
est accidents was remembered by his younger brother
Leicester. . .

In the. summer, the Hemingway family would leave,
their Oak Park home and go to northern Michigan near
Walloon Lake, the setting of Erneit's "Up in Michigan"
stories. They had a cottage where Dr. Hemingway would
relax. The entire family loved the woods and the fishing.
The children had errands too, Ernest's being a daily milk

\curl to the Bacon farm about a half mile away. Oh one
of these errands to bring home milk, Ernest had a bad
accident.

One morning as he ran off to 'get the milk, carrying a
short stick, he' stumbled near a ravine and fell forward.
The stick was driven into the back of his throat 'into
both tonsils. Blood gushed forth as he rushed back to
the cottage for treatment. As his father stanched the
blood, Ernest remained stoic though his mother was
horrified. The throat remainej/tender for some time,
and his father told him t o w hfstle whenever he felt like
crying. Leicester later kemembered that he saw a photo-
graph of Ernest at an Italian hospital recuperating 77`cnn
numerous mortar wounds: Ernest was whistling through
clenched teeth. [Source: Leicester Hemingway, My v'
Brother, pp. 19-22.] .

ANECDOTE 3

Ernest covered the 1922 Lausanne Peace Conferuice in
Switzerland while .his wife Hadley nursed a cold it Paris.
While at the conference, he kept pleading that she fly
down and join him. Finally, Hadley agreed to come by
train, rushed down to the station, and made a journey
that biographer Carlos Baker . called "so horrible ftn
Ernest that neither of them was ever able to forget it."

Hadley had decided to take all of Ernest's manuscripts
in a separate small valise so that he could get on with his
writing during the Christmas holiday. Except for two
stories, "Up in Michigan" and "My Old Man," she brought
all the fiction and poetry that she could find

When Hadley left their Paris apartment, she took a
taxi to the Gare de Lyon and there secured a poi ter to
carry the luggage to the train compartment SomehoW the
valise with the manuscripts disappeared as sheboarded



to travel south: The trip was one of horror. When she
arrived, Ernest listened to her tale.ofwoe amidst a vale
of tears. He later wrote how he rushed back to Parikin
hops that the carbons had been left behind. But thy
had ben in the valise too. [Souice: Carlos Baker, Ernest
Hemingway: A.Life Story, pp. 102-3.)

ANECDOTE 4
4'

0 the mid-1930s, Ernest Hemirigwal) was living in Key
West, Florida', with his second wife Pauline. Besides
writing. Ernest would hang al-oUnd Sloppy Joe's Bar or....
take his Mob tishtng for marlin with his thirty-eight-
footer, the diesel-powered Pilar. People began tb call him
:Papa,' and a kind of myth was built around him.

. At least two good stgries came,from this period..
The first was at Sloppy Joe's where one of his drink-

ing companions named George Brooks, a local attorney,
enjoyed making Hemingway miserable. Brooks's favorite,
trick was with homosexuals who came in the bar in
search for sailors. -One day he told a young man that
Hemingway was "as queer as a three dollar bill." Then
he said. ;;Just go up to him and give him a big kiss and
tell him you love him." When the young man did, Efnest
turned white as a ghost, then spat and knocked the guy
cold with a right punch. Tuining to George Brooks, he
said, "1 know you're behind this you conniving son-of-a-
bitch. 1 know it." George denied it. innocently insisting
the poor devil was a genuine fan of the great Ernest
Hemingway.

The second story is a fish story. One Ail Sunday in.
.1935, Papa was trolling the Gulf Stream on, the way ty
Bimini. He ,.sighted a large green turtle, and he and two
companions then got simultaneous strikes. Ernest pulled
his line first, -a large shark. Holding the shark in patition
alongside tviti the gaff in his left hand and his colt in
the right, Hemingway began to pump bullets into the
shark's head. Suddenly the gaff broke and Hemingway
found himself with legs all covered with blood. Some
how, he had managed' to shoot himself in both legs!
"Danirria,- he told his brother who th ized the dam
age came tiorn the ricochet. "That's one f r the books....
(Source. Leicester Hemingway. .Ity Bru er, p 104.
McLendon, Papa. pp. 15.2-53 I

ANECDOTE 5

When Ernest .1 6, 5 st. .11, , i.
inclined to punch out hi., alversar, A.(oui,d i 1st,

1936. the poet Want:it., Six'VellS had the mttst.,itune of
arousing the Oak Park b oxer author

Stevens. a portly Hattford ..,i
s,,ine twenty years Hemingway s senior Lid t4e my 'pia
to make negative rerninks about Heinittgway )at a Key
West cocktail party to Hemingway s sister Sunny Sin, had
Just Lompleted the aiduoro task of typing .4 1.14,c-well to

I
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Arms for her brothel and then had,to come to Ernest's
defense as Stevens pressed the criticism. Stevens'remark
that she had little literary insight sent her home. near
tears.

Wifen Sunny told Ernest,. he rushed out of his house
and drove io the party. The genteel members of the
soiree were horfified to discover Ernest Galling Stevens
_ou-s and 0, nrocee.linr, to hreak the poet's jaw With
a )us t went into what he

.ne Stevens lay in pain
at , ,:ceiving nourishment
through a, straw in his wiic. aw.

1_.ater, Hemingway felt badly about the matter, partly
because he knew that he was open to a case of assault
and battery. But Stevens had kept quiet and when he
was released, he showed up at Hemingway's South Street
front doorand again announced his displeasure with
Hemingway's prose though he did apologize for insult-
ing Sunny. Ernest was impressed with the spunk of the
"little squirt" and invited Stevens in for a'drink. The
mattenended there, kept from public attention. [Source:
McLendon, Papa, pp. 55-571

ANECDOTE 6

There is an 'old literary cnkstnut about "the reports of
my death being grossly exaggeraied." Such Ak the case
with Ernest Hemingway in January of 1954.

Hemingway and his wife Mary had gone to Africa for
a safari and a vacation. On January 21, they cfimbed_
into Roy Marsh's Cessna 180 at the West Nairobi airport
for a trip to the Belgian Congo. The first day's flight was
uneventful though nostalgic as Ernest pointed out the
old 1933 campsite where his former wife Pauline had
killed a lion. That night they stayed at Bukava. The next
day was much the same with Mary taking lots of plvio-
graphs of African wildlife. But on the third day, neat
Murchison Falls, a flight of ibis suddenly crossed the
path of the plane

Hemingway's friend Marsh div to avoid (-he ibis.
struck an abandoned telephone wi . crunched to a land
mg about' three miles from the falls ThoughMaiy suf.
fered initial sho....k and Ernest a sprained tight shoulder.
no one was badly hurt But they didn't receive any.
response to then "Mayday -1)Ica.s

uckily they spotted a large while boat on a itcail,)
[hey .aught a !Id,: land liati It, pay Litt tale) to

ke Albert and fiutiabu 111,1e a bkisli pilot named
CartyN right took iifeal the local an 1.H.,1 t tor

in to Entebbe Ns plan.: taxied. across the badly
plowed field. it Suddenly built into flame, as It at
teLltpte t lu (L, / Ea nest stitastied his .say tht .)iitt,11 the
runimcd .abin 001 as y managed to es. ape thro,igh
the punt side Mary had a damaged knee Ernest a bleed
lug .,Lalp A I al pon,:eman rescued them and 10.,1, them
fifty mils to asindi to the Railway hotel next
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day a dpctor arrived; and they were -transported a hun-
dred miles away to the Lake Victoria Hotel.

' The next 'morning the whole _place' was buzzihg with
the press who, had learned of the first wreck and an-
nounced to the world that Ernek Hemingway was dead.
Mary cabled her parentftwIlile Ernest began to recuper-
ate from a collapsed intestine, kidney trouble, an aching
backbone, and a head like an egg. Roy Marsh got a
Cessna to stake Hemingway to Nairobi.

Ortly nine days had passed, but H'eminet,qv
perienced two air crasheqnultiple ininri
the host of premature obituaries wi,'
"immortal zest." He also wonders
had welcomed the news of his'"de.,
Baker Ernest Hemingway: A Life Stu,.

ANECDOTE 7

I I ex-
,d

los

When Ernest Hemingway was found dead on July 2,
1961, at his Ketchum, Idaho, lodge, some people insisted
that he had died from an accident. They said that the
"incredible accident" was caused while Ernest was clean-
ing his favorite shotgun. Few people think such things
today.

Ernest's ideas about death go back as early as 1918
when he Wrote his parents from-Italy Where he had been
badly wounded. He wrote them .that death was a very

. simple sping because he had seen and knew. As a
young man, he feared the time wh his body was old,
worn out. when his illusions might be shattered. Close

.' readers of tins works from A Farewell to Arms to To
Have and Have Not trace these early ideas about death.

fir' 11111/1A 1.) ti I , .

They also point o t that HemingwWs father committed
suicide with a gun. V

The events just before his uicide belie that-death was
accidental. For over a year, the strain of poor health
took its toll. He began to wor about money, about his
telephones being bugged by e federal government,
about going crazy, abou4 his blo d pressure. In Decern:
ber of 1960, he was admitted t the Rochesxer;,Minne-
sota, Mayo ,Clinic and given eleven treatments with
electric shock. After he left the Clinic, he became even
less communicative, and by April of 1961, Mary saw
that a great sadness had come over him: he couldn't
write. Onemorning at Kivtchum she found him in his
bathrobe holding his shotgun.

Then events Began to mount: (1) Just before lie was
to return to Rochester,, a friend wrestled his loaded
shotgun from him as he held it to his throat. (2) At a
refueling stop at the Rapid City airpOrt, he went lookint
for a gun in the hangar. (3) At Rapid City, he tried to
wItk into the Rropeller of anOttler plane. (4)-At Roches
ter, he promised his doctor not to .commj.t suicide. And
then in June, he convinced the doctors that he .was fit
to go back to Ketchum.

Mary Hemingway knew that a mistake had been
made in letting him eo back ,to Ketchum, buit when they
reached the lodge on Friday, June 30, she h6pell for the
best. On Sunday morning,,she foupd him dead with a
double-barreled Boss shotgun that he used for pigeon
hunting, [Source: 'Leicester Hemingway, M,/ ), Brother,
p. 256; Carlos Baker, Ernest. Hemingway: A Life Stvry,
pp. 199, 554-64; Hutchner, Papa ligmingw : A Per-
sonal MemOir, pp 264-304 I

rem() v d 1.0 ,.... loi
t e.:
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BASIC MATERIALS FOR STARTING A SEMINAR

Of :ourse, the school budget (1,-,
vials. If there is-nb bud. ..

.11 many sources: school .. -Ludertt,
teacher, or classroOm copies, American literature text-
books.

Class sets Of paider-backs do provide smother instruc-
tion. In add' 'o'n to the handouts suggested in this book,
the followin materials are recommended for starting a
Hemingway minar:

Hemin ay Ernest. A Farewell to A
Scr net , 12.9. Cloth and paper.

The Old Man a94 the Sea. New York:
Cloth and paper.

The Short Stories of Ernest Hemin
Scribner's, 1938. Cloth and paper.

Three Novels: The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell to Arms,
The 41141 Man and the Sea. New York: Scribner's,

The Sun Also Rises. New York: Scribner's,
and paper.

rms.

Scribner's, 1961

gway.

New York:

New York:

1926. Cloth

Besides the class sets, the instructor may wish to
build up a room library of biographical and autobio-
graphical works. Some of these may be secured through
libraries. Here is a list of eleven useful titles:

Baker,. Carlos. Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story. New
York: Scribner's, 1969. ,

Callaghan* Morley. That Summer in Piris: Memories of
Tangled Friendships with Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and
Some Others. New York: Coward, 1963.

Cowley, Malcolm. "A Portrait of Mistr Papa." Life, 10
January' 1949, pp. 86-90', 93i-94,'96-98, 100-1.61.
This article is reprinted in, livicCaffery: Ernest Heming-
way, pp. 34-56; se.e belo r full reference.

Hemingway, Gregory. Pa 7Personal Memoir. Boston.
Houghton Mifflin, 1976, aper, pocket Books, 1977.

Hemingway, Leicester. My Brother, Ernest Hemingway'.
[1962] New York: Fawcett World, 1972. Paper.

Hemingway, Mary. Hhw It Was, New York: Knopf, 19 /0

0
Hotchner, A. E. Papa 1-r-mincrwaY

New York: R.
,

McLendon, J

1928-'1,0 3 C.: L. I11 I

Personal Memoir.

in Key West;
1ff Pone.

larLibrary,, 19 P-t.,
MeCaffery, John K. M., ed. EPnest Hemingway: The Man

and His Work. 1950. Reprint. New York: Copper
Square Publishers, 1969.

Miller, Madelaine Hemingway. Ernie: Hemingway's
ter Sunny Remembers. New 'York: Crown, 1975.

Montgomery, Constance Tappet. Hemingway in Michi--
gan. New York: Fleet Publishing Corp.:1966:

Sanford, Marcelline Hemingway. At the Herningways A
Family Portrait. Boston: Little; Brown and Company,
1962.,

Audio-visual materials can be obtained om
libraries, - but at least two should be cen4sidered for
-purchase

-
'Ernest Hemingway Reading. [Record or cassette] Caed-

mon, CDL 5f1, 45 minutes, 10 seconds, with
background .not ek by A. E. Hotchner and Mary
Hemingway.. The Nobel Prize address is especially
useftil.' For info oration, write Caedmon Record's,
Inc., 505 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York
10018.

Ernest Hemingway. .,,ifilmstrip]. :Ilk American .Ex-
erience in Literature: Five Modern Novelists. Series

No. 6911K. Encyclopaedia Britannica. Educational
Corporation, 1975, with cassette. 9

VALUABLE BOOKS: BIO APHY AND CRITIcIgM

laker, Carlos. Hemingway. e Writer as Artist. 11952:1
4t rev. ed. Princeton, N.J : Princeton University
Pre 972. Cloth and paper.

Beiker, Sh ridan Ernest Hemingway. An Introducaun
and In rpretation. New York: Holt, Rinehart Oa.
Winston, 7.

tilddbury, Ray I Sing the thidy Electric. New "xlik
Allied A. Kilupi, 19b9

/1
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Cowley, Malcolat. A SecOnd Floweiting. World anti, Days
of The Lbit Generation.. NeW York: Viking, 1973;

PengUin 41974.

DeFalco, Joseph. The .'Hero in Hemingway's Short
Stories. 1963. Reprint. Darby, Pa.: Arden Library',
1977.

FalK, R. P.. ed. American Literature in °Parody. New
York: Twayne, 1955.

Fenton, Ch*es A. The Apprenticeship of Ernest Hem-
ingway: The Early Years. 19.54. Reprint New York:
Octagon Books, 1975.

7

French, Warren C., and Kidd, Walter E., eds. American
Winners- of the Nobel Literary Prize7--Naman:
versity of Oklahoma Press:`Y968.

,,_Frenz, Horst,: ed.. Nobel Lecture
1967. Amsterdam: Elsevier Publish

Hovey, Richrd B. Hemingway: a. inward Perrain.
Seattle: University of WasIlingt nc Press, 1968.

Kiley, John. Hemingway: An Old Friens Remembers,
New York: Hawthorn, 1965.

Klimo, Vernon (Jake), and Ou Will. Hemingway
and Jake. [1972) New York: Popular Library, 1973.
Papel\

Leggett, John. Ross and Tom: Two American_Tragedies.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974. -

Loeb. Harold The Way It Was. New York. Clitelion
Books, 1959!

qicCaffery, John K M.. eil.rnest Hemingway: T fit oiVlan
an4,, His Work, 1.950. Reprint. New York. Cooper
Square Publishers, n.d.

Ross, Lillian Portrait of Hemingway New York. Simon
and Schuster, 1961. (Originally, New Yorker, May
13, 1950, Profile)

Rovit, Earl H. Ernest Hemingway. New Yolk. 1 waylle,
1963; paper, College and University Press, 1963

Salason. Bertram D Hemingway and. the Sun Set
Washington, D.0 . National Cash Register Company/
Microcard Editions, 1972

Stephens. [(obeli O.. ed. Ernest ilentineVay, I he
ca! Reception New York. But t Franklin, 1977

Stuckey. W J The Pulitzer Prize Novels N_ointati
_ University of Oklahoma Press, 196o

waldhoin Ar thui Reader's Guide to fic/Itiris
way New Yor1 Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1972
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1962
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AND CRITICISM ,
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*Barer, Carlos.' "The Boy Ali the Lions." In 20th Cen-1

ury Interpretations of, "The Old Man and the Sea,"
Beedited,by Katherine TYJobes, pp. 27-33.,Englewood.
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968.

urgumEdwin Ber'ry. "Ernest Hemingway and the Psy-
. chology of the Lost Generation!" In his The Novel

and the World,'s Dilemma, pp- 184-204. New York:
Oxf_so..011.University Press, 1947.

Cowley, Malcolm. "Hemingway and the Hero:' New
Ripublic,.4-December 1944, pp, 754-58.

Eastman, Ma.4. "Bull in the Afternoon." New Republic,.
7 June 1933. nn 0-4 -07

'Fiedler, in the America,.
PP. 304-9, ..).)0-52. New York: Criterion, 1960..

Fuchs, Daniel. "Ernest Hemingway, Literary Critic."
American Literature 36 (1965j:451-51. s-

K;szin,.A1fred. On Native Grounds,1New York: Harceurt,
Brace, 1942; paper, 1972,.pp. 393-90.

Lewis, Wyndam. "The Dumb Ox: A illitiody of Ernest
-Hemingway." The American Review 3 (1934):289-
31 2.

Plimpton, George. "The Art of Fiction, XXI. Heming-
way.",Paris Review, no. 1.8 (1958), pp.:61-89. Also
in Writers at Work The Paris Interviews, Second
series, pp. 2,15-39.,New York: Viking, 1963.

Van Gelder, Robert "Ernest Hemingway Talks of Work
and War." In Writers an*, Writing. pp. 95-98. New
York: Scribnet's, 1946.

Warren, Robert Penn. "Ernest Hemingway! Kenyon
Review 9 (1947):52-60. Also in Literary Opinion in
America. edited by Morton D,,Zabel vol. 2, pp. 444-
63. 1951. Reprint. Magnolia, Massachusetttr: Pete:
Stryith, 1968.

WilsO,n, Edmund. "Hemingway: Bourbon Gauge of Mo-
ral In his The Wt'?uricl and the Bow: Seven Studies
in iterature, pp. 2\14-42. New York. Oxford Uni-
ve ity Press, 1947.

g. Philip. :Loser rake Nothing it1 211rii Century
Interpretations of "A Farewell to Arms." edited by
Jay Gellens, pp 28-32 Englewood Cliffs, N
Prentice-Hall. 1970

s.trits, Philip -Out lieunngway Man h...riyot.
26 (1964).6 ito-71d3-L,

istrohs. Ct11h.C.Ki isi rktm -stA ti Sl LJ

111s:c 411,1 ter. [1923j I .1,11.

M1,11 Hiti..cult ('lark Book. 1977
Cher lime. [1924 1921 Net\ YtOiik ,. I )0
Cloth and paRe,

11,c itEr4rit,1 st., 1,16 II', L,1 14..0 1 .1, 3 al Ili..
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The Syn Also Rises. New York: Scribne'r's, "1926. Cloth
and paper.

Men Without Women. New York: Scribner's, J927.
Paper.

A Farewell to Arms: New York: Scribner's, 1529: Cloth
and paper.

-Death in the AAmodn. New York: ScribneV932.
Cloth and paper.

Winner Take Nothing. Nei,v York: Scri er's, 1933.
Paper.

Green Hills of Africa. New Yqrk: Scribner's, 1935. Cloth
and paper. - Oe

To Have and Have Not. New York: Scribner's, 1937..
'Cloth and paper.

The Fifth Column and the First Forty-Nine Stories. New
York: Scribner's, 1938.

For Whom thltBell Tolls. Nei, York: Scribner's, 1940.
d paNde,

Alrosslhe,, er and o the Trees.. New York: Scrib-
ner's, 1950. Cloth and paperi.

The Old Man and the Sea. [1952.].New York: Scribner's,
1961. Cloth and paper. qx

Pospumous Publications
The Wild Years, edited by Gene Z4,1anr9han. New York:

Dell, 1962. Seventy-three articles fiom the Toronto
Star.

A Moveable Feast. New York: Scribner's, 1964. Cloth
and paper.

By-Line: Ernest- 'ay. Selected Articles and Dis-
patches of Four Decades, edited by William White.
New York: Scribner's#1967. Cloth and paper.

The Fifth ColumnWnd Foie Stories of the Spanish Ciyil
War. New York: Scribner's, 1969, Cloth and paper.

Islands in the Stream. New York: Scribner's: 1970. Cloth
and paper. .

Ernest Hemingway, Cub Reporter: Kansas City Star
Stories, edited by M. Bruccoli. Pittsburgh: University

' of Pittsburgh Press, 1970.
Ernest Hemingway's Apprenticeship, Oak Park,' 1910

4917, edited by M. Bruccoli. Washington, /D.C.:
tvlicrocard Editions, 1971. Uncollected early writings,
Oak Park, Illinois, High School Tabula and Trapeze.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Hemingway NBC. McGraw Hill )4 t)/,,A

Hemingway's Spain "Death in ti/c' Aficrnoon
McGraw-Hill, 1969 15 min., Lola/

Hemingway's Spain: "Fur Whom the Sell i kdia
McGraw-Hill, 1969 19 min., color.

Hemingway 's Spain 177 Sun Also RiSC.1

McGraw-Hill, 1969 I 7 nun color.
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Hemingway's -settig3;-7)7I, Sun Also Rise. ABC: McGr.Z;v-
bill, 1969.17 min., color.

My Old Man. Encyclopaedia Britagnica Educational'
Corp. 27 min.,color.

Soldier's Home. ,Learning in Focus, inc.-Coronet Instruc-
Siortal Films, 1977.41 min., aoior.

./1"FILMSTRIP-RECORD/CASSErres
Ernest Hemingway [Filmstrip'. Listening Library,

NOOCFX, ancl cassette. Covers his life from World
War I to his suicide. Fos information, write Listen-
ing Library, Inc., 1 Park Avenue, Old Greenwich,
Connecticut 06870:

Ernest Hemingway [ Filmstrip] . 2 rolls. Educationai
Dimensions Corp., no. 708 and 1 12 -min. discs or
,2 cassettes, 15 min. each, For information, write
'Vducational Dimensions dorp.,,Box 488, Great Neck,
New York 11022. .

Ernest Hemingway:ay: The ManA Biographical Interpreta-
tion with Carlos Baker [Filmstripf . 2 rolls. Guidance
Associates, 7F-508 307 (LPs) or 7F -508 299 (cas-
settes), and 2 12-in. discs or 2 cassettes, 16 or 17 min.
For. information, write Guidance Associates, Pleasant-
ville, New York 10570.

RECORDS AND CASSETTES

Grebstein, Sheldon. For Worri the Bell Tolls/Listerung
Library, N96CX, cassette. Lecture.

Hemingway. Listening Library,t N98R, 2 12-in. discs.
Memorits of the writer from his friends, about his
public and private life.

Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. Charlton
Heston, readgr. Caedmon, TC 2084, 2 12-in. discs or
2 cassettes.

llotchner, A. E_Hotchrier on Hemingway. Listening
Library, NIO0C X, cassette.

Hotling, Chides K. Ernest Hemingway. "The Old Merl
and the Sea." Listening Library, N94CX, cassette.

Wylder, Delbeit The Early Short Stories of Ernest
Hemingway. Listening Library, NIOICX, cassette

. The Middle Shor Il'Stories of Ernest Hemingway,
listening Libra/ye N 1 02C cassette

The Late Short),Stortes of Erri.si tIcrtarrs,, ej.
Listening Lib/dry, NIO3CX cassette

ung, Philip: dff Farewell to Arno I. 13L,;liug LW.)
N97CX, cassette

The Sun Also l-ci)c...1 it,nr,) N'))( A

t
I

i )151 Inc 1 Pali, A ven,re 01,1 GlstetiN1L.11
cut 015870 oft
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PICTURES I

Ernest Hemingway [Foisted ._Eight Masters of Modern
\Fiction series. Includes Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Wolfe,

BaldWin:,'Salinger, McCiillers, F ulluier,. and Stein-
beck. Scholastic Book Services, set-of 8 pictures, 15
x, 20 in. For inforitiation, write Scholastic Book,
Services, 50 West 44th Street, New York, New York
10036. .

Ernest liOningway (Picture] . Perfection Form Co.,
KJ95948, color, 8 1/2 x 11 in.

A Farewell to Arms [Pictures] . Hemingway series. Per-
fection Form C., '0 ''" ' - ,1 r ,

I 13 in.
For Whom the Bell Tolls [Pictures] . Hemingway series.

Perfectionp,Form Co., KJ3072, set, of 2 pictures,
8 .1/2 x 11 in.

The Old Man and the Sea [Pictures] . Hemingway series.
Perfection Form Co., KJ6132, set of ,10 p Th tures.

The Sun iirso Rises [Pictures] . Hemingway -seri s. Per-
fection Form Co., KJ7692, set of 10 picture,s, 1'0 x
13 fit, 1, ,

For inforination on the above listings, with the ex-
ception of the first, write Perfection Form Company,
1000 North Second Avenue, Logan, Iowa 51546.

Note: the instructor should try to secure a copy of
Life, July' 14, 1961, pp. 51-72, for a cover story-photo.
essay on Hemingway.

ROLL' WOOD FILMS.

Most of the Hollywood films based on Hemingway writ-
ings are still available through loan libraries. Check with
your AV director f catalogs and prices.

Adventures of a Young Man. Based onthe book In Our
Time. 1962, Twentieth Century-Fox. The script was
prepared from a TV series adaptation of ten Nick
Adarn,s stories done by A. E. Hotchner. Parts of A
Farewell to Arms were added to the film. Producet:

Jerry Wald. Richard Beymer (Nick), Jessica Tandy
(Mrs. Adams); Arthur Kennedy (Dr. Adams); Paul
Newman ( "Thor Battler") Director. Martin Ritt.
Dolor, 145 minutes

A Farewell to Arms. 1932, Paramount. Gary Cooper
(Fiederic); Helen Hayes (Catherine); Adolphe Menjou
(Rinaldi). Director: Henry King. B/W, 78 minutes.
?Us°, 1957, Twentieth Century-Fox. Rock Hudson
(Fredgtic).; Jennifer Jones (Catherine); Vittorio de
Sica (Rinaldi). Director: Charles Vidor. Color, 151
minutes.

( For Whom the Bell Tolls. 1943, Paramount. Gary Cover
(lord n); Ingrid Bergman (Maria); Katina Paxinou
(Pila ; Akim Tamiroff (Pablo). Director: lam Wood.
C010 6 minutes.

Islands in- the Stream. 1977, Paramount Cr` ;
1--(Thornis*Hudsuiti) with 11)

Bloom (Audrey). Director. hankini J. Schaffner.
Color, 110 minutes,

The Killers. 1946, Universal. Burt Lancaster (Ole Andre-
son). Director: Robert Siedmak. B/W, 1021minutes.
Also, 1964,- Universal. Lee Marvin (Charlie), Angle
Dickinson (Sheila Farr), Ronald Reagan (Browning),
John Cassavetes (Johnny North). Director: Don
Siegel. Color, 95 minutes.

The Macomber Affair. 1947, United Artists. Gregory'
Peck (Macomber); Joan. Bennett (Margot); Robert
Preston (Wilson). Directoi: Z. Korda. B /W, 89 m.tn-
utes.

The Old Man and the Sea. 1958, Warner Brothel's.
Spenaer _lacy (Santiago). Director: John Sturges.
Color,-a minutes.

The Sun Also Rises. 1957, Twentieth Century-Fox.
Tyrorre Power (Jake); Ava Gardner (Brett); Mel-
Ferer (Robert Cohn); Errol Flynn (Mike Campbell);
Eddie Albert (Bill Gorton). Director: Henry King.
Color, 129 minutes.

The Snows of Kilimanjaro. 1952, Twentieth Century-
Fox. Gregory Peck (Harry), with Susan Hayward
(Helen) and Ava Gardner (Cynthia). Director: Henry
King. Color, 117 minutes.

.7b Have and Have Not. 1944, Warner Brothers. Hum-
phrey Bogart (Harry); Lauren Bacall (Mrs. Morgan).
Director: Howard Hawks. B/W, 100 minutes.

-Under My Skin. Based on the short. story "My Old Man."
1950, Twentieth Century -Eox John Garfield (Dan
Butler) and Luther Adler(Louis Bark) Director. Jean
Negulesco. B/W, 68 minutes
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